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Abstract
There has long been a significant gap between the theory and practice of measurement
scheduling for state estimation problems. Theoretical papers tend to deal rigorously with
small-scale, linear problems using methods that are well-grounded in optimization theory.
Practical applications deal with high-dimensional, nonlinear problems using heuristic poli-
cies. The work in this thesis attempts to bridge that gap by using reinforcement learning
(RL) to treat real-world problems. In doing so, it makes contributions to the fields of both
measurement scheduling and RL.
On the measurement scheduling side, a unified formulation is presented which encom-
passes the wide variety of problems found in the literature as well as more complex variations.
This is used with RL to handle a series of problems of increasing difficulty. Both continuous
and discrete action spaces are treated, and RL is shown to be effective with both. The
RL-based methods are shown to beat alternative methods from the literature in one case,
and are able to consistently match or beat heuristics for both high-dimensional linear prob-
lems and simple nonlinear problems. Finally, RL is applied to a high-dimensional nonlinear
problem in radar tracking and is able to outperform the best available heuristic by as much
as 35%. In treating these problems, it is shown that a useful synergy exists between learned
and heuristic policies, with each helping to verify and improve the performance of the other.
On the reinforcement learning side, the contribution comes mainly from applying the
algorithms in an extremely adverse environment. The measurement scheduling problems
treated involve high-dimensional, continuous input spaces and continuous action spaces.
The nonlinear cases must use sub-optimal nonlinear filters and are hence non-Markovian.
Cost feedback comes in terms of internally propagated states with a sometimes tenuous
connection to the environment. In a field where typical applications have both finite state
spaces and finite action spaces, these problems test the limits of its usability.
Some advances are also made in the treatment of problems where the cost differential
is much smaller in the action direction than the state direction. Learning algorithms are
3
presented for a class of transformations to Bellman's equation, of which Advantage Learning
represents a special case. Conditions under which Advantage Learning may diverge are
described, and an alternative algorithm - called G-Learning - is given which fixes the problem
for a sample case.
Thesis Supervisor: Rami Mangoubi
Title: Draper Laboratory Technical Staff
Thesis Supervisor: Wallace VanderVelde
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis we will examine the problem of state estimation with costly measurements.
This type of problem shows up in many real-world situations but has seen surprisingly little
attention from the engineering community.
It is relatively easy to come up with examples of situations where measurements are
costly. For some measurements it is possible to associate actual monetary costs. Recently
geologists mounted an expedition to Mt. Everest in order to place a GPS unit at the
top. Needless to say, this was an expensive measurement. Every measurement taken by
the Hubble Space Telescope is costly when one considers the large expense of putting the
instrument in orbit and maintaining it.
The field of radar provides examples of a variety of different measurement costs. The
cost of a radar measurement might come from monetary expense of the power usage, which
can easily reach into megawatts for the larger systems. Power might also come at a premium
on a mobile radar platform such as an aircraft, which has only a limited power supply
available to meet demands from a variety of sources. Stealth considerations can make the
use of radar expensive, as often the measurer does not wish to be revealed to the target. The
necessity of balancing a large number of tasks can give rise to a sort of measurement cost. A
radar system might be forced to choose between monitoring an existing target or searching
for a new target, with attention given to either task coming at the expense of the other.
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Similarly, it might be forced to choose between transmission of two types of waveforms, each
specialized for a specific task.
There are examples to be found in a variety of other fields as well. In chemical and
manufacturing processes some measurements may be difficult to take, and the actual act
of taking them may have an adverse effect on the processes themselves. In systems with
distributed sensor networks, computing capacity may become a factor as the number of
available measurements exceeds the computer's ability to process them. In space applications
one can imagine that power comes at a premium, so that the power to run one sensing system
comes at the expense of not using some other instrument. Communications bandwidth also
can become a problem as a spacecraft reports its observations back to Earth.
In the literature for this problem (covered in detail in Section 1.1), there is a clear
distinction between the papers produced by those in academia and those in industry. The
academic papers generally formulate a problem in terms of costs and constraints, suggest
a solution method appropriate to the particular formulation, and then attempt to make
rigorous statements about the problem. They address issues such as optimality, stability,
and convergence so that their results can be applied to an entire class of problems, not just
a single application. Usually these papers work with scalar and/or linear systems, as they
are more amenable to analysis. The focus is on the theory, not the practice, so applications
(if they are given at all) are usually for small, tractable systems. Examples of this type of
paper include [4], [30], [35], [41], and [51].
People in industry are usually more intent on getting practical results with real systems.
Since many real-world problems are too complex to be treated rigorously with even the most
modern theoretical techniques, their papers are ususally more concerned with heuristic rules
and algorithms than mathematically correct problem statements and proofs. Only in these
papers do we see extensive treatment of nonlinear systems. Often this type of paper will
include a reference to a complex (perhaps proprietary) simulation used for Monte-Carlo
analysis of algorithms. As these simulations are rarely available to anyone other than the
paper's authors, critical evaluation of the results becomes difficult. By this we do not mean
'to imply any criticism; we are simply describing a well known reality. Examples of this type
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of paper include [15], [18], [20], [22], [46], and [66]. It is interesting to note that of the two
papers by Mehra we reference, one fits the description of academic papers given above and
was written while he was at Harvard [35]; the other fits the description of application-oriented
papers and was written while he was in industry [34].
One of the reasons for the wide discrepancy between these two categories of papers is
that the problem they all address is a difficult one. The academics tend to use a series of
assumptions to reduce the problem to one that is simple enough that it can be dealt with
analytically or by using a numerical technique like dynamic programming (DP), which we
describe briefly in Section 1.2. The practitioners don't have the freedom to make such as-
sumptions, so they tend to rely on less formal, more heuristic algorithms. Recent advances in
the field of reinforcement learning (RL) have made it possible to break out of the limitations
of traditional dynamic programming techniques and treat complex nonlinear problems in a
more rigorous way. Section 1.3 provides a brief overview of RL and describes the features
which allow it to handle problems DP cannot.
The contribution of this thesis will come in two areas. For the measurement with cost
problem we will present a general formulation applicable to a wide variety of problems and a
single, unified solution technique which we will apply to some real-world examples. For RL
the contribution will be in its application to problem types that have not yet been closely
examined. To see the value of these endeavors, we will begin by looking at what has been
done in these areas to date.
1.1 Literature Review: Measurement Scheduling
Though the literature in the area of measurement scheduling is not large, it is quite diverse.
One can find a wide range of cost formulations, constraints, solution methods, and applica-
tions with no overarching framework to connect one to another. In the paragraphs below we
will take a quick look at each of these aspects of the measurement with cost problem.
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1.1.1 Problem Formulation
Within the overall subject of measurement scheduling it is possible to formulate a wide
variety of problems, and the literature reflects this. There are however, a few aspects of the
papers in this area that seem to hold relatively constant. As mentioned above, the academic
papers all deal with linear systems, while the industry papers consider nonlinear plants or
measurements. Similarly, the vast majority of papers deal with finite horizon formulations,
with the only treatment of infinite horizon or "steady state" problems coming in a brief
paper by Feron [24] and the more applied algorithms of the industry papers [15], [22], [46],
and [66]. We will examine both finite and infinite horizon formulations for both linear and
nonlinear cases.
Regardless of whether a cost function is finite or infinite horizon, it can almost always
be divided into two parts: one dealing with performance, the other with the control - in this
case, the measurement commands. All the papers in the literature agree that the appropriate
measure of performance for estimation problems is the error covariance, though exactly how
this quantity is used varies from paper to paper. The most common choice is the use of
a weighted sum of traces of error covariance matrices evaluated at a specific set of times.
Variations on this cost formulation can be found in [4], [5], [6], [22], [28], [36], [41], and [51].
Mehra [35] and Blackman [15] base their costs on the inverse of the Fischer information
matrix, a similar quantity. Tanaka [58] formulates the problem in terms of minimizing the
maximum of the error variance over a finite horizon. Chen and Blair [20] use the error
covariance as a constraint at the final timestep. In the papers concerned with simultaneous
control and estimation, the performance measure is naturally based on the system's state,
not on the estimate.
The use of the error covariance as a performance metric is somewhat problematic,
however. Since we have no way of directly measuring this quantity, we will always be relying
to a greater or lesser degree on guesswork to evaluate our current state and our performance.
This problem is alleviated to some extent when we deal with linear systems, as we can
propagate the error covariance from step to step using the Kalman Filter. This is probably
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one of the primary reasons why the academic literature deals with linear systems. One of the
issues that we will address in this thesis is what to do when faced with a nonlinear system,
for which this problem becomes more significant.
The portion of the cost relating to the measurement can be expressed directly or enter
indirectly as a constraint. Such a constraint might be to fix the total number of measurements
to be taken as in [30], [36], [50], [57], and [58], with the only degree of freedom coming in
their timing. Another possible constraint seen in [5], [28], [24], [36], and [41] would be to
allow only a single measurement at each step out of a discrete set of possible choices. In
[6], [35], and [51], measurements are chosen from a continuum, the cost of a measurement
is seen as proportional to its accuracy, and the constraint is phrased in terms of total cost
rather than the number of measurements. Andersland [3] includes a cost for switching
sensors on or off as well. Cooper and Nahi [21] and Olgac et al. [40] come closest to the
measurement cost formulation which will be adopted in this thesis, assigning an explicit cost
to each measurement and minimizing over a finite horizon without posing any additional
constraints.
1.1.2 Solutions
The range of solutions presented in the papers we have mentioned is quite diverse, so we will
not go over all of them here. Suffice it to say that analytical solutions are provided for only
the most simple cases, with the vast majority relying on constrained optimization techniques.
A few, [21], [36], and [40] use an approach based on dynamic programming. These latter
papers all use simplifications of one sort or another to make the dynamic programming
approach practical. Casta et al. [18] se reinforcement learning, the technique we will focus
on in this thesis, for a sensor fusion type problem for military aircraft.
1.1.3 Applications
In the literature for this subject, the level of consideration given to applications varies widely
from paper to paper. Some papers treat the problem in the context of combined estimation
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and control, others purely in terms of estimation.
Of the authors who look at the former problem, Aoki [4], Andersland [3], Olgac et
al. [40], Cooper and Nahi [21], and Tanaka and Okita [57] make no reference at all to
possible applications. They deal purely with abstract linear systems. Kushner [30] makes a
vague mention of possible application to space navigation, Mellefont [37] makes a reference
to applications in chemical processes, and Sawaragi et al. [50] talk about applications in
pollution control. Only Meier [36] discusses possible areas of application and provides an
actual example.
The range of detail is similar on the pure estimation side. Mehra [35] provides no discus-
sion of possible applications. Tanaka [58] brings up Sawaragi's pollution control application,
while Shakeri, et al. [51] note possible applications to active perception and Oshman [41]
discusses applications in the area of large space structures. Athans [5] gives a wide range of
possible applications and provides a radar-related numerical example.
Radar seems to get the most attention of all the applications mentioned in the literature.
The most specific examples are also found in this area. In addition to Athans, Avitzour and
Rogers [6], Blackman [15], Chen and Blair [20], Daum [22], Feron [24], Heffes [28], Meier et
al. [36], and Van Keuk and Blackman [66] all discuss the problem of costly measurements
with applications to radar tracking in varying levels of detail. Popoli [46] and Casta et al.
[18] also discuss radar applications, but in the more general context of the sensor fusion
problem.
Our examples will also come from the field of radar based surveillance and tracking.
After working our way through a few simple examples, we will apply our RL-based algorithms
to tracking of ballistic reentry vehicles using a complex nonlinear model based on the one
developed by Mehra [34] but including more detail both in the dynamics and in the modeling
of the measurement system.
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1.2 Dynamic Programming
This section will provide only a brief overview of the concepts of dynamic programming.
Readers wishing a more in-depth treatment of the subject should see [12]. Readers who
are already aquainted with the subject may want to glance over this section to familiarize
themselves with the notation that will be used in this thesis.
Dynamic programming embodies a large variety of problems, but in the discussion be-
low we are primarily concerned with those relating to the optimal control of finite-state,
finite-action MAlarkov decision processes with known models. This implies the following as-
sumptions:
* There are a finite number of states x E S = {0,1,.. , Ns}, where Ns < o.
* Transitions between states depend on an action which comes from a finite set ak E
A = {a, . . O Na}, where Na < o and obey the Markov property such that p(xk+l =
j I Xk = i, Xk-1, ... , Xo, ak) = p(xk+l = j Xk = i, ak), where the subscripts on x and a
indicate the time sequencing.
* The transition probabilities Pij(ak) = p(xk+l = j !Xk = i, ak) are known.
· The transition costs g(xk, ak, Xk+l) are known.
Given all these constraints, dynamic programming can be used to find the best action at each
step as a function of the state. This is expressed in terms of a policy 7r, with an associated
cost function J. At each state the best action a* is given by the optimal policy 7r*, for
which
J~ ()<J-(x) x E S, E (1.1)
where II is the set of possible policies. Thus
a* = 7r*(). (1.2)
The cost function (sometimes also referred to as a value function) J' is simply the expectation
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of the discounted sum of all the future transition costs under policy r,
Jr (x) = E [i 7g (xk, r (Xk), Xk+l) I Xo = X (1.3)
where the discount factor y lies in the interval [0, 1) and ensures that the sum remains finite.
Equation (1.3) is what is known as an infinite horizon cost function. It can also be used to
handle finite horizon cost functions such as
J' (x) = E (k, 7 (k) Xk+l) o = ] (1.4)
k=0
by adding an accepting state (by convention state 0) with Poo = 1 and g(0, a, 0) = 0 for all
a E A and setting y = 1.1
Equation (1.3) can also be expressed in recursive form:
J' (x) = E [g (xk, (Xk), Xk+l) + 7 J' (xk+l) I xk = x]. (1.5)
Replacing X with 7r*, we arrive at the Bellman equation,
J* (x) = minE [ (xk, a, xk+l) + 7 J* (xk+l) I Xk = x], (1.6)
aEA
where J is convenient shorthand for J'. Dynamic programming provides an iterative
method for solving the Bellman equation for J. Once we have J*, we can easily slve for
r* using
r* (x) = argmin E [ (k, a, k+l) + YJ (k+l) I Xk =x]. (1.7)
aEA
Dynamic programming provides two basic methods for solving the Bellman equation:
value iteration and policy iteration. Value iteration solves for the optimal cost function
directly, starting with an arbitrary J and updating J(x) at all states simultaneously according
'We may also need to replace the state x with a new state x' = (, t) so as to capture terminal costs.
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to
J (x) <-- minE [ (Xk, a, Xk+l) + 7J (zXk+l) I Xk = x]. (1.8)
aEA
Under certain restrictions, this is guaranteed to converge to J*, though it may take an
infinite number of iterations to get there [12]. The optimal policy is extracted at the end
using Equation (1.7).
Policy iteration, on the other hand, works in two steps. It starts with an arbitrary
policy 7r0. Then, in what is known as a policy evaluation step, the cost Ja is calculated for
each policy nr, by solving Equation (1.5). Under the restrictions set forth above, this is a
set of N. + 1 linear equations i N, + 1 unknowns. This can always be solved in finite time.
Once J~" has been calculated, a new policy can be constructed in a policy update step using
a greedy update
rr,+, (x) = argmin E [g (k, a, k+1) + YJrn (Xk+l) I Xk = X] (1.9)
aEA
for every state. Under the appropriate restrictions, policy iteration is guaranteed to converge
to the optimal policy in a finite number of iterations [12].
In practice, however, neither value iteration nor policy iteration is often used. What
is more common are variations of what Sutton calls Generalized Policy Iteration (GPI) [56]
and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis call asynchronous policy iteration [13]. The general idea is that
instead of solving the linear equations for J7rn exactly, an O(N3 ) operation, some number
of value iteration steps are used to approximate J~n, after which a new policy is calculated
based on this approximate value. Neither the policy evaluation step nor the policy update
step need be carried out to completion; eventual convergence is still guaranteed.
1.3 Reinforcement Learning
In some areas dynamic programming can be fairly useful, but the range of problems to
which it can be applied is actually extremely limited. Three major problems make it hard
to apply dynamic programming to real world problems. The first of these is the requirement
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that an accurate model of the system be available, The second is known as the "curse of
dimensionality". Simply put, the calculations necessary to execute a dynamic programming
algorithm quickly become prohibitively expensive as the size of the state space increases.
Many problems with finite but large state spaces become infeasible, and direct application
of DP to problems with continuous state or action spaces is impossible. The third major
problem is the presence of the Markov assumption. Because of this, application of DP
requires full state knowledge, which is rarely present in real-world situations.
The field of reinforcement learning contains methods for addressing all of these prob-
lems, though the literature relating to the third problem is still somewhat limited. For a
survey of the field and history of its development, see [29]. For a good introduction to the
concepts and methods with plenty of examples, see [56]. For a deeper treatment of the
theoretical aspects of the subject, see [13].
In standard dynamic programming, a model is needed primarily to carry out greedy
policy updates as per Equation (1.9). As long as some method is available for feeding back
the transition costs, policy evaluation can be carried out without a model by using sample
averages. Sample averaging will not work for the policy update step, however, as multiple
courses of action must be compared.
Reinforcement learning algorithms bypass this problem by using what Sutton calls a
state-action value function instead of a normal value function.2 This function is designated
with a Q instead of a J, and hence is known as the Q-function. It is defined to be the
quantity minimized on the right hand side of the Bellman equation, or
Q*(xa) = E[g(xk, a, k+l) + 7J* (k+l) I Xk- = x] (1.10)
and can be thought of as the cost of taking action a at step k and then following the optimal
policy thereafter. Similarly, Qr is defined as
Q' (x,a) = E[g(xk, a, xk+l) + 7J (k+l) I Xk = ], (1.11)
2 Though RL techniques bypass the need for a model in conducting greedy updates, some sort of simulation
model is still needed in order to interactively generate experience.
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the cost of taking action a at step k and then following policy r thereafter. Note that
Q' (x, 7r ()) = J () (1.12)
so that Equation (1.10) can also be expressed as
Q* (x, a) = E [g (Xk, a, Xk+l) + YQ (k+l, r* (k+l)) I Xk = x]. (1.13)
Once the Q-function has been defined, an optimal policy can be defined as
7r*(x) = arg minQ* (x, a), (1.14)
aEA
and the policy update of Equation (1.9) can be simplified to
rn,+ () = arg minQn (x, a) (1.15)
aEA
Thus, if the Q-function is known, policy updates can be completed without the use of a
model. Incidentally, this allows us to write Bellman's equation in yet other forms:
J*(x) = min E [9(Xk, a, k+l) + YJ* (Xk+l) x k =x] (1.16)
aEA
= minQ* (a) (1.17)
aEA
= minE [g (xk, a, k+l) + Q* (Xk+l, r* (Xk+l)) Xk = x] (1.18)
aEA
= min E [g (xk, a, Xk+l) + 7min Q* (k+l, a) xk = x]. (1.19)
aEA arEA
Each of these variations of the Bellman equation corresponds to a different update
technique. The differences between these updates will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
The second major problem with dynamic programming, the "curse of dimensionality",
has several facets. When the size of the state space makes full updates impractical, other
methods must be used to estimate the value function. Classically, Monte-Carlo simulation
methods have filled this role. Unfortunately, these can be impractical even with relatively
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small state spaces, due to the necessity of completing an entire trajectory to get a single
sample of the cost. In the field of reinforcement learning, however, the method of temporal
differences (TD) has become the standard for estimating value functions. Like Monte-Carlo
methods, TD algorithms use sample trajectories through the environment to determine the
relative costs of states and actions. Unlike Monte-Carlo methods, however, TD methods
feed back cost information incrementally, updating the approximate values of all the states
encountered in a trajectory instead of just the first. A sort of secondary discount factor
called an "eligibility trace", designated by the symbol A (as in TD(A)), ensures that each
cost sample has little effect on the estimated cost of states which are far removed from it in
time. The main references for TD methods are [231, [55], and [63].
Even if efficient use is made of experience by using temporal difference methods, some
sort of compact representation for the value function is necessary. Reinforcement learning
algorithms address this facet of the problem of the "curse of dimensionality" by using function
approximation. The use of function approximators such as neural networks instead of DP's
tables allows the compact storage of the information gathered about a system, and makes
treatment of continuous state and action spaces possible. There are a wealth of options
to choose from in this area, but the most common choice has long been the use of a global
nonlinear function approximator such as the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The popularity of
this function approximator comes partly from its familiarity as the "standard" in the field of
neural networks (see [27]) and partly from the remarkable success of Tesauro's backgammon
player [59] [60] [61]. MLP's using backpropagation learn relatively slowly, however, and in
many applications can run into serious problems with local minima. As alternatives, people
have turned to linear and localized function approximators.
By linear function approximators we mean approximators constructed from linear com-
binations of basis functions. The basis functions themselves need not be linear, only the
manner of combining them to get an overall function. This allows quick training through
linear least squares methods and avoids problems with local minima.
Local function approximation architectures allocate different amounts of resources to
different regions of the state space. By putting more resources into areas where the function
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being approximated has greater complexity, these architectures in many cases use their
resources (the architecture's free parameters) more efficiently than global architectures. The
down side comes with the additional work required to distribute the approximation elements
appropriately through a high dimensional state space. Most local function approximators (for
example, Radial Basis Functions) are linear approximators with nonlinear basis functions.
There are exceptions, however; [19] uses nonlinear combinations of linear basis functions.
Considerable attention has been given in the literature to the limitations of function
approximation with regard to Reinforcement Learning. Further information can be found in
[631 [62] [8] [68] [53].
The last major problem with dynamic programming has yet to be addressed adequately
by the reinforcement learning field. Two critical assumptions underly most reinforcement
learning algorithms. The first is that the state of the system in question evolves in time
according to a Markov decision process (MDP). Essentially this means that the system's
future behavior depends only on the present state; the past history need not be considered
to find the optimal action. The second assumption is that the algorithm has full access
to the state at each moment in time. This latter assumption is somewhat unrealistic in
many situations, however, as an agent generally obtains information about its surroundings
through noisy sensors. It is this consideration that has given rise to the study of Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP's) in the RL community. For articles on
POMDP's in the RL literature, see [32] [43] [52].
Whereas dynamic programming is a well developed field with many strong convergence
results, reinforcement learning comes with fewer assurances. Convergence proofs have been
given for policy evaluation using TD(A) [23] and for Q-Learning [65], but both of these
assume finite state spaces. Further results have been published on policy evaluation and
control using function approximation, and are summarized in Appendix B. These results
are fairly limited, however. The strongest result for TD(A) using function approximation
requires that the approximator be linear and the underlying Markov chain at most countably
infinite. So far, convergence results for continuous state and action spaces are limited to a
single special case. Most applications of RL techniques, including the ones we will present
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in this thesis, are to situations that do not meet the requirements for existing convergence
proofs, and so no guarantees exist.
1.4 RL for measurement with cost problems
The problem of scheduling costly measurements for state estimation will test the limits of
what can be achieved with this technique. We will not only be dealing with non-Markovian
systems, but also surveying continuous, multi-dimensional state spaces and choosing from
a potentially continuous range of possible actions. Moreover, we will have no direct perfor-
mance measure for reinforcement. Successful application of RL to this problem will show
that this is a technique which can be used with real-world problems. In the paragraphs
below we give a short preview of the challenges we will be facing.
Both dynamic programming and reinforcement learning rely heavily on the use of the
Markov property. Even research on partially observable Markov processes (POMDP's) relies
on the existence of an underlying Markov chain. When we deal with nonlinear estimation
problems, however, we are working with non-Markovian observation processes even if the
state transition process is Markovian (i.e. the yk's are not Markovian even if the xk's are).
At any given point the optimal estimate will depend on the entire past history. Since optimal
nonlinear filters are infinite-dimensional, we will be forced to use suboptimal filters and base
our decisions on estimated quantities. If our estimators perform well our overall system
should be almost Markovian, but it remains to be seen if this will be good enough.
Instead of dealing with the standard small, finite state spaces, to handle this problem we
will be forced to work with continuous, multi-dimensional state spaces. The state estimate's
error covariance matrix, which we will be using as one of our primary inputs, has O(n2)
independent elements. For a seven-dimensional state vector there are 35 continuously varying
inputs needed to propagate an extended Kalman filter. Coping with state spaces of this size
will be a non-trivial problem.
Most reinforcement learning problems in the literature allow only a few possible action
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choices at each step. We will examine this sort of problem as well, but we will also treat
problems with continuous action spaces. Some of the issues relating to learning with contin-
uous action spaces have been discussed in the literature, but relatively few examples of its
actual use are available. We will be treating problems that not only have continuous action
spaces, but multi-dimensional continuous state spaces and non-Markovian state propagation
as well.
Finally, standard reinforcement learning problems often work without the benefit of
a model, relying on some sort of physical feedback (or reinforcement) for learning. The
estimation problems we examine, on the other hand, will rely extensively on models. We
will use the filter's error covariance, a largely fictional quantity, for our performance metrics.
Instead of getting feedback from the outside world, our cost measures will be internally
generated and propagated from step to step.
Clearly we will be pushing the limits of what can be accomplished using current rein-
forcement learning techniques. In doing so we hope to generate insights that will be useful
to others forced to deal with these difficult issues.
1.5 Organization
Chapter 2 will present a general formulation of the measurement with cost problem. This
will provide a framework able to accommodate the wide variety of problems which have been
examined in the literature along with other, as yet untreated variations. The problem will
be posed in such a way as to allow easy application of reinforcement learning.
This chapter will also include a description of the algorithms that will be used later in
the thesis. It will address issues associated with function approximation and with various
update methods. A distinction will be drawn between simple and complex action spaces,
and methods for dealing with each-will be discussed.
Chapter 3 will continue the algorithmic discussion by addressing issues related to learn-
ing when cost variations with respect to the action are small compared to those in the state
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direction. A class of transformations to the Bellman equation capable of accentuating small
differences in costs will be described, and new methods for applying reinforcement learning
to the resulting functions will be presented. Baird's advantage learning algorithm will be
discussed in this context. Previously unreported limitations to the algorithm will be de-
scribed along with an example which shows how these limitations can cause the algorithm
to diverge. An alternative algorithm called G-Learning, which corrects this defect for the
example problem, will be presented.
Application of the general formulation and algorithms described in Chapter 2 will begin
in Chapter 4. This chapter will treat four linear problems, two of which come from the
literature. In describing the application of reinforcement learning to these problems a large
amount of effort will be spent in showing the methodology involved. Detailed lists of the
specific parameters used will be included as well as the reasons for which they were chosen.
The intent is to showcase the wide variety of problem formulations which can be tackled
using reinforcement learning, but also to describe the design decisions which must be made
in order to implement these algorithms successfully.
Chapter 5 will up the bar by examining a simple nonlinear problem. This is intended
as preparation for the more complex application which will be addressed in Chapter 6. By
looking at a problem which is simple enough to allow some basic analysis to be applied, we
can compare learned policies with an intelligently designed heuristic. This should give us an
idea of whether our algorithms will work in this new domain. Both discrete (binary) and
continuous action spaces will be examined.
The culmination of our efforts will come in Chapter 6. Here we will develop a complex
nonlinear model for a radar tracking system monitoring intermediate-range ballistic missile
reentry. We will then see whether reinforcement learning can yield concrete improvements
over heuristic policies in real-world situations. Again, both discrete and continuous action
spaces will be examined.
We will conclude with Chapter 7. This will include a discussion of the results from the
previous chapters. Both successes and failures will be examined for insights that may help in
future work. Conclusions will be drawn with regard to the utility of reinforcement learning
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for complex problems, and possibilities for future work will be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Problem Formulation and Solution
Approach
As we have already seen from the literature, there are a variety of different ways in which
the measurement with cost problem can be formulated. Similarly, there are a variety of
different ways in which its solution can be sought. In this thesis, we would like to show
that a wide spectrum of these problems can be handled by a single general formulation, and
that all of them may be solved using one basic approach. The unified formulation will be
presented in terms of functional blocks and their connections. Once this has been done, the
generation of each specific formulation merely becomes a matter of filling in the contents of
the blocks. In later sections we will go through this process of filling in the blocks for several
linear examples, two of which come from the literature. Later, we will fill in the blocks for
nonlinear examples, showing the versatility of the formulation.
2.1 Formulation
The problem with which we are faced is the estimation of some function of the state of
an evolving physical system. We assume that the system can be modeled by a stochastic
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differential equation of the form
(t)= f(x(t),), w(t),t) (2.1)
where x(t) is the state, u(t) is a (known) control, w(t) is a stochastic signal representing the
process noise, and t is time. This is the first of our blocks. In some cases, it may be more
advantageous to think in terms of discrete time state propagation. In these instances, (2.1)
will be replaced with the difference equations
Xk+l = fd (k, Uk, Wk,tk) (2.2)
where the subscript d stands for discrete.
Regardless of the manner in which the state is propagated, at each timestep tk we are
able to take a measurement yk of some aspect of the system. Here we have some freedom of
choice: we have a set Ak of possible actions that we may take, and the form and accuracy
of each measurement depends on the particular action ak E Ak that we choose.
Yk = h (Xk, Uk, ak, Vk, tk) (2.3)
where xk = x(tk), etc., and the statistics of the sensor noise k are a function of the action
chosen.
At this point it may help to give an example of what might actually go into these
blocks. Equations (2.1) and (2.3) will simplify substantially for most problems of interest;
in the linear case, for instance, they become
fd (k, Uk, Wk, tk) = Axk + Buk + Wk (2.4)
and
h (k, Uk, ak, Vk, tk) = Cxk + Duk + Vk. (2.5)
In order to estimate the (unknown) state of the system, we maintain a filter which
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has its own (known) state. Combined with the known external input, the actions, and the
measurements themselves, the filter state - which we shall designate (k - contains all the
information necessary to propagate estimates from timestep to timestep. We will distinguish
between the state of the filter before and after the information from k is incorporated by
using and + respectively'. The filter state will typically include the time, the state
estimates themselves, and some measure of the current estimate's error statistics.
The filter itself then comes in the form of two blocks. The first specifies how each
measurement is incorporated into the estimate,
(+- ((-, Yk, uk, ak), (2.6)
and the second specifies the manner in which the estimate is propagated from timestep to
timestep
= 'I' ~~~~~~~~~ ~(2.7)fk+l -= (k, Uk) (2.7)
The actions at each timestep are chosen according to a policy r such that
ak = (0k) (2.8)
where Ok is a feature vector derived from the filter state, , and the currently known portion
of the control history, Sk:
Ok = r(¢s ,k). (2.9)
In many cases, Ok will simply be a subvector of (~-. The second argument of IF may be a bit
more complex. It's character depends on the level of knowledge available about the external
input Uk. At the very least we assume that the current input uk is known, and therefore all
past inputs u.O -.. uk-1 are also known. In some cases, however, future values of the input
may also be known. Since this knowledge could have an effect on the measurement choice
at the current time, it must be included in Sk.
1 Superscripted + and - symbols will be used with this same meaning for a variety of variables throughout
the thesis.
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Xk+l
*k +1
Figure 2-1 Block diagram for combined plant/filter
Figure 2-1: Block diagram for combined plant/filter
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The combination of plant, policy, and filter is shown diagramatically in Figure 2-1.
At each timestep, performance is evaluated as a function of the filter state, action, and
measurement:
Ck = g (, a, Yk). (2.10)
The estimation error covariance often enters into the cost through the filter state. Overall
performance of the policy r over the interval [k, k + N] is evaluated through a cost function
J (X) - E [N7ick+i (2.11)
where we take the limit as N -+ oo for the discounted infinite horizon case and set 'y = 1
for the finite horizon case. The expectation is taken with regard to the underlying plant,
measurement, and filter models described in Equations (2.1)-(2.7). The problem, hen, is to
find a policy which minimizes the expected cost over the chosen horizon.
2.2 Approach
The main benefit derived from combining the various possible measurement with cost prob-
lems into a single general formulation is that it allows us to use the same basic tools to solve
all of them. Reinforcement learning provides a single unified approach to the solution of the
problems posed above, though each individual implementation may require its own slightly
different algorithm.
In this section we begin by presenting the algorithmic framework that makes up this
unified approach. Then, just as the previous section described the blocks which make up
the problem formulation, this section will describe the blocks which will be used to seek a
near-optimal solution.
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2.2.1 Algorithmic Framework
At its heart, a reinforcement learning algorithm is concerned with two functions: a value
function J or state-action value function Q (in this thesis, we will only consider the latter),
and a policy r. The algorithm begins with some initial policy and some estimate of Q and
tries to find the optimal functions Q* and r* by interacting with the environment. The
details of the algorithm lie in how that interaction takes place and how the estimates of Q
and r are updated.
When the system being examined is a small finite-state Markov decision problem
(MDP), we can interact with the environment (or a model of the environment) in two
fundamentally different ways. One way is to generate trajectories through simulation or
experiments, where states are encountered according to the underlying probabilities of the
MDP. An alternative method is to simply list the states and test each one, either sequentially
or according to some predetermined pattern. The problem with the former method is that
some states may be encountered only rarely, slowing convergence dramatically. The latter
method can be much quicker, but has been shown to admit the possibility of divergence
when combined with function approximation [63].
In systems with low-dimensional, continuous states, it may be possible to distribute
tests over the entire state space by gridding it off. However, as the dimension of the state
increases this grid grows exponentially in size, so that uniformly distributed interaction
with the environment becomes impractical. We are left with trajectory-based interaction
as our only reasonable alternative. This type of interaction will be used throughout the
thesis, except for one example where a grid-based interaction is used on a simple system
for illustrative purposes. Of course, with the decision to use a trajectory-based algorithm
come a host of issues relating to the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off, but these will be
addressed in a later section.
The rest of the algorithm's details revolve around updating of the Q-function and policy.
We must specify how the cost estimates are generated within each trajectory, how the Q-
function is updated based on the cost estimates, and how the policy is updated based on the
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revised Q-function. Each of these steps involves a number of trade-offs and design decisions.
The overall algorithm used throughout this thesis is outlined in Figure 2-2. Before
entering the main learning loop, various algorithm parameters must be set, function ap-
proximator weights must be initialized, and some preliminary training may be conducted
based on an initial policy guess or other available background information. This is what
occurs in the "Initialize Algorithm" block. Once the algorithm has been initialized, the
main loop is entered and a series of trajectories are generated either through simulation or
direct interaction with the environment. Each trajectory uses a learning technique, either
SARSA(A) or Q-learning, to generate a set of estimates {Q} of the Q-function. This is the
"Run Trajectory" block. The Q's are then used to update the parameters of the Q-function
approximator Q(, a, r) (r is the approximator's weight vector), and the updated Q is in turn
used to update the policy 7r. After adjusting learning and exploration rates as appropriate,
the next trajectory is run as the cycle continues. There are a variety of ways in which the
algorithm can be terminated, but we have chosen merely to stop after a fixed number of
iterations, Neg, have been completed. The "eg" stands for "epsilon-greedy".
It is important to understand that the algorithm framework shown in Figure 2-2 is but
one of several possibilities. The updating of Q and r need not be relegated to separate blocks
reached only upon conclusion of a complete trajectory. Updates for both of these can be
conducted in an on-line, incremental fashion as well. The frequency with which updates are
conducted is an important design parameter available to the user, and different choices can
produce dramatically different results. In this thesis we have chosen to conduct our updates
for both policy and Q-function in batches after each trajectory for the following reasons:
* Separating out the updates increases modularity and decreases the overall complexity
of the algorithm.
* Some function approximators converge relatively slowly. This means that a large num-
ber of target points must be presented, which is often more easily achieved by presenting
the same data points multiple times than by generating large numbers of new points.
This favors batch training operations.
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Figure 2-2: Flowchart of basic learning algorithm.
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c Overly frequent policy updating has been shown to cause convergence to non-optimal
policies under certain conditions [13].
* A single framework that addresses both continuous and discrete action spaces is desired,
and frequent updating is computationally impractical for systems with continuous ac-
tion spaces. The reasons for this will be explained in more detail below.
2.2.2 Trajectory generation
Logically, it would make sense to begin our discussion of the algorithm blocks with the
algorithm initialization. However, there are elements of the initialization which will make
more sense after the rest of the algorithm has been described in detail. Thus, the initialization
phase will be described last in Section 2.2.7, not first, and we instead begin with trajectory
generation.
There are two major classes of reinforcement learning algorithms: those based on the
concepts of temporal differences (represented by the SARSA(A) algorithm in this thesis),
and those based on the concepts of Q-Learning. Both types of algorithm generate the
actual trajectories in the same way; they differ in how they take statistics to generate the
Q samples which will be used to train the Q approximator. In their standard form, both
methods generate trajectories by following the current policy with occasional random actions
added for exploratory purposes. But while SARSA(A) algorithms take their statistics based
on the actions actually chosen after the random element is added, Q-Learning algorithms
take their statistics based on the estimate of what would have been the best action to take,
regardless of whether that action was actually taken or not. So the SARSA(A) algorithms
are training Q to match the best estimate of the cost of the current randomized policy QXe,
while the Q-Learning algorithms are training Q to match the best estimate of the optimal
policy Q*. The differences between the two algorithms and how they are applied to our
particular problem are explained in more detail in the following two sections.
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2.2.3 SARSA(A)
Figure 2-3 shows how a trajectory is generated using a SARSA(A) learning algorithm in the
context of the formulation presented in the previous section. Equations showing the way the
relevant quantities are calculated are given to the right of each block. At the beginning of
each trajectory (of N steps) the state and filter are reinitialized; the exact initial conditions
may vary or remain constant. Then, at each step in the trajectory the filter is updated in
accordance with the current action and then propagated to the next step. The feature vector
is then calculated and the next action chosen.
The way in which this action is chosen is important. Throughout the learning process,
the algorithm has access to the current policy r. This policy represents the current best
guess at the optimal policy 7r*. When actions are chosen, however, this policy is modified by
introducing a random factor to encourage exploration of the state space. With probability
c the action is chosen randomly, and with probability 1 - c the action is chosen according
to r. If 7r is greedy, this modified policy is known as an c-greedy policy. Since we will be
allowing approximated policies and partial policy updates in our algorithms, our policies will
not necessarily be greedy, and so we will refer to the modified policy as 7f instead.
It is after the action is chosen that we see the two distinguishing features of a SARSA(A)
learning algorithm. First, it is an on-policy algorithm. By this we mean that instead of at-
tempting to learn the value of following r, the current best guess at 7r*, the algorithm
attempts to learn the value of re. The Q that are generated are estimates of Q',X not Q'.
It is the estimation of Q'r that allows the effective use of eligibility traces, the second distin-
guishing feature of SARSA(A) algorithms. The eligibility traces propagate cost information
back through time (with a horizon determined by the parameter A) in order to improve the
estimates made at earlier points in the trajectory. Each temporal difference contributes a
factor of a to the calculation of the Q for the current state-action pair and a factor of (A)' S
to the calculation of the Q for the ith previous state-action pair. Information can be propa-
gated backward in this way because the cost incurred at step k always contains information
about the value of Qr(Ok-i, ak-i), but if any random actions have been taken between steps
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Figure 2-3: Flowchart showing one step in a SARSA(A) trajectory. Expands the "Run
trajectory, generate Q's" block from Figure 2-2.
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The algorithm employed here differs slightly from the one described by Sutton and
Barto [56] in that the Q-function is only updated at the end of each trajectory. Thus, in
their terminology, we are using an off-line version of the algorithm.
Convergence to the optimal policy comes through the process of generalized policy
iteration. After working toward an estimate of Qr a policy improvement step is carried
out and a new policy rr generated. This new policy is then evaluated, and another policy
improvement step is carried out. If is gradually decreased throughout (in our algorithm,
this takes place in the final block of Figure 2-2) this back and forth process should eventually
converge to the optimal policy2.
2.2.4 Q-learning
Figure 2-4 shows how a trajectory is generated using a Q-Learning algorithm. Again, the
equations relating to each step are given at the right. The algorithm is identical to SARSA(A)
until the action is chosen for the next step. At this stage, the Q-Learning algorithm calculates
Q based on the cost of choosing the action according to or, even though r, may have generated
a different action. This is why Q-Learning algorithms are classified as off-policy. Because
rr and 7re are likely to generate different actions at some point in the trajectory, eligibility
traces cannot be used effectively to propagate cost information back and improve earlier Q's.
Some researchers have experimented with Q(A) algorithms [67, 44, 48] where information is
propagated back until r and rr, diverge, but such algorithms are not treated here.
Q-Learning algorithms work directly toward approximation of Q* without trying to
approximate intermediate Q~'s. For this reason, it is often said that Q-Learning algorithms
are related to value iteration in dynamic programming, while SARSA(A) type algorithms
are related to policy iteration.
2Convergence to the optimal policy is only actually guaranteed under fairly strict conditions. In most
real-world situations, the best we can hope for is that we will get convergence to the policy which is as close
to optimal as possible given the particular constraints we have put on the learning process.
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Figure 2-4: Flowchart showing one step in a Q-Learning trajectory. Expands the "Run
trajectory, generate Q's" block from Figure 2-2.
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2.2.5 Updating Q, the Q-function approximator
This stage in the algorithm is relatively straightforward. The (0, a, Q) triples generated in
the "Run Trajectory" block are used to train the function approximator, (k, ak, r), and
produce a new weight vector r. The exact training method used will depend on the type
of function approximator used, but will usually be some form of stochastic approximation.
Each triple may be presented once or multiple times; again, the exact method used will
depend on trade-offs conducted for the particular case at hand.
2.2.6 Updating the policy
In the policy update step, the current policy 7r is replaced by a new policy that is greedy
with respect to the new value function estimate generated in the previous step. In carrying
out this update, decisions must be made about both the form of the update and the manner
in which the update is to be completed. In the paragraphs below, we will discuss in general
terms what we mean by this, and in Sections 2.2.6.1 and 2.2.6.2 we will give a more detailed
description of the options and trade-offs involved.
The whole point of a reinforcement learning algorithm is to find the optimal policy r*
by solving the Bellman equation
J* (k) = minQ* (k, a). (2.12)
aEA
Once we have the optimal cost, the optimal policy can be found by taking the action which
is greedy with respect to Q*:
7r* (k) = arg min Q* (k, a). (2.13)
aEA
There are alternate ways of expressing the right hand side of (2.13):
7r* (x) = argminQ* (xk,a) (2.14)
aEA
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= argminE[g(x,axk+l) +J* (xk+l)] (2.15)
aEA
= argmin E [g(xk, a, Xk+l) + y min Q* (Xk+l, a)] (2.16)
= argmin E [g (xk, a, Xk+l) + Q* (Xk+1, 7r ((k+l))]. (2.17)
aEA
Each of these is equivalent when we are dealing with the optimal costs and policy. When
we conduct a policy update in a reinforcement learning algorithm, however, we are not
dealing with the optimal values of Q, J, and r. In this case the four greedy updates of
Equations (2.14)-(2.17) are not the same. Each implies different decisions about model
usage, cost sampling, and approximation of the value function. In choosing an update, we
must consider
* The need for a full model. We will need some sort of black box capable of emulating
the system in any case, but if any of the updates other than Equation (2.14) is to be
used, we must be able to generate "what if" scenarios as well.
* Proximity of the approximation. The use of a function approximator will introduce
inaccuracies to the system. These effects can be mitigated by including samples as in
Equations (2.15)-(2.17).
* Sampling effects. While including sample values in the update equations can reduce
the errors introduced due to function approximation, it can also introduce new errors
due to the subsitution of sample values for expectations.
* Computational efficiency. All of the above considerations must be balanced with com-
putational efficiency. The relative expense of evaluations of the function approximator
and calculation of state propagations must be considered, along with the number of
each required to produce Q or r samples.
The equation selected here determines the form of the policy update.
When we discuss the manner in which the update is to be conducted, we must begin to
make distinctions based on the nature of the system's action space. There are a number of
easy ways in which we could distinguish one action space from another: large or small, finite
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or infinite, continuous or discrpte. In this thesis, however, we will distinguish between action
spaces based on a characteristic that is somewhat less obvious. We will divide our attention
between simple action spaces, for which minimization is computationally inexpensive, and
complex action spaces, for which minimization is computationally expensive.
We make this distinction for the following reasons. If minimization over the action
space is computationally inexpensive, we can define the policy implicitly in terms of the
current value function estimate. This allows us to dispense with a separate policy update
step, intertwining action selection with updating of the value function. If minimization over
the action space is computationally expensive, however, we cannot afford to do it at every
step. Instead, we must explicitly define our policy in terms of a function approximator,
which we then update at intervals determined by our computational capability. The manner
in which these updates are conducted is of prime importance.
In the following two sections, we will discuss options for policy updates of systems with
simple and complex action spaces. Some of the distinctions are rather subtle; the "best"
options may not always be clear, and will vary depending on the specifics of the system
in question. A few of the options presented below will be compared in later chapters, but
the number of possible variations is far too large to make much in the way of definitive
statements.
2.2.6.1 Simple action spaces
For our purposes an action space is simple if a policy defined implictly in terms of the cost
function can be evaluated with a relatively minor computational effort. In other words, if we
define our policy as3
lr (k) = arg min Q (Ok, a, r) (2.18)
aEA
we must be able to carry out the requisite minimization of Q quickly. Normally, this will
mean that A is a small, finite set. In some cases, however, a continuous A could qualify as
simple. For example, if it is known that for any given 0, Q (, a) describes a parabola, the
3Remember that k is the feature vector and a function of (k and k.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of alternate greedy updates for simple action spaces. Note that for
the non-ideal updates the arguments of the policy change depending on whether a single-step
or two-step update is used.
minimum value of a could be calculated from three samples with very little computational
effort.
Since the policy is specified implicitly for a simple action space, the problem of updat-
ing the policy becomes intimately intertwined with the problem of updating the Q-function.
With each action that is selected one or more samples of the Q-function are generated as
a byproduct. Table 2.1 shows how the four options for greedy updates described in Equa-
tion (2.14) compare in computational efficiency. The updates are also compared graphically
in Figure 2-5. The leftmost column of the table shows the ideal form of the quantity to be
minimized and the practical reality using function approximation. The third column relates
the update to the figure, and the remaining columns relate to the computational efficiency
of the various update forms. They will be explained in more detail in the paragraphs below.
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Update Method Fig Evals Props Samples
Ideal 7r (x) = arg min Q* (r, a)
aEA (a) N 1
Practical 7r(Ok ) = arg man Q (k, a, r)
aEA
Ideal ~r (x) = arg min E [q(xk, a, k+1) + YJ (k+l) k = ]
aEA (b) N N
Practical 7r(') = arg min (g (, a, yk) + y (k, r))
-aEA4
Ideal ( a mi E g(Xk, a, Xk+l) + oy min Q (k+l, a) ,2 = X ]
.EA L9 OEA XI (c) N 2 N 1 + (N- )
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Figure 2-5: Diagram showing trajectories using various greedy updates. Circles represent
states, squares actions. Circles and squares that are shaded represent states and actions that
are connected with Q's or J's. Ones occurring on the actual trajectory taken are marked
with a thicker line.
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2.2.6.1.1 Single-step The single-step update is described in the first row of Table 2.1
and part (a) of Figure 2-5. If there are N possible actions4 at a given state, then with the
single-step update N evaluations of Q and 1 propagation are required for each cost sample
Q that is generated. These are the numbers shown in the table, and will be compared to
those for the other updates.
The single-step update is the only update which does not require the availability of
a model of the system, and for this reason is the most commonly used. If propagations
are computationally expensive, it may be the best choice even if a model is available. With
regard to cost sample generation, the single-step update is focused: it only generates samples
for the state-action pairs along the trajectory that is actually followed
Selection of actions based solely on the minimization of Q has both advantages and
disadvantages. As an advantage, Q approximates the estimate of the expected cost of tak-
ing a particular action from a given state. The two-step updates, in contrast, replace the
expectation over all the possible successor states with the cost of a single sample successor
state. If the propagation from state to state is deterministic (as in the linear case of our
problem) this does not make a difference, but if it is stochastic it may be significant. The
main disadvantage of selecting actions based solely on Q is that the particular architecture
chosen may not do a good job of approximating the Q-function, especially in the early stages
of learning. If the approximation is poor, the action which minimizes Q may not be much
of an improvement at all. A sample in this case may be preferable to an unreliable estimate
of the expectation.
2.2.6.1.2 Two-step, state only If a sample model of the system is available, a two-step
update may be desirable; the simplest of these is shown in the second row of Table 2.1 and
part (b) of Figure 2-5. This update bases its calculations on J instead of Q. Since the
approximation is removed by a step, the effects of a poor approximator are reduced; the
smaller number of inputs to the approximator should help in this area as well.
4This assumes a small, discrete action space. If the simple action space were actually continuous, N would
be the number of sample points necessary to find the greedy action (3 in the parabola example mentioned
earlier).
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This benefit is balanced by a greater computational burden: where the single-step
update required N evaluations and 1 propagation to produce one cost sample, this update
requires N evaluations and N propagations. If propagations are expensive, the cost of the
extra computations may outweigh the benefits gained from better cost approximation. Also,
as mentioned above, the replacement of the expectation with a sample value may adversely
affect the learning process.
The replacement of the expectation with sample values also means that the action taken
from any given state will not always be the same. So even though this two-step update, like
the single-step update, onlylprovides cost samples for states that it actually encounters, the
addition of this random element means that it is less focused than the single-step update.
This increased exploration effect could be advantageous or not depending on the particular
circumstances.
It should be noted here that almost all of the discussion in this thesis assumes that
learning will be based on Q, not J. The changes that would be necessary to base an
algorithm on J are relatively minor and are left to the reader.
2.2.6.1.3 Two-step, second stage minimization The update shown in the third row
of Table 2.1 would at first seem strictly worse than the one described immediately above.
This update requires N 2 evaluations instead of N, and since it uses Q instead of J it has
more inputs going into the approximator, which doesn't help matters at all. If all this
extra computation still only produced a single Q this type of update would definitely not be
worthwhile.
This update method does not just produce a single Q for its N2 evaluations and N
propagations, however. In the process of calculating the action with the minimum cost, it
produces estimates of the Q-function for each other action it checks. If these additional
N - 1 side-estimates are counted along with the primary cost estimate associated with the
chosen action, our update becomes as efficient as the single-step update, which also requires
N 2 evaluations and N propagations to produce N cost estimates.
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The problem with the above calculation is that those extra N- 1 cost estimates may
not be as valuable as the one cost estimate associated with the minimum-cost action. The
utility of these side-estimates will vary according to the specific problem formulation and
the details of the learning algorithm implementation. It is relatively easy to come up with
situations where they would be useful, but it is also easy to come up with situations where
they would be useless. In this matter, as in many others, we must rely on the judgement of
the engineer implementing the learning system.
2.2.6.1.4 Two-step with policy approximation If a model is available and we would
like to use a two-step update, we can increase computational efficiency even further by main-
taining a function approximator for the policy and conducting updates as per the fourth row
of Table 2.1. The price comes from the additional effort required to train the approximator
and the inaccuracies introduced by the approximation. The benefit we get is that instead of
N2 evaluations of the Q function approximator, we only require N evaluations of Q and N
evaluations of ir to get our 1 + (N- 1) cost estimates.
It is important to understand here that even though we are maintaining an explicit
policy through the r approximator, actions are still being chosen based on the implicit
minimization shown in the table. We are still dealing with a simple action space. In the case
of a complex action space, where an explicit policy is required, the samples used to update
r are generated in a separate step after Q has been updated. In this case, the samples for
updating r are generated in the main learning trajectories along with the Q's used to update
Q. So if this two-step update is used, the policy update step would be a simple operation
similar to the updating of Q, far simpler than the elaborate calculations used in updating
the policy for a complex action space.
2.2.6.2 Complex action spaces
If a system's action space does not qualify as simple according to the definition in Sec-
tion 2.2.6.1, we call it complex. Complex action spaces can be large finite sets, countably
infinite sets, and uncountably infinite sets. Normally, continuous action spaces will be com-
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plex, though some potential exceptions have already been described.
The essential distinction is that with a complex action space the policy must be kept
track of explicitly using a function approximator,
7r(0k) = r(Ok, r) (2.19)
which is updated in a separate step (the policy update step currently being discussed) by
generating a series of estimates {r} of a policy which is greedy with respect to the current
best estimate of the value function (Q or J). The same basic options are available for
conducting greedy updates as with simple action spaces, but the comparisons are somewhat
different. This is shown in Table 2.2.
The difference comes from the separation of the greedy calculation from the trajectory
generation process. With a simple action space, the question was how many evaluations and
how many propagations were necessary to produce a single cost estimate. With a complex
action space, the generation of cost estimates is a completely separate process, and the
question becomes how many evaluations and propagations are necessary to produce a single
fr. With a simple action space, at least one propagation was always necessary in order to
generate the next step in the trajectory, but with complex action spaces, since the policy
update procedure is divorced from trajectory generation, the single-step update need not
perform any propagations to generate ar.
Still, with complex action spaces the major issue is not how to update the policy for
each point, but which points to update. We normally will be paying a substantial penalty in
accuracy by replacing direct minimization at each step with an approximated policy; to make
this worthwhile we must realize correspondingly large computational savings by reducing the
frequency with which minimizations are carried out.
The trade-offs in choosing sample points for policy updates are similar in many ways
to those involved in choosing sample points for cost updates. If the state space is relatively
low dimensional and bounded, one might decide to carry out the necessary minimizations
at each point in a grid covering the entire space. For higher dimensional or unbounded
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Update Method Q Evals Props Evals
Ideal 7r*(x) argminQ* (x,a)
aEA N 0 0
Practical rk = arg min Q (Ok, a, r)
Ideal 7r* (x) = argmin E (zk, a, xk+l) +Y 7J* (Xk+l) I XA = x]
aEA N N 0
Practical frk = arg min ( (;, a, yk) + (k, r))
aEA4
Ideal r'(x) = argminE[g(XZk,a, xk+l) + yQ* (Xk+l, r(xk+1)) Xk = X]
aEA N N N
Practical frk = arg min ( (, a, yk) + YQ (k+1, X (Ok+l, r), r)
aEA4
Table 2.2: Comparison of alternate greedy updates for complex action spaces. For the
non-ideal updates the r samples that are gathered are used to train the fr approximator.
state spaces, one might use points that have been encountered in the current trajectory or
previous trajectories or choose them according to some random distribution. If update points
are chosen based on trajectories past or present there is a danger of overspecialization, but
if they are chosen randomly there may be substantial wasted effort. This conflict between
exploration and exploitation is a recurring theme in the implementation of reinforcement
learning algorithms.
Even after the methods with which the updates are to be conducted and the sample
points collected are determined, we must still choose the frequency with which to conduct
updates and the number of sample points to gather for each update. This may be compli-
cated by the use of function approximators to approximate the policy. Normally, the policy
improvement theorem [13] allows us to conduct partial updates with complete freedom. This
theorem states that as long as the policy is improved at each individual state, the policy as a
whole is improved. But when function approximators with generalization are used, improve-
ment in the policy at one state can have an effect on the policy at nearby states, and there
is no guarantee that this will be an improvement. One would assume in this situation that
the more complete the update, the less potential exists for such problems. Thus, instead of
conducting frequent updates with only a few sample points in each, it would seem to make
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sense to conduct larger updates on a less frequent basis. Other factors influence this decision
as well. Obviously, for the use of a function approximator to be warranted the ratio of points
at which a given policy is used to the points used to update it must be high. This would
push toward less frequent updates. On the other hand, continuing to use the same policy
for too long can slow the learning process. All these factors must be balanced in choosing a
policy updating algorithm.
One side benefit of calculating policies explicitly rather than implicitly should be men-
tioned. If an explicit policy exists, it can be used to provide an initial guess in the mini-
mization process, potentially speeding it up. However, the increase in speed from using this
initial guess may also come with an increase in the likelihood of getting stuck in a local
minimum, so caution should be used when exercising this option.
The choices made for handling complex (continuous) action spaces in this thesis were
as follows. An explicit policy update step was conducted after each trajectory. In this
update step, a number of points equal to rN were selected at random from the points in
the most recent trajectory, where N is the total number of points in the trajectory and is
an algorithm parameter. For each of these points in turn, an action was selected according
to either the first or the third greedy updates given in Table 2.2. Actual minimizations
were carried out by testing each potential action at the resolution allowed by the function
approximator. 5 To avoid duplication of effort, sample points were discarded if it was found
that all the weights in their area of influence had already been modified in the current update
step. The o approximator was then trained using the accumulated (0, i) pairs.
2.2.7 Initialization
Aside from setting the various algorithm parameters, the major task of this first step in the
learning algorithm is to initialize the function approximators. This may seem like a simple
operation, but depending on the circumstances may become a fairly involved procedure.
5A more efficient minimization method could have been used, but this one avoided any question of local
minima.
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As will be shown in Section 4.2, the choices made here can have a significant effect on the
learning process.
The first step in initializing the function approximators is to choose the initial weight
vectors r. The way this is done will depend on the particular architecture that has been
chosen. For an MLP, the most common initialization method is to use random values that
are small in magnitude. For a CMAC, the weights are typically all set to a single value.
At this point the user may want to do some training to get the function approximators
to match desired initial functions. For Q, we have elected to approximate an initial function
of Q( 9 k, ak) = K, where K is a constant. If a CMAC is to be used, this is easily accomplished
by setting all the weights to K. For most other approximation architectures, some degree
of preliminary training will be necessary to approximate even this simple constant function.
If a Tr approximator is to be used, we train it to match any initial policy guess that may be
available. If no initial policy guess is available, we default to training to match a constant
value as with Q, and the initialization stops here.
If an initial policy guess 0ro is available, however, we add one more step to the initial-
ization process for simple action spaces. In order to start the learning process off on a sound
footing, we run a number of preliminary trajectories with the regular learning algorithm,
but using 7ro0 for the policy and an exploration rate of E = 0. This step is necessary for
simple action spaces but not for complex action spaces because with simple action spaces
our algorithm chooses actions implicitly based on the current value of Q. If no preliminary
trajectories were run, the actions chosen in the first few trajectories might bear little resem-
blance to those of the initial policy guess. With complex action spaces the actions are chosen
explicitly using i, so this extra step is not necessary.
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Chapter 3
Learning with G-functions
When treating learning problems a situation may sometimes be encountered where the Q-
function has characteristics which make learning difficult. For instance, the cost variation in
the action direction may be much smaller than the variation in the state direction, i.e.
IQ (x,a +z/a)-Q (x, a) < IQ (x + Ax, a) - Q (x,a)lI. (3.1)
When this occurs, function approximators which are trained based on least squares criteria
may be confounded, paying attention only to the (larger) state differentials and losing the
action differential which is needed for learning to take place. Baird [7] has shown that this
problem can easily occur when fine discretizations of continuous-time systems are treated.
In the course of our research we encountered a few problems which seemed to be affected
by this type of issue. In our attempts to improve learning performance we had cause to
investigate a class of transformations proposed by Baker [9] which can be used to transform
the Q-function, producing a sort of generalized state-action value function. In this chapter
we present new results relating to learning using these functions. Those with little interest
in the subject of reinforcement learning for its own sake may safely skip this chapter and
proceed to the examples beginning in Chapter 4.
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3.1 Generalized State-Action Value Functions
Building on the ideas presented by Baird in his discussion of Advantage Updating, Baker
[9] showed that it is possible to apply a transformation to the Bellman equation that gives
rise to a whole new class of state-action value functions. These functions can be tailored to
accentuate or deemphasize certain elements of the Q-function while retaining the essential
relationship to the value function. We will refer to these transformed Q-functions as G-
functions, as they can be thought of as generalized state-action value functions.
Baker defines the G-function implicitly using the equation'
X(G(x,a)-J(x),x) = B(x,a,J)-J(x) (3.2)
= Q(x,a)-J(x)
where 0(y, x) is real-valued, continuous, and strictly monotone increasing, and for each x we
have 0(0, x) = 0. In the above equation B is what Baker calls the Bellman operator and
depends on the discount factor, system dynamics, cost function, etc. For the purposes of
our discussion we will be using
B (x, a, J)= E [g (x, a) + J (y)] = Q (x, a) (3.3)
The monotonicity restrictions on ensure that (., x) is invertible and allow us to solve
Equation (3.2) for G(x, a), giving
G (x, a) = b-1 (Q (x, a) - J (x), x) + J (x). (3.4)
Notethat G retains the relationship of Q to the value function J (x) = minG(x, a), and
that for 6(y, x) = y, G(x, a) = Q(x, a). Another useful manipulation of Equation (3.2) gives
'Baker uses (D instead of G.
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it in terms of Q(x, a):
Q(x,a) = (G(x,a)-J(x),x) + J(x). (3.5)
For our discussion of problems with large discount factors, the special case of Equation (3.2)
where 4(y, x) = y/lt is of particular interest. For this special case Equation (3.4) becomes
G (x, a) = KQ (x, a) + (1 - ) J (x). (3.6)
When t > this transformation accentuates the effects of individual actions, which is
precisely what we are looking for.
Operating in the context of a discretization of a continuous-time problem, if we replace
our -y with yZAt and our with 1/KAt, where At is the discretization time-step, we have
the Advantage function Baird defines in terms of his Advantage Learning algorithm 2 [8, 26].
However, G(x, a) does not represent a relative "advantage" as with Baird's original definition
of the Advantage function in terms of his Advantage Updating algorithm, and its use need
not be limited to discretizations of continous-time problems.
3.2 Learning with the G-function
Though Baker is responsible for the original development of the G-function, he does not
comment on the effects its use will have on the standard reinforcement learning algorithms.
Baird, while he claims to have shown a proof of convergence for Advantage Updating, has
no comments on the convergence properties of his Advantage Learning algorithm. In the
paragraphs that follow, we will attempt to shed light on both these issues.
There are two major types of reinforcement learning algorithms; Sutton refers to them as
on-policy and off-policy algorithms [56]. When a model is available and learning is conducted
using the value function J(x), on-policy algorithms are represented by the combination of
2 Baird gives different definitions of A(x, a) for Advantage Updating and Advantage Learning
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TD(A) and generalized policy iteration, while off-policy algorithms are represented by dy-
namic programming's value iteration. When there is no model and the learning is conducted
using the state-action value function Q(x, a), the most commonly considered on-policy algo-
rithm is SARSA(A) and the most common off-policy algorithm is Q-learning.
On-policy algorithms such as SARSA(A) attempt to learn the values for the current
policy instead of the values for the optimal policy. After spending some amount of time
learning the value function for the current policy, a policy improvement step is carried out
to generate a new policy and the process is repeated. For SARSA(0) the updates of Q"(x, a)
are carried out via
Qn (Xk, ak) = (1 - an) Qn1 (xk, ak) + an (gk + YQn 1 (yk, 7r (Yk))) (3.7)
where the action ak is selected according to the current policy, and results in a new state yk.
The equivalent update for G'1 (x, a) would thus be
Gn (xk, ak) - (1 -an)Gn_ (k, ak) + (3.8)
a n [-1 (k + YGn1 (k, 7 (k))- Jn- 1 (k) , Xk) + J[- 1 (k)] 
However, since ak is chosen according to the current policy, we have Gn_. (xk, ak) = Jl (xk)
for all k and so Equation (3.8) reduces to
G' (Xk, ak) = G- (k, ak) + anL - ' (gk + yGn-1 (k, 7r (yk)) - Jn1 (Xk) k) . (3.9)
In the special case where (y, x) = y/n Equation (3.9) becomes
G (k, ak) (1- ant) Gn 1_i (k, ak) + anr (gk + YG_1 (yk, r (yk))). (3.10)
If ano < then this is exactly the same as the update in Equation (3.7) and the
function learned is not G'~(x, a) but Q7r(x, a)! If atnK > 1 then this update has the potential
for divergent behavior. In fact, we can see that as long as actions are chosen according to
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the current policy, for any choice of b we have Gr(x,7r(x)) = Qr(x, 7r(x)). This is because
the transformation we have performed only affects the values of actions that are not on the
current policy. Thus G'r(x, a) cannot be learned on-policy.
The optimal G-function can be learned off-policy, however. Remember that the Q-
Learning algorithm updates the Q-function via
(3.11)Qn (xk,ak) = (1-On) Qn-l (Xk, ak) + ann- (xk, ak)
= (1 -an) Qn-1 (xk, ak) +a (gk + YJn- (k))
with
J, (k) = min Qn (k, a) .
a
(3.12)
The most obvious way of mimicking this with the G-function would be to use an update
like:
= (1 - can) Gn-I (xk, ak) + :nGn- (k, ak)
= (1 -n) Gn-l (xk, ak)+
an [ - 1 (g + 7Jn-i (Yk) - Jn-1 (Xk) ,Xk) + Jn- (k)]
(3.13)
with the value function calculated according to
Jn (k) = minGn (xk, a).a (3.14)
When (y, x) = y/, Equation (3.13) becomes
Gn (k, ak) = (1-an) Gn-I (k, ak) + an [ (k + YJn-1 (k)) + (1 - K) Jn2-1 (Xk)] (3.15)
which corresponds to Baird's proposed Advantage Learning algorithm.
Since the exact conditions under which Equation (3.15) converges are an open research
question, the potential for divergent behavior when an > 1 observed in our analysis of
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Figure 3-1: Sample Markov Decision Problem
possible on-policy learning algorithms suggests that a check for similar behavior with this
off-policy algorithm is in order. In fact, in Chapter 5 we will see that when Equations (3.14)
and (3.15) are applied to a measurement scheduling problem involving complex nonlinear
estimation the algorithm diverges for c > 1 (even when a decreasing learning rate was
used) but performs well as long as care is taken to keep ac < 1 from the beginning.
A more concrete example of how this divergence can occur can be found in the simple
example MDP from Figure 3-1. For this problem we find that with K = 10, a constant at 0.5,
and both Go and J0 set to zero, the Advantage Learning algorithm diverges. Experimentation
shows that overshoots occur when aK > 1 and divergence occurs for at > 1.93. Of course,
the standard Q-Learning algorithm calls for E>=l a,2 < oo, so we should not necessarily
expect convergence. However, with a deterministic MDP Q-Learning will converge even
with a constant learning rate less than one. One could argue that if the learning rate meets
the stochastic approximation conditions it will eventually enter a regime where canK < 1 and
so attain convergence. But in practice divergent behavior for even a finite length of time is
unacceptable.
A close examination of the algorithm's behavior in states with only a single possible
action casts some light on the reasons for this divergent behavior. For such states, we have
Gn (x, a) = min Gn (x, a) = Jn (x). (3.16)
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When this is substituted into Equation (3.15) we get
Jn (k)= (1- an) J_1 (Xk) + a [ (gk + Jn-1 (yk)) + (1- ) Jn- (k)] (3.17)
= (1 - any) Jn-1 (Xk) + an (gk + yJn-1 (Yk)). -
Clearly we can run into trouble when a.,/ > 1 and the same state is repeatedly updated.
An alternative off-policy algorithm takes an approach based more closely on the Q-
learning algorithm. If we define
(3.18)
and substitute Equation (3.18) into Equation (3.11) we get
(Gq (G, a)- J (), x) + J () = (1 - an) [ (Gn_1 (x, a) - Jn-1 (x), x) + J- 1(x)]
+ (k + J&- (k))
(3.19)
which contains two different indices for both G and J, where we only want an incremented
index on the G-function itself. If we instead define
Qn (x, a) = & (G, (x, a) - Jn-1 (x) , x) + J,-i (x) (3.20)
and
Qn (x, a) = (G, (x,a)-J () , x) + J () (3.21)
and substitute into a slightly modified update equation
Q (k, ak) = (1 - a) Qn-i (k, ak) + a (k + Jn-1 (Yk)) (3.22)
we can solve for Gn,(xk, ak) to arrive back at Equation (3.15) with one important difference:
instead of updating our value function according to Equation (3.14) it makes more sense to
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Figure 3-2: Convergence behavior of G-Learning on sample MDP for various values of K.
update it according to
Jn (Xk) = min Q (xk, ak) = min [> (G (k, ak) - J_ (xk), Xk) + J.- (k)]. (3.23)
Equations (3.15) and (3.23) make a new learning algorithm which we shall call G-
Learning. If G-Learning is used instead of the combination of Equations (3.14) and (3.15)
on our sample problem, we converge to the optimal value function regardless of whether
aK > 1. With G-Learning, we can choose to be as large as we like without having to
decrease our learning rate correspondingly.
If Equation (3.14) is used, the rate of convergence for our sample MDP is roughly
equivalent to that of Q-Learning using a learning rate of a,., while for G-Learning convergence
speeds up with higher , as shown in Figure 3-2. So with G-Learning increasing tn seems to
effectively increase the learning rate as well, but in such a way that we approach but never
reach unity.
Before we conclude, some qualification of these results is in order. Though G-Learning
gives promising results for our sample MDP, convergence has not been shown for the general
case. There are implementation issues as well. Minimization of Equation (3.23) can be
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carried out by minimizing G and then plugging the resulting action into Equation (3.20).
However, the presence of both Gn and Jnl in Equation (3.23) means that G-Learning
requires separate storage to be available for the G-function and value function. This could
be a significant disadvantage and source of error when function approximation is to be used.
There may be a way around the requirement for storage of two functions, but it comes
with its own problems. Let Qn(x, a) = E[g(x, a)+J~(y)]. Then perhaps the most appropriate
update would be
Gn (x, a) = ( - n)Gni (x, a) + a, (Q (x, a) + (1- K) min Q (x, a)). (3.24)
This would solve the divergence problem and only involves a single function, but it does
have one major problem. While Q (x, a) can be approximated with a single sample point,
min Q (x, a) cannot. So a model would be necessary to complete this update, and even then
a
the required minimization might be difficult.
3.3 Conclusion
In the preceding sections we have examined the issues involved with the use of G-functions
in reinforcement learning algorithms. So far, the lessons learned can be summarized as:
* On-policy algorithms are incompatible with G-functions. Off-policy algorithms must
be used instead.
* The goal of accentuating cost differentials can come into conflict with the need for
rapid learning.
* In a sample MADP, Advantage Learning diverges when the accentuation is too large
compared to the learning rate.
* A new algorithm, G-Learning, allows unlimited accentuation without restricting the
learning rate.
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We have described some of the characteristics of this new learning algorithm, including
advantages such as rapid convergence compared to Q-Learning and disadvantages such as
the need to keep track of two cost functions. We have not yet been able to show convergence
for G-Learning, though we believe that such a proof may be possible.
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Chapter 4
Linear Problems
For a variety of reasons, it makes sense to work with linear problems for a while before
tackling the more difficult nonlinear problems which are our ultimate objective. To begin
with, linear estimation problems are much better understood than nonlinear problems. For
linear problems the optimal estimator is known, so we can choose our filter with confidence,
knowing that we are making the best use of each measurement. The linear problem also
has two characteristics which simplify the application of reinforcement learning: the optimal
filter is Markovian, and when it is used the evolution of the error covariance is determinis-
tic. Finally, since most of the literature on the measurement with cost problem deals with
linear problems of one form or another, we have benchmarks which we can use to test the
performance of our algorithms.
All of the problems that will be described in this chapter fit into the general formulation
described in Chapter 2. Since the problems are all linear, they will hold certain aspects of
their formulation in common, and we will begin the chapter with a discussion of those shared
elements. Next, we will present in turn four variations of the linear measurement with cost
problem:
* infinite horizon, continuous action space,
* infinite horizon, discrete action space,
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* finite horizon, continuous action space, and
* finite horizon, discrete action space.
With the first two examples we will strive to give insight into both the nature of the
problem and some of the issues involved with the chosen solution method. The optimal
solutions to these infinite-horizon problems are not known, nor are algorithms for generating
sub-optimal solutions available in the literature. The second two problems use formulations
taken from the literature and thus can provide comparisons with known results. For each
of these examples, we will show how it fits into the general framework we have developed,
discuss our expectations with regard to its solution, and then present the results of numerical
experiments using reinforcement learning.
4.1 Shared Characteristics
In the previous chapter we developed a framework that can handle a wide variety of problem
formulations. In this chapter our objective is to use that framework to describe a series of
linear problems, all of which involve estimation with costly measurements. Since the example
problems that will be presented in the remaining sections are all linear, they share certain
aspects of their formulation. To avoid unnecessary repetition, those common elements will be
described here. The problem-specific formulation elements will be presented in the relevant
sections.
The framework from Chapter 2 can be thought of in terms of a series of blocks, each of
which must be filled in order to describe a problem completely. Of these blocks, all linear
problems share the same state propagation equation (f or fd), measurement equation (h),
and filter ((,(, and A). The action space (A), feature vector ( and 0), single-step cost (g),
and cost function (J) will vary from problem to problem. The way in which the sensor noise
l1k depends on the action ak will also vary.
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So, proceeding block by block, we have for all our linear examples
Xk+1 = fd (k, Uk, Wk) = AXk + Buk + Wk (4.1)
where Xk, Wk E Rn, Uk E 7Zm, and A E nxn and B E nx m are constant, though time-
varying matrices could be used. In our examples the process noise is zero mean E[wk] = 0,
gaussian, and has constant second order statistics E[wkw T] = W, though again none of these
is required. The external input uk is assumed to be known. For the measurements we have
Yk = h (xk, uk, ak, Vk) = Cxk + Duk + Vk (4.2)
with y, v E I, and C E 7"/xn constant. We assume the sensor noise is zero mean E[vk] = 0,
gaussian, and uncorrelated with the process noise E[wkvT ] = 0, with second order statistics
E[vkvT] = Vk determined by the action chosen at time k, ak.
The addition of the gaussian assumption to our model allows us to choose a filter without
hesitation, as we know that the Kalman filter is the optimal (minimum error variance) filter
under these conditions. We could still use the Kalman filter without the gaussian assumption,
but we would only be guaranteed of the minimum error variance estimate that is linear in
the observations [25]. A nonlinear filter might do better.
Having chosen to use the Kalman filter, our filter state becomes (k = (xk, Pk, tk), where
P: = E (Xk- k ) (k- k ) | -- -*k-1 (4.3)
is the error covariance immediately before the measurement at time tk,
Pk+ = E [(Xk -k ) (k +k ) . *k (4.4)(4.4)
is the error covariance immediately after, and
:k = E [kl yo . . .k-11 (4.5)
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and
k = E[xkl yo... Y k] (4.6)
are the conditional expectations before and after the measurement update.
Our equations for updating and propagating the filter state are then
X k T + K (yk-C -DUk)
(,yk, uk, ak) += (I- IKC) P (4.7)
t+ t-
where the Kalman gain K is
Ik = P-CT (CP CT + k) (4.8)
and t
(k+) 1
T ((k+, k) = P+, | 
tk+1 -
(4.9)
This information is summarized in Table 4.1. The remaining blocks necessary to fill
out the framework will differ among the various linear formulations, and are described in
the individual formulation sections for each sample problem. Table 4.2 provides a guide to
locating this information in the text.
4.2 Continuous Action Space, Infinite Horizon
This first example is based on a surveillance radar tracking scenario. The continuous action
space comes from the ability of phased array radar systems to distribute their total available
power over a number of simultaneous pulses. For any given pulse, the accuracy of the
measurement is proportional to the power put into it. The cost comes from the uncertainty
in the estimate of the target's position and the quantity of resources diverted from other
tasks, such as searching for new targets. In the infinite horizon case, the radar's objective is
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Table 4.1: Shared elements of the linear formulations.
Table 4.2: Unique elements of the linear formulations.
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Block Contents Notes
fd (Xk, Uk, Wk) Xk+1 Ak+ BukWWk E[wk] = 0 E[wkT] = W
h(xk, Uk, ak, vk, tk) Yk = Cx. + Duk + k E[vk] = 0 E [vkvk] Vk
E [wkV] = o
(k (k, Pk, tk) e Rn Pk E nxn
2(ij-,yk, Uk, ak) = + kIk(yk -C -Duk) Ik = P- CT(CPCT + Vk)-
p+ = (I- IfkC)P-
t((k Uk) -;-=: Ai+ + Buk
._____ P'+I = AP+AT + W
Continuous Action Discrete Action
Infinite Horizon Section 4.2 Section 4.3
Table 4.3 Table 4.11
Finite Horizon Section 4.4 Section 4.5
Table 4.15 Table 4.19
to maintain an accurate track for the target over a long period of time while using as little
power as possible.
The state propagation, measurement, and filter equations for this problem have been
described in Section 4.1. The remaining portions of the formulation are described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1 and summarized in Table 4.3. The remainder of Section 4.2 is concerned with the
solution to the problem thus posed.
Since the optimal solution is unknown and no algorithms for finding suboptimal solu-
tions to this problem are available in the literature, evaluation of the performance of our
reinforcement learning algorithm becomes difficult. Section 4.2.2 attempts to address this
issue by examining special cases of the problem to get an idea of the optimal solution's
characteristics.
The remaining two sections use a simple scalar example problem as a platform for
examination of a variety of reinforcement learning issues. The small scale of the problem
allows a deep understanding of the processes involved that becomes impossible with the
higher-dimensional problems that will be examined later in the thesis. In Section 4.2.3 we
look at learning algorithms that sample states on a grid of evenly distributed points. In the
process, we examine scaling issues, different types of function approximators, and alternative
update methods. The algorithms in Section 4.2.4 sample states along trajectories generated
using the learned policies, the standard method which will be used throughout the rest of
the thesis. Applying trajectory-based methods to a problem for which grid-based methods
can also be used allows us to compare the two approaches and understand better how they
work.
The trajectory-based algorithm used in Section 4.2.4 is used throughout the thesis, and
its implementation requires that a fairly large number of parameters be selected. The section
ends with a description of what these parameters are and how the particular values used
were chosen for this example.
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4.2.1 Formulation
For our hypothetical radar system the set of possible actions at each timestep corresponds
to the amount of energy put into the pulse. We can think of this as varying continuously
from zero (no measurement) to one (maximum power), so we have as our action space
the interval A = [0, 1]. Knowing that for radar systems the measurement uncertainty is
inversely proportional to the amount of energy used in a pulse, we derive a formula for Vk,
the covariance from (4.2):
R ak e (0,1] (4.10)lk = ~k(4.10)
0oo ak =O0
where R is the sensor noise covariance when maximum power is used.
At each step, we measure our performance in terms of the track accuracy and the
amount of energy used for the particular measurement taken. To acknowledge the fact that
we may care more about accuracy in some states than in others, we introduce an n x n
scaling matrix L, so we have
g (yk, , ak) = Ck = Tr [LP+] + Mak (4.11)
where the scalar M determines the relative cost of the measurement energy.
Since the Kalman filter propagates the state estimate and error covariance separately
and we are measuring our performance solely in terms of the estimation error covariance and
the action, all that we need to choose our action is the error covariance Pf. In fact, since
Pi is symmetric, all we need are its upper-triangular elements, so that our feature vector
becomes
Ok = [P; (1, 1),...P (1,n),P (2, 2)...P; (2, n), ... p (n,n)]. (4.12)
Finally, given all these things, we can define the infinite horizon cost as
00
J (') = Y iCk+i (4.13)
i=O
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Table 4.3: Elements of the continuous action space, infinite horizon formulation.
where
ak = 7r(Ok)-
The formulation choices described above are summarized in Table 4.3.
4.2.2 Analysis
As we are working with a linear system and the action enters into the problem in a rela-
tively straightforward way, one might think that the optimal solution could be found using
relatively simple analytical techniques. In fact, the optimal solution can only be found an-
alytically if drastic simplifications are made to the problem. However, even if we can't find
the optimal solution analytically for the general case, examination of some special cases can
tell us something about what to expect.
We begin by considering a scalar system. Here the error variance is a scalar quantity,
and we can easily find for each P- the value of a for which P4+l = P-
A2RPP = A (I- KC) PA + W = C2 Pa + R + W. (4.14)
Solving for a, we get
A2R R
a = C2 (P -W) C2P (4.15)
This curve is plotted for a sample case in Figure 4-1. Note that the vector equivalent of (4.14)
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Figure 4-1: Solution space for a scalar linear problem with continuous action space and
infinite horizon cost. Curves show the optimal policy when 7 = 0 and the actions which will
produce a steady state. The point on the steady state curve which has the minimum cost is
marked with a circle.
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is not generally soluble. The solution to (4.14) is stable in that ak > a a P-+1 < P and
ak < ass = Pk-+ > Pff: for any policy a trajectory that begins to the right of the steady
state curve will move leftward, and a trajectory that begins to the left will move rightward.
From this one might guess that the optimal policy would quickly converge to a steady state
solution, though policies which produce limit cycles around the steady state are possible.
A further simplification of the problem allows us to solve for the optimal policy. If we
take the special case where = 0 (i.e. no future costs are considered), our cost equation
becomes
RPQ (P, a)= C2 p + R + Ma (4.16)
and a simple minimization yields
, -/ R R (4.17)a MG 2 C2P
.
This is the other curve shown in Figure 4-1. A further simple calculation shows that the two
curves intersect at
A 2
P= C 2v/R- + W (4.18)
which also happens to be the variance reached after following the policy (4.17) for one step
from any point. Thus, the optimal policy for -y = 0 converges to the steady state in just a
single step. From this, it seems likely that for other values of a convergence to the steady
state is rapid, if not instantaneous.
Unfortunately, for y > 0 analytical derivation of the optimal policy becomes intractable.
We can, however, say something about what happens in the limit as a -+ 1. In this case, the
transient portion of the trajectory has an infinitesmal contribution to the overall cost, and
the optimal policy should thus intersect the steady state curve at the point on that curve
of minimum cost. Figure 4-2 shows how the single-step cost varies along the steady state
curve from Figure 4-1. By substituting (4.15) into (4.11) and minimizing with respect to a,
we can see that this point of minimum steady state cost can be found as the solution of the
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Figure 4-2: 3D plot showing the single-step cost along the steady
in this figure corresponds to the graph shown in Figure 4-1.
state curve. The a-P plane
equation
1 MR 1 A 2 ) (419)A2 +2 T2 (p _ W)2 = .
This point is marked by a circle in Figure 4-1. Having located the points at which the optimal
policy intersects the steady state curve for both y = 0 and y -+ 1, one might reasonably
expect that the corresponding intersections for other values of Y lie somewhere in between.
Though the above analysis is limited to the scalar case and does not prove convergence
to a steady state solution for general y, it does provide us with some insight into the problem.
For the scalar case, it provides us with expectations as to the nature of optimal trajectories
and gives some reasonable bounds on where we might expect to find a steady state.
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4.2.3 Learning with grid-based updates
Ideally, when employing a reinforcement learning algorithm one would like to conduct com-
prehensive updates, improving the quality of the estimate of the Q function at every point
in the system's state space. The convergence proof for Q-learning, for instance, requires
that each state be visited infinitely often. Unfortunately, there are a great many problems
of interest with infinitely large state spaces, which make comprehensive updates impossible.
However, if the dimension of the system is low and its states are bounded, a similar effect
can be achieved by conducting updates at selected grid points and relying on a function
approximator to fill in the gaps. As the dimension of the state space increases, the size
of the grid needed to cover it increases exponentially and even this becomes impractical,
necessitating a switch to trajectory-based updates.
The main algorithm presented in Chapter 2 and most examples that will be presented
in this thesis rely on trajectory-based reinforcement learning. This is partly because most
problems of practical interest in our chosen area involve high-dimensional, continuous state
spaces. Nonetheless, in this section we will use a method which conducts updates on a grid
instead of along a trajectory. This sort of grid-based update gives us a rare opportunity
to visualize the way in which the learning process works, to actually see the differences
between Q and Q and the effects of different function approximators or scaling factors. Such
visualization is only made possible by the combination of the special case of a scalar linear
system with continuous action space with regular grid-based updates..
Since the main learning algorithm described in Chapter 2 is trajectory-based, a slightly
different algorithm must be used. For this example we employ a Q-Learning based algorithm
using MLP's for the function approximation. Our algorithm is then as follows:
1. Select a set of evenly distributed points SI = {(P, a)} for training of Q.
2. Select a set of evenly distributed points S2 = {P} for training of *. At each point of
S1 evaluate Q = g(P, a) + yQ (O', (O', r)),' where 9' = (a ( (P, u, a), u)).
1 For convenience, the symbol r is used for the weight vectors of both * and Q, though these are separate
quantities.
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3. Train Q with triples (P, a,Q).
4. Minimize Q at each point of S2 to get samples a.
5. Train fr with pairs (P, a).
6. Repeat items 3-6 N times.
In the above algorithm the choice of the sets S1 and S2 can have a strong influence on
the results. Since the a coordinates must come from [0, 1], the selection of the distribution in
that dimension is only a matter of choosing a level of resolution. Choosing a distribution for
the P coordinates is somewhat more problematic, as they can come from the range [0, oo].
Ideally, one would like the distribution of P coordinates in S1 and S2 to be wide enough to
catch any limiting behaviors but dense enough to catch the details of the cost function near
the steady state.
To get an idea of the proper range for a given system, one can find the steady-state
error variances in the two limiting cases obtained if r(O) = 1 or 7r(O) = 0, which we shall
call Pmin and Px respectively. Where the sets S1 and S2 should fall relative to these two
quantities will depend on the measurement cost M. Two different grids were considered for
a sample system: one with 20 divisions evenly distributed in the range [Pm,n/2, 50Pmin,], and
the other with the divisions distributed in the range [Pi/2, 5Pmin].
Figure 4-3 shows the situation after 60 iterations of the learning algorithm for the first
of these grids. Details of the parameters can be found in Table 4.4. Looking at the upper
left of the figure, we can see that the graph of Q is dominated by the region where P is large
and a is small. Since the MLP approximating Q is trained with the objective of minimizing
the mean squared error over the sampled values, this high cost region exerts a very strong
influence over the shape of Q even though it is a region which any reasonable policy will
never enter. In effect, the resources of the approximation architecture are being wasted on
an area of little real concern. In the bottom graph we can see something of the difference
between minimizing Q and Q. The fairly large difference between the two indicates that an
algorithm which updates the policy based on minimization of Q might perform better.
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Figure 4-3: Visualization of the learning process: at upper left, (P,a) = g(P,a) +
,yQ(9', (',r)); at upper right, Q(O,a,r). Bottom graph shows the policy approximation
(solid), sample points (dotted), and minimum of Q on the grid (dashed).
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Figure 4-4: Visualization of the learning process: at upper left, Q(P, a) = g(P,a) +
'Q(O',#(O',r)); at upper right, Q(9O,a,r). Bottom graph shows the policy approximation
(solid), sample points (dotted), and minimum of Q on the grid (dashed).
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Linear System
Noise-related
Cost-related
MLP Structure
(Inputs/Hidden/Outputs)
Input Grid Size
Number of Iterations
A =0.9 B=0
C=1 D=0
W= 1 R= 
-y=O.9 M=5
Q: (2/10/1) r: (1/20/1)
Q: 20 x 20 : 20
Ng = 60
Table 4.4: Parameters for tests conducted with grid-based algorithm.
Figure 4-4 shows the situation after 60 iterations for the second grid, which covers a
smaller range of variances. Here the range of Q values is more balanced, resulting in an
approximation which is qualitatively better in the region of minimum a. Looking at the
bottom graph, we see closer agreement between the minima of Q and Q than we did with
the larger scale.
The policies generated by applying the learning algorithm on these two grids are com-
pared in Figure 4-5. The solid lines are for the smaller grid. Note that when r is applied
outside the range it was trained on, it can produce values outside the allowable range of
[0, 1]. These are truncated so that all actions fall within A.
The large difference between the two policies, seen in the bottom graph, testifies to
the sensitivity of the algorithm to function approximation issues. This sensitivity can also
be seen in the top graph, which shows the relative costs. For small values of P the policy
learned on the smaller grid performs better, while for large values the policy learned on the
larger grid would clearly have the lower cost were it not for the restriction which keeps all
actions in the bounds set by the choice of A. It is noteworthy that though the two policies
look dramatically different, both generate trajectories that converge to steady-state values
less than 4% apart.
The choice of appropriate grids for sampling the Q-function and updating the policy is
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just one of several decisions that need to be made. Another issue that must be resolved is
the way in which updates are conducted. In the discussion of scaling above we pointed out
the discrepancy between the policy obtained by minimizing Q and the minimum of Q. This
suggests that we might get better results by generating our training data for ir based on the
two-step update for complex action spaces described in Section 2.2.6. In other words, we
would have
a = arg min [g (P, a) + (', (O', r) , r)] (4.20)
aEA
instead of
a = arg min Q (0, a, r). (4.21)
aEA
When testing our learning algorithm with a two-step update, yet another issue that must be
resolved becomes apparent.
Though our MLP did a fine job fitting the a data from the one-step updates, it does
not do so well with the values from the two-step updates. This can be seen from the
left-hand plot in Figure 4-6. In the figure, the dotted line marks the a values, and the
solid line marks the MLP's approximation. There are a variety of possible explanations for
this poor performance, and it is possible that by tweaking one parameter or another the
approximation could be improved. As it is, though, it serves as a sort of warning about
the kinds of problems that can develop in a reinforcement learning system. Even though
we are using a multilayer perceptron - an architecture which has been proven to be capable
of approximating an arbitrary function to an arbitrary level of accuracy - with twice as
many neurons as were used to approximate the (higher dimensional) Q-function, we are not
guaranteed a close approximation. In this particular case we can see this problem using a
simple plot and evaluate its effects, but in a higher dimensional problem such visualization
becomes impossible and issues such as this may go undetected. For this example, having
detected the problem, it is relatively easy to fix. For policy approximation the 20-unit MLP
was replaced with a 10th order polynomial fit, shown at right in Figure 4-6.
We now take a look at the relative performance of the learning algorithm using our
various update procedures. Figure 4-7 compares three alternatives: a single-step update
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of the two policy approximation methods. Dotted lines show Q
data, solid lines show Q for the particular approximation type.
with MLP approximation, a two-step update with MLP approximation, and a two-step
update with polynomial approximation. The simulations on which this data is based were
conducted with a discount factor of a = 0.5. This is because, based on the analysis conducted
in Section 4.2.2, we expect the final trajectories to go to a steady-state relatively quickly. At
high discount factors the steady-state portion of the trajectory is weighted more strongly in
the cost, and differences in the alternative updates may be harder to see. Looking at the top
of the figure, we can see that for low values of P the two-step updates perform substantially
better than the single-step update. The policy using a polynomial fit does better than the
one using an MLP, but the difference is relatively minor.
A distinctive feature of the top graph in Figure 4-7 is that the costs of the policies
using the different update methods only differ significantly at low values of P even though
the policies themselves exhibit significant differences over the entire range. This can be
understood by examining the trajectories plotted in Figure 4-8. All of the trajectories
plotted in this figure converge quickly to the same steady-state value, but the ones starting
at P0 > P reach the steady-state much more quickly than those starting at Po < P.
Essentially, the trajectories are much more sensitive to policy differences at low values of P
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of three update methods. At top are the costs of the policies learned
using a single-step update with an MLP for r, a two-step update with an MLP, and a two-
step update with a 10th order polynomial fit. At bottom, the learned policies are shown.
Simulation parameters were as in Table 4.4 except that y = 0.5.
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Figure 4-8: Sample trajectories using policy learned with single-step updates and MLP
approximation.
than at high values. This explains the behavior seen in Figure 4-7. The major differences in
cost come from the transients, which are much more significant at low variances.
A final important aspect of this comparison between update methods lies not in their
differences, but in their similarities. At high variances, and hence at steady-state, all three
update methods produce remarkably similar costs. The statistics for each policy at steady-
state are shown in Table 4.5. Though the differences in steady-state variance are on the order
of 10% and differences in steady-state actions are on the order of 50%, the steady-state costs
of all three policies differ by less than 1%. Dramatically different policies can produce very
similar costs.
Hopefully, the insights gleaned from these trials run using a grid-based learning algo-
rithm on an extremely simple system will be of use when dealing with more complex systems
and trajectory-based learning algorithms. The main points that should be remembered are
as follows:
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Table 4.5: Comparison of steady-state values for different update methods.
* Too much exploration can degrade performance. Extreme values in areas of the state
space that are unlikely to be encountered can use up approximation resources that
would be better spent in more travelled areas.
* There can be a significant difference between single-step and two-step minimization for
action selection.
* Just because an approxirmator is capable of doing a good job doesn't mean it will.
Approximators that work well on one function may do poorly with another, and poor
policy approximation may cause significant degradation of performance.
· Small changes in the problem formulation or learning algorithm can result in signifi-
cantly different policies. If the cost function is relatively flat near the optimum, there
may be a whole range of policies that have widely varying characteristics but similar
costs.
4.2.4 Learning with trajectory-based updates
Though the small scale of our example problem allows us to use an algorithm with grid-
based updates, this is the exception rather than the rule. Most of the problems that will be
examined in this thesis will be complex enough to make trajectory-based updates a necessity.
In order to make those later examples more transparent, we use this section to apply a
trajectory-based algorithm to a problem that has already been examined using grid-based
methods.
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Update Type Pss ass css
1-step MLP 2.40 0.16 3.21
2-step MLP 2.66 0.11 3.22
2-step Polynomial 2.74 0.10 3.24
A key thing to watch for in this section is the different types of insights that can be
gained from the two different approaches. Some of these differences result from the different
types of function approximators used (MLP's and polynomial fits vs. CMAC's), but most are
more closely related to the differences in the algorithms. Insights from both methodologies
should prove to be generally useful, however. Lessons gleaned from analysis of grid-based
examples may prove useful in dealing with trajectory-based examples even if the same effects
are not directly visible.
With the grid-based method from the previous section, scaling was integrally combined
with exploration in the selection of an update grid. The major point was that poor scaling
can effectively result in excessive exploration and wasted approximator resources, ultimately
hampering learning. With trajectory-based learning exploration and scaling are mostly sep-
arate. Appropriate scaling factors are determined based on statistical analysis of actual
trajectories (which are in turn influenced by the chosen level of exploration); areas of impor-
tance in the state space are thus automatically identified. However, we still benefit from the
lessons of the grid-based example, because we now know that overly agressive exploration
diverts attention from the natural trajectories of the system and so hampers our function
approximnator's ability to do its job.
Another example of the different perspectives offered by the two methods comes from a
look at the policies they generate. The grid-based method treats all states equally, resulting
in a smooth policy over the selected input range. For this particular example, the grid-
based method does not immediately reveal the central importance of the steady-state to
the system. For the trajectory-based method, however, the dominance of the steady-state
becomes the central fact of life. Since the vast majority of the learning time is spent in the
immediate vicinity of the steady-state we obtain a policy that is extremely good in that area
but relatively untrained elsewhere.
Understanding the lessons of these two methods is important. When we move to more
complex examples, both grid-based methods and visualization will become impractical, so
our results will be much harder to interpret. We will still face many of the same issues,
however, so what we learn here should prove valuabie.
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The trajectory-based algorithm we use in this section (and the rest of the thesis) has
been covered in detail in Section 2.2, so we will not -pend time on it here. However, a quick
look back before proceeding may be worthwhile.
This comparison will be conducted based on learning runs using the parameters shown
in Table 4.6; we will call this set of parameters our baseline scenario. Once the results of
applying our trajectory-based algorithm to the baseline scenario have been presented, we
will discuss how the various parameters were chosen and show the effects of chaLging them.
4.2.4.1 Baseline Experiments
For our baseline scenario the trajectory-based algorithm was run using SARSA(A) and the
parameters laid out in Table 4.6 and the top part of Table 4.4. After each trajectory was run
to completion and the corresponding policy update completed, a test trajectory of the same
length was run using the updated policy with no c-based randomization. The discounted sum
of the single-step costs was then calculated over the entire trajectory to get an approximation
to J(P). These costs are plotted in Figure 4-9. The cost of the final trajectory was found
to be 26.67, as compared to 27.17 for the corresponding Jr(Po) from an analogous run using
grid-based updating. Thus, the two algorithms give roughly the same performance. It is
interesting to observe, however, that most of the actual learning seems to be completed in
the first 2-3 trajectories. The remaining trajectories serve only to fine-tune the performance,
with a gradual reduction in learning rates to assure convergence.
Though they seem to yield similar performance, the difference between the two meth-
ods can most clearly be seen by examining the final policy learned by the trajectory-based
algorithm. This policy is plotted in Figure 4-10. Its shape reflects the nature of the prob-
lem, the learning algorithm, and the function approximator. The problem itself shapes the
trajectories encountered during learning. Each starts at the initial variance of 7 and then
moves quickly to the steady-state marked on the graph. As a result, most of the sample
points seen in the learning process are either at the initial condition or the steady-state, as
can be seen in Figure 4-11. The random exploration added to the trajectories through 
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Scaling
State () 10
Action (a) 100
Cost (Q) 1
CMAC-related parameters (same for Q and r)
Memory size 10000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate 1 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate L1 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates N,3 = 20
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance Po = 7
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 100
Weights for r approximator All weights initialized to 100
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 100
Number of steps/trajectory N = 40
Exploration rate e = 0.2
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.8
Citoff level for eligibility traces = 0.02
Fraction of samples updated after each trajectory = 1
Table 4.6: Parameter settings for scalar test case using trajectory-based learning.
contents of this table are duplicated and divided up into smaller sections to go along
the discussion of parameter selection in Section 4.2.4.2
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Figure 4-9: Performance of SARSA(A) on baseline scenario. Note that the cost gets to within
10% of the final value by the second iteration.
means that a few sample points fall in between these extremes. Since the CMAC is a local
approximator, this means that the policy tends to default to its initial value where there is
no training data. In this case, with 16 layers and a scaling factor of 10 on the state, the
influence of a single point extends 1.6 variance units to either side. This explains the "V"
shape in Figure 4-10 from P = 5.4 to P = 8.6, and the initial slope from P = 0 to P = 1.6.
The policy in this example was trained using trajectories that all had an initial covari-
ance of 7. If the final learned policy was used for a trajectory with initial variance of 0 or 10,
points which received no training in the learning process, the results could be significantly
suboptimal. This is a fundamental problem with trajectory-based reinforcement learning,
one that is not easily solved. For this example, the issue can be partially addressed by
starting trajectories at a range of initial variances, though one can still only cover a finite
range. 
For higher dimensional systems, there will always be points in the state space that
have not been encountered interspersed with those that have. The function approximator's
ability to generalize may compensate for these holes to some extent, but there will still be
problems. The interaction of these untrained states with those that have been trained creates
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Figure 4-10: Policy found by use of SARSA(A) on baseline scenario.
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Figure 4-11: Histograms showing states and costs encountered during learning with
SARSA(A) on baseline scenario. This type of histogram is used to determine appropri-
ate scaling factors for the function approximator inputs. At top, note the spike at P = 7,
the initial condition used in each trajectory.
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Figure 4-12: Performance of Q-Learning on baseline scenario.
a potential for unpredictable behavior which may make reinforcement learning a hard sell
for many control problems.
The Q-Learning based algorithm described in Chapter 2 was also applied to our baseline
scenario. The results are shown in Figure 4-12. Performance is very similar to the other
two cases we have shown, with the cost of the final policy coming in at 26.39. It should be
noted, though, that 100 trajectories of a Q-Learning algorithm involve substantially fewer
calculations than the same number of trajectories using a SARSA(A) based algorithm.
4.2.4.2 Parameter Selection
One of the chief obstacles to the wide acceptance of reinforcement learning algorithms is their
complexity. Though based on relatively simple concepts, actual implementation of an RL
algorithm on a real system requires the user to choose a large number of parameters. With so
many degrees of freedom in the algorithm, it becomes difficult to make fair comparisons with
other algorithms. Also, the experience of the user becomes a significant factor in determining
performance levels achieved. Since performance can depend on good choice of the algorithm
parameters and for most applications the optimal cost is unknown, one is often left wondering
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whether a different choice of parameters could have produced better results. We will use
this example as well as the others in this thesis to try to give some insight into the logic
behind parameter selection for RL problems. Of course, the exact trade-offs involved will
be different for each problem, but it is hoped that describing the selection process for a few
examples will provide insights that will be useful across a broader spectrum of problems.
This particular section provides a fairly comprehensive list of the parameters that must
be chosen in order to run our reinforcement learning algorithm. It is intended in part as a
reference should the reader wonder about the meaning and selection method for a particular
parameter encountered in one of the sample problems. Though there are unique aspects
to the parameter selection for each problem that is treated in this thesis, many parameters
need only be described once, and that is done here. Not all readers will be interested in this
level of detail; some may want to skip to Section 4.2.5.
4.2.4.2.1 Scaling All function approximators require that their inputs and outputs be
properly scaled relative to each other. For the CMAC, which partitions the input and output
spaces into discrete grids, scaling also determines resolution. Since we often don't know what
state values and costs we will be encountering beforehand, choosing an appropriate scale can
be somewhat problematic.
0 scale In this thesis, the general procedure used to select scaling factors for 0 is as follows:
first pick arbitrary scaling factors and run the algorithm. Next, plot a histogram with
100 divisions such as the one shown in Figure 4-11. If all the states encountered in the
run are clumped into one or two bins, then the scaling is too small. If they are very
spread out, then the scaling can probably be reduced, giving lower memory usage and
quicker convergence without a large performance penalty.
When using CMAC's for function approximation, the exact level of scaling desired will
be influenced by the number of layers in the approximator and the desired level of
generalization. With a 16 layer CMAC, each state encountered affects the approxima-
tor's evaluation in the 16 adjacent bins to either side. Looking at the top graph in
Figure 4-11 and considering that we are using a CMAC with 16 layers and that the
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total width of significant activity is only about 16 bins, our chosen scale of 10 gives a
very high level of generalization.
Q scale The scale used for Q is chosen in a similar manner, but the number of layers in the
CMAC is not important. Here the width of the active region in the histogram deter-
mines the algorithm's ability to distinguish between the costs of alternative actions.
The larger the scale, the more sensitive the algorithm becomes to both real differences
and noise-derived artifacts. A bit of experimentation has shown the algorithm to be
relatively insensitive to changes in this parameter for this particular problem.
Action scale The continuous, bounded nature of this particular problem's action space
means that the action scale becomes a sort of system resolution. A larger scale means a
more nearly continous policy but also a more computationally expensive policy update.
If a relatively small scale were chosen we would have a simple action space, and implicit
policy updates would be more efficient. Since a larger scale should in theory provide
more discrimination and hence a better policy as well as showcasing our ability to deal
with complex action spaces, we have chosen a scale of 100.
Table 4.7: Scaling Parameters.
4.2.4.2.2 CMAC parameters In our example we use two function approximators, one
for Q and one for r; for each there are a number of parameters which must be chosen. See
Appendix A for a more thorough explanation of the quantities involved here.
Memory The amount of memory to allocate for the CMAC should be chosen in much the
same way as the scaling was selected. Pick an arbitrary number, check the proportion
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State (0) 10
Action (a) 100
Cost (Q) 1
of memory used in a sample run, and then adjust the memory size appropriately. Since
inputs are mapped to memory locations using a hashing function, performance may
start to degrade once full memory usage is reached.
Layers The number of layers in the CMAC determines the level of generalization that will
be present. With only a single layer, the CMAC degrades to a table-based function
approximator. The total physical memory used by the CMAC is roughly equal to the
number of layers times the memory spaces allocated, so reducing the number of layers
can significantly ease memory requirements. The number used in the example, 16, was
recommended in the UNH CMAC documentation as a good starting point.2
Learning Rates The UNH CMAC code uses two learning rates which are expressed as bit-
shifts (powers of 1/2) and are designated /1 and /32. /1 is the base learning rate, and /32
is a penalty imposed on the size of the weights to keep them from drifting toward large
values. The UNH CMAC documentation recommends that 32 be somewhat higher
than /3; hence the initial choice of /31 = 1, /32 = 4.
Rate Reduction In order to get the algorithm to converge to a single policy instead of
jumping around in a limit cycle, we must gradually reduce the learning rates. In our
algorithm the values of l1 and /32 are increased by one every Np iterations. The best
value for N3 will depend on the memory usage and number of trajectories to be run.
High memory usage implies a large number of different states are being encountered. If
one reduces the learning rates too quickly, the algorithm may not have a chance to visit
some states enough times to reach an equilibrium. If this happens, the value function
for some states can get stuck at an unrealistic level. This effect may become more severe
as the number of layers in the CMAC is reduced and there is less generalization taking
place. On the other hand, if the learning rates are reduced too slowly, convergence will
be slow as well. The particular value of N chosen for this example was found by trial
and error.
2 The UNH CMAC code also recommends that the number of layers be a power of 2.
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Table 4.8: CMAC Parameters. Same for both Q and r.
4.2.4.2.3 Controlling Exploration There are four basic ways in which we can control
how our algorithm explores the state space of our system looking for the optimal solution.
We can use our insight into the system to choose an initial policy. Given a policy, we can
choose the frequency with which to take experimental actions departing from that policy. We
can influence the way in which policies are updated through our choice of initial weights for
our Q-function approximator. Finally, we can control the starting point of each trajectory
in the learning process. The parameters described below control these options.
Number of policy initialization trajectories (No) If an initial policy guess is available,
we may want to run the learning algorithm through some number of initial trajectories
in order to train r to approximate the policy and initialize Q with information about
the policy's cost. During these initial trajectories the exploration rate is set to zero.
In our sample problem no initial policy guess was available, so No was set to zero.
Initial weights for The choice of the initial weights for the policy approximator can
have a significant effect on the learning process. When a local approximator is being
used, this initial choice sets up a default action to be taken when new states are
encountered. Depending on how this default is chosen, it could have either a stabilizing
or destabilizing effect on exploration.
Suppose, for instance, that at some point in the learning process most of the states
which have been encountered are near the steady-state. From the steady-state, with
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Memory size 10000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate 31 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate 31 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates N= 20
probability 1 - the steady-state action will be chosen and the next state will be
the steady-state as well. However, with probability E a random action will be chosen.
Suppose that random action moves the state to a higher variance for which the policy
has not yet been updated. If the default action is a = 1, then the next state and those
that follow will be back down in the range of the steady-state. However, if the default
action is a 0, the succeeding states may get further and further from the steady-
state. This may or may not be a desirable behavior. In our example, the initial policy
weights were chosen to yield a default action a = 1. With an action space A = [0, 1]
and an action scale of 100, this means that our initial policy weights were all set to
100.
Exploration rate () Once the learning process has begun, the exploration rate e has the
most direct effect on the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off. For our test case we
chose a relatively high value of E = 0.2 because of the trajectories' rapid convergence
to steady-state. Without a reasonably high virtually no exploration would occur.
e change rate (Ne) If-Q-Learning is to be used, can be maintained at a constant level
throughout the learning process. But if we are using SARSA(A) we are continually
learning the cost of re instead of learning the cost of 7r, so we must gradually decrease
c to get close to the optimal policy, 7r*. In our algorithm we do this by maintaining
a vector of decreasing values and switching to the next every N, iterations. In
this particular case, however, convergence is apid e-ugh so that a decreasing E was
deemed unnecessary. N was set to 1000, substantially higher than the total number
of iterations.
Initial weights for Q The initial weights used in the Q-function approximator can have a
great effect on the amount of exploration that takes place and the speed of convergence.
Take, for instance, the case where the weights are set so that Q is zero everywhere.
When this happens, state-action pairs that have not been updated will always appear to
have a lower cost than those that have been updated. Then, if a one-step policy update
is being used, each new policy will attempt something new until all the possibilities
have been updated. If a two-step policy update is being used, each new policy will
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favor actions which generate successor states that have not been encountered, as these
will have lower Q-values than those that have. In contrast, if the weights are set so
that Q is everywhere higher than the optimal value the tendency will be to only take
the exploratory actions dictated by the random effect of the exploration rate c. In this
example, the latter strategy was used. Of course, without knowledge of the optimal
cost it is difficult to pick a number that is everywhere higher than the optimal cost
and yet not so high as to generate scaling problems. As with other scaling issues, this
was dealt with using an iterative trial-and-error process.
Initial filter states (PO) The choice of the initial conditions for each trajectory has an
obvious effect on the set of states that are visited in the course of the learning process.
In the example problem, the same value Po = 7 was used for every trajectory, resulting
in the policy shown in Figure 4-10. If a range of values was used, a smoother policy
could have been generated.
Table 4.9: Parameters influencing exploration.
4.2.4.2.4 Algorithm Parameters
Eligibility decay rate (A) This is the A of SARSA(A). Experience of various authors has
suggested that values of A between 0.6 and 0.9 work best, though there has been no
clear explanation of why this is so. The choice for this example, A = 0.8, was made
rather arbitrarily.
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Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance - P0 = 7
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 100
Weights for r approximator All weights initialized to 100
Exploration rate = 0.2
E change rate (Ne) N/A
Eligibility cutoff () In the SARSA(A) algorithm each temporal difference S is propagated
backward to all the previous steps in the trajectory, with its effect reduced by a factor
of -yA with each step. Eventually, this decay factor (A) i becomes so small that it can be
safely ignored and continued propagation becomes computationally inefficient. In our
algorithm, temporal differences are not propagated beyond the point where (yA)i < .
The exact number used, = 0.02, was chosen arbitrarily.
Number of iterations (Neg) The number of trajectories which must be run in order to
achieve satisfactory convergence may vary widely from case to case. An appropriate
number can only be arrived at through trial and error. Of course, a variety of other
conditions can be used to terminate learning; termination after a fixed number of
iterations was chosen merely for its simplicity.
Number of steps/trajectory (N) For finite horizon problems, choosing the number of
steps per trajectory is a non-issue. For infinite horizon problems, however, a variety of
factors need to be balanced. Given that we have chosen to conduct a policy update after
each trajectory, the length of the trajectories determines the frequency of the policy
updates. Given that we know most policies will reach steady-state in a few steps, the
number of steps per trajectory determines the relative importance we are giving the
steady-state versus the transient. Combined with our choice of , it determines how
much exploration around the steady-state will take place between policy updates. The
trajectory length also determines the effectiveness with which the trajectory's initial
conditions can be used for exploration.
Policy update ratio () As described in Section 2.2.6, we may not want to update our
policy at every point in a trajectory. In each trajectory, only SHN of the N samples,
selected randomly, are used to update the policy. Generally, to make the use of a
function approximator worthwhile we would want < 1. In this particular case,
however, we know that trajectories rapidly go to a steady-state. Since we have specified
that repeated states in a single trajectory are not updated, we can leave 7 = 1 secure
in the knowledge that only a few states will be updated from each trajectory. For
example, if N = 40 and = 1, 40 points will be selected for updating. However, the
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transient portion of the trajectory may only last 3 steps, with the remaining 37 ending
up at the steady-state value. Thus, only 4 of the 40 points would actually get updated,
and we could be sure of catching all the transient states. If we had chosen = 0.25,
we might have only caught one of the transient states. When we move to nonlinear
examples, our choice of r will be substantially different.
Table 4.10: Algorithm-related parameters.
4.2.5 Conclusion
As we noted at the beginning of the chapter, the linear measurement scheduling problem can
take a variety of forms. The problem examined in this section was just one - and a relatively
simple one at that - out of many possible variations on the same basic theme; three others
will be presented in the sections to follow. Those sections will be considably more compact
than this one has been. The extraordinary length of this section was due to its dual role as
example and tutorial.
Because of the length of the section and the large amount of detail, the overall context
of the problem may have faded into the background. The things that should be taken
away from this example are not the details of which action is best in a particular state
or what parameter setting should be used in a particular setting. What is important is
an understanding of the issues involved and the processes used to resolve them. So before
movinr - to the next example, we will take a moment to look at the big picture.
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Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.8
Cutoff level for eligibility traces t = 0.02
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 100
Number of steps/trajectory N = 40
Policy update ratio 7 = 
For this particular problem, the central fact of importance was the dominance of the
steady-state. Any reasonably good policy would generate a trajectory that moved to roughly
the same steady-state value in just a few steps. This imparted a profound influence to the
function approximation involved, to the learning process itself, and to the analysis of the
algorithms' performance. We could have continued to fill page after page with parameter
trade studies and comparisons of different algorithm variants, but these details would be of
little use in addressing other problems.
What is transferable is the understanding of the differences between grid-based updating
methods and trajectory-based methods. Insights into the particularities of different function
approximators - MLP's, polynomial curve fits, or CMAC's - may also prove generally useful.
And understanding the role that scaling plays in combining function approximation with
learning algorithms is vitally important to anyone who intends to make practical use of
reinforcement learning. The large variety of possible reinforcement learning algorithms and
the cornucopia of problems to which they can be applied make it essential to understand the
individual algorithm components and how to combine them to fit the problem at hand.
Hopefully, the material in this section and in the remaining portions of this thesis will
help provide that knowledge.
4.3 Discrete Action Space, Infinite Horizon
In this second example, we look at the case where we are forced to choose from a small
number of possible actions. In terms of the previous example, this could represent a siutation
where the radar's control system only allows pulses at three or four discrete power levels.
Alternatively, it might represent a situation where the sensors have no flexibility, and the
choice at each time step becomes whether or not to take a measurement at all.
As a testbed, we have used a hypothetical microsatellite with two subsystems available
for determining its orientation. One is a suite of onboard gyros with relatively low accuracy
but low power consumption. These gyros would provide angular velocity measurements.
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The other measurement subsystem is based on differential GPS. This system is extremely
accurate, but has a high power consumption in terms of the satellite's limited power budget.
Also, the satellite's electric propulsion system interferes with the GPS signal reception, so
it must be turned off while GPS measurements are being taken. These two factors combine
to put an effective cost on each GPS measurement that is taken. Possible actions include
taking measurements with GPS, gyros, both, or neither.
Though the scenario as a whole may not be particularly realistic and the cost factors
have been chosen only with an eye toward providing interesting results, the numbers used
for the linearized satellite dynamics and assorted noise statistics are taken from actual work
being done on a proposed satellite at Draper Laboratory. So one might call it a semi-realistic
example. The main point, though, is to demonstrate the ability of the RL algorithm to
solve relatively high dimensional linear problems where only a limited number of actions are
possible.
4.3.1 Formulation
Most of the formulation for this example is the same as for the previous one. The big
difference is that instead of A = [0, 1], we have a discrete set A = [cat, c2,... aC], where
there are N possible actions. As a consequence of the discrete nature of the domain, sensor
noise covariances are determined using a discrete mapping
Vk = R (ak) (R: Z -+ RIxt) (4.22)
rather than a continuous function.
Performance, as in the previous section, is measured by a combination of the post-
measurement-update error covariance and the cost of the chosen action. The latter quantity
is again determined by a discrete mapping instead of a smooth function, so that we have
g(yk, ,ak) = Tr (LP+) + M (ak) (4.23)
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Block Contents Notes
A { C,f2) ,... N} Vk = R(ak) Hi: A - * x
(~',¢k) =k [P~ (1, 1), . - P (1, n),P; (2,2) ... P (2, n),.* Pk (n n)]
g (aak, Yk) ck Tr [LP+] + M(ak)L Rnxn M: A R
J' (u-) i-o YCk+i ak = r(Ok)
Table 4.11: Elements of the discrete action space, infinite horizon formulation.
instead of (4.11). The details of this formulation are summarized in Table 4.11.
4.3.2 Experiments
With any of the formulations that are presented in this chapter there are a virtually limitless
number of experiments that could be conducted to help illuminate characteristics of both
the problem and the solution method. Due to the limited scope of this thesis and a desire
to avoid boring the reader to death with an endless succession of graphs, only two problems
will be discussed in this section. The treatment of these problems is intended to showcase
the methodologies involved and describe some of the aspects of the solution, not to extract
the best possible performance from the algorithm.
The first problem that will be treated is a simple on-off case. The only possible action
choices will be to use the GPS system or not take any measurement at all. Based on the
analysis from Section 4.2.2 we might expect to see a solution which tends to a limit-cycle
about a steady-state value, and this is precisely what we get. The simplicity of this test
case allows a rough test of optimality which helps to verify that our algorithm is actually
working.
Having established the functionality of our algorithm with the above test case, we
will proceed to a slightly more difficult problem. Instead of allowing only two options for
measurement, we allow four. Measurements may be taken using GPS and gyros, GPS
alone, gyros alone, or the measurement opportunity may be passed up entirely. A cost is
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associated with the use of either instrument, though the particular numbers used in the
experiment were chosen without any physical basis. In this case, and with more complex
action spaces, the form of the optimal solution is less obvious. Evaluation of the learning
algorithm's performance relative to the optimal solution becomes more difficult.
In Section 4.3.2.1 we will describe the system parameters defining the two problems.
Next, in Section 4.3.2.2 we will present the algorithm parameters and discuss the reasons for
the choices that were made. Finally, in Section 4.3.2.3 we will describe the results of running
the algorithm with the specified parameters on the two problems.
4.3.2.1 System Parameters
The linear model in Table 4.12 describes the attitude dynamics of a small satellite. Of the
model's six states, the first three are the roll, pitch, and yaw angles and are measured by the
differential GPS system. The second three are the roll, pitch, and yaw angular rates, and
are measured by the gyros. Angles are measured in radians, and rates in radians/second.
The measurement options for the two test cases are shown in Table 4.13. In the slots
where no measurement is being taken the sensor noise should be effectively infinite; 106 was
chosen arbitrarily to fill this role.
4.3.2.2 Algorithm Choices
The algorithm parameters used in the two test cases are shown in Table 4.14. Many of these
require no explanation given the discussion in Section 4.2.4.2. However, some do deserve a
bit of discussion.
First off, the choice of function approximation architecture should be explained. Though
CMAC's are used for function approximation in almost every example presented in this the-
sis, the first experiments with this particular problem formulation were conducted using
MLP's instead. Performance of the learning algorithm using MLP's was unreliable, how-
ever. Two consecutive runs using the same parameter settings could produce vastly different
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Linear system and noise parameters
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Table 4.12: System parameters for test case based on linearized satellite dynamics. No
external input was used, so B and D are not considered. Values of 2 ... o6 determined by
ak.
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Table 4.13: Sensor noise values and costs for each action allowed in the two test cases.
results. It seems likely that this was the result of randomly selected initial weights gener-
ating encounters with various local minima during the training process. MLP's are trained
by gradient descent on the squared error between the current function (Q) and the desired
values (Q); the local minima we are referring to are minima of this error surface, not of
the Q-function itself. The decision to use CMAC's (which do not suffer from local minima
during training) as the primary approximation architecture throughout the thesis was mrade
in response to this issue.
The next issue that deserves comment is the selection of scaling factors. The principles
involved are the same for this case as those set out in Section 4.2.4.2, but there are some
complicating factors. Instead of a scalar 0, we now have a feature vector with 21 elements
representing the unique elements of the covariance matrix. Now, we could go through the
standard iterative process for each element in the feature vector, but in this case that may
not be the best thing to do.
This is because 15 of the 21 elements of the feature vector correspond to off-diagonal
elements in a covariance matrix. The physical meaning of these elements comes from their
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Case 1 Case 2
Action 1 2 1 2 3 4
Cost M9 PS 0 Mgps + Mgyros MgpS Mgyros 0
1l 2.388e-5 1e6 2.388e-5 2.388e-5 le6 le6
a2 2.38se-5 1e6 2.388e-5 2.388e-5 1e6 1e6
a3 2.388e-5 le6 2.388e-5 2.388e-5 le6 le6
0o4 le6 le6 5.29e-8 1e6 5.29e-8 le6
a75 le6 le6 2.50e-9 le6 2.50z-9 le6
ta6 le6 le6 1.00e-8 le6 1.00e-8 le6
Mgps = 0.001 Myros = 0.0002
Scaling
106[ 1 1 1 10 10 2.24 1 ...
State () 1 10 10 2.24 1 10 10 ...
2.24 100 100 22.4 100 22.4 5 ]
Action (a) 100
Cost (Q) 1
CMAC-related parameters
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 8
Main learning rate l1 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate /1 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates Np = 2000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance Po - 10-3'6x6
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 0
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 5000
Number of steps/trajectory N = 500
Exploration rate e = [0l 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate N, = 1000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.9
Cutoff level for eligibility traces K = 0.02
Table 4.14: Algorithm parameter settings for satellite test cases.
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relationship with the diagonal elements. Scaling them independently would destroy that
relationship. To preserve the relationship between the diagonal and off-diagonal elements,
we choose scaling factors (p) for the diagonal elements using the iterative method described
earlier and then the remaining factors are set relative to their corresponding diagonal factors:
Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
P7 Ps Ps Plo P11
P12 P13 P14 P15
P16 P17 P18
P19 P20
P21
Pi~~~l V/PI7V11 ,pxIpl6 N/plIpl9 12
-~~~~~~~~~~~xPl P2P7 V/72 NPP6-/79 PP2
plP12 V/12P16 /P2P19 x/Pl6P21
P19 V/P19P27
P21
A histogram shows the final distributions of the diagonal elements in Figure 4-13.
The scaling chosen for the action also deserves some comment. A large value (100) was
chosen in order to avoid generalization between actions. Since the action values are simply
arbitrarily assigned indices, adjacent actions don't necessarily have any relationship to each
other, and so generalization along the action dimension is inappropriate.
Another parameter choice which may at first seem puzzling is the initialization of the
Q weight vector to zero. This is a dramatic change from the values used in Section 4.2.4.
In that section's continuous-action example, the initial weights were set at a high level in
order to avoid excessive generalization. When the initial weights of the approximator are
set to zero, the tendency will be to try each possible action at least once before settling on
any one as being the best. This is generally an undesirable behavior when here are many
possible actions, but may well be desirable when there are only a few. In this section's cases,
there are only 2-4 possible actions in each state, so it seemed reasonable to go the route of
thorough exploration and set the initial weights to zero.
4.3.2.3 Results
Having set all the relevant parameters, the algorithm was run on the two-action case. The
algorithm's performance is shown in Figure 4-14, and exhibits a nice steady improvement
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Figure 4-13: Histograms showing distribution of the scaled 0 values matching the diagonal
elements of P for states encountered over the entire learning process. Data taken from the
4-action example.
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Figure 4-14: Performance of the learning process for the two-action case.
and convergence toward a single policy. The question, of course, is whether that ultimate
policy compares favorably with the optimal.
Not knowing the true optimal policy, we settle for comparison with a series of heuristic
policies. Figure 4-15 shows the last steps in a trajectory following the final learned policy.
A clear pattern of one measurement every five steps is visible. It seems obvious to compare
this policy with similar policies which measure at fixed intervals.
Of course, due to the initial transient the learned policy does substantially better than
any such policy. A comparison at the steady-state is more revealing. Figure 4-16 shows the
average single-step cost over 400 steps for open-loop policies which measure at a range of
fixed intervals. The jaggedness of the plot comes from the discretization effects. From the
plot, the best ratio seems to be one measurement in 5 steps, precisely the policy that the
learning algorithm comes up with. Ratios of 4.6 and 4.8 also seem to do quite well, and in
one run using slightly different algorithm parameters a policy was learned that corresponded
to the former. This shows that the learning algorithm is capable of finding policies more
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Figure 4-15: Final learned policy for the two-action case. Only the last 50 steps of a 500
step trajectory are plotted. The top graph shows the single-step costs, while the bottom
graph shows the action chosen at each step. Action 1 is a GPS measurement; Action 2 is no
measurement.
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Figure 4-16: Comparison of the costs of various open-loop heuristic policies. Each point is
the result of a test trajectory where actions 1 and 2 were taken in the specified ratio. The
average single-step cost was then taken over the final 400 (out of 500) points. The dotted
line shows the corresponding mean for the final learned policy.
complex than simple alternation i.;n integer ratios.
The results for the two-action example, while good, are not overly impressive. After all,
an open-loop policy that performs as well at steady-state can be found by a relatively simple
search. The important thing to take from this example is that the algorithm does manage
to find this policy. With this success, we can be more confident of finding a near-optimal
solution when the action space is more complex.
With four possible actions, judging our algorithm's success may become more difficult.
The exact form of the optimal solution will depend on the combination of system and cost
parameters, but there are two main possibilities3 . One is an alternation between two of the
four possible actions much as in the previous example. Though it is hard to predict if this
3 When we discuss the optimal solution in this section we will generally be referring to the steady-state
behavior of the optimal solution. The initial transient is much harder to characterize.
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will occur beforehand, if the learning algorithm produces such a policy it is relatively easy
to check it against a range of similar policies.
The other possibility is a more complex pattern involving three or more of the available
actions. The measurement costs specified in Table 4.13 were chosen with an eye toward
generating this type of situation, and the resulting learned policy is shown in Figure 4-17.
Though this policy is fairly complex, it is not too hard to see what it is doing. It takes
the cheaper gyro measurements at regular intervals with a gradually degrading estimation
accuracy. Every so often it becomes necessary to use one of the more expensive GPS mea-
surements to correct for this gradual accumulation of error. In the few steps leading up
to each GPS measurement a small cost savings can be achieved by reducing the frequency
of the gyro rmeasurements, secure in the knowledge that the additional errors will soon be
corrected. Tile result is a cost about 5% lower than we were able to find using a heuristic of
our own.
The policy shown in Figure 4-17 would be difficult to come up with heuristically. Look-
ing at the top graph one might think that the policy could be characterized with switches
based on the trace of the covariance. One could imagine something like:
2 (a < Tr (Pk) < b)
7r(0k)= 3 (b< Tr(P-) <c)
4 (c < Tr(P-) d)
where the parameters a, b, c, and d could be found with a simple search. A look at the
bottom graph in the figure indicates that something more complex than this is going on,
however. The learning algorithm must be making use of more information than just the
trace of the covariance matrix.
Though the above two sample cases provide promising results, a few caveats are in
order. First, it seems that the learning algorithm was not good at finding alternating policies
with large ratios. For instance, if the best heuristic was to measure once out of every 100
timesteps, the learning algorithm would be unlikely to find it, at least with the parameter
settings described above. To a degree, this makes physical sense. If the optimal solution is
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to measure every 10 seconds, it doesn't make the decision as to whether or not to measure
every microsecond. Changing the time scales involved should fix this problem, but one must
remember to exercise care when formulating the problem.
Another thing to watch out for seems to be sensitivity to scaling issues. One may notice
in Figure 4-13 that the first two histograms only show values varying roughly in the range
0-25. In order to provide a larger range for these values, the scaling on these two features
was increased by a factor of 10, and the algorithm run again. Unexpectedly, the best policy
found after making this change was 3-4% worse, and substantially different in character. An
increase in the scaling of only a factor of 2 did better, but still worse than with the original
scaling. It seems likely that these differences have to do with the amount of generalization
in the Q function approximator, but no reliable method is known for predicting what level
of scaling will work best ahead of time. We are left with a rather unsatisfying reliance on
trial and error for choosing scaling values.
4.4 Continuous Action Space, Finite Horizon
4.4.1 Formulation
The problem formulation presented in this section is adapted from the formulations appearing
in Avitzour and Rogers [6] and Shakeri et. al. [51]. Put simply, the objective is to minimize
the estimation error variance at a specific time given a fixed measurement budget.
As in Section 4.2, the decision variable ak represents the energy put into the measure-
ment, so that
Vk =-R.
ak
In this case, however, we have the added restriction that the sum of the actions over the
specified horizon must be equal to the budget,
N
Z]ak= M
k=O
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. To keep track of how much of the budget has been used at any given point in time, we add
a new variable p to the filter state,
k-1
Ik = M- Zai.
i=O
Our continuous, complex action space can then be expressed as Ak = [0, Pk]. Note that in
this case, the action space depends on the filter state through pk, where in previous examples
it was held constant.
Clearly, the cost of any filter state in this system will depend in part on the remain-
ing budget, so pk must be added to the feature vector . The switch to a finite horizon
formulation also requires that time be taken into account, so our feature vector becomes
Ok = [ (1, 1),... P (1, n), P (2,2) . P£ (2, n),. . P; (n, n),k, tk. -
The single-step cost for this problem differs substantially from the formulations for the
infinite-horizon problems. No explicit cost is put on the action chosen; the cost is instead
specified indirectly through the restriction that the budget places on the action space. The
explicitly stated cost depends only on the trace of the error covariance at the end of the
specified horizon:
0 k<N
Ck Tr[LP-+i] k= N
Note that P+l is used here, not Pk+ as in the previous examples. This is done to match the
formulations from the literature. As before, the L matrix allows for the relative weighting
of the states in the covariance matrix. The details of the formulation are summarized in
Table 4.15.
4.4.2 Examples
Though Avitzour's problem fits easily enough into the general measurement with cost for-
mulation developed in Chapter 2, it turns out that reinforcement learning is not well suited
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Table 4.15: Elements of the continuous action space, finite horizon formulation.
to the problem's solution.
It has been shown by Shakeri [51] that the problem is convex. With a convex problem,
an algorithm based on guided random exploration such as reinforcement learning is unlikely
to be able to compete with a more focused method such as the projected Newton's method
which Shakeri uses. In general, reinforcement learning with function approximation will find
near-optimal solutions, while convex problems can usually be solved exactly.
An effort was made to apply RL to Avitzour's sample problem anyway, and is outlined
below. A degree of success was obtained only in the case where N = 5, compared to the more
difficult N = 15 used by Avitzour and the N = 50 used by Shakeri on the same problem.
These results will be explained in more detail in Section 4.4.2.3.
4.4.2.1 System Parameters
The system parameters used were those from Avitzour's simple example of linear motion
subject to a random acceleration with a scalar position measurement. They are shown in
Table 4.16.
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Table 4.16: Parameters for Avitzeur's example.
4.4.2.2 Algorithm Choices
The algorithm parameters used are shown in Table 4.17. The scaling on the covariance-
related features was kept small, as it was known that the solution was open loop (hence
the time and budget related features would be more important). Larger scaling on these
parameters was also tried, with little difference in performance. Scaling on the feature which
keeps track of the time was kept large so that there would be no generalization between
timesteps. The action scaling was determined by the desired action resolution (0.1). The
cost scaling was chosen using an iterative process: the algorithm was run once, the cost of
the best solution found examined, and then the scaling adjusted to provide a easonable
level of precision in comparing policies.
No initial policy guess was used by Avitzour or Shakeri, so none was used in the learning
algorithm. The initial covariance was specified in Avitzour's paper. Initial weights for Q
were set to be slightly higher than optimal cost in an effort to balance exploration and
exploitation. Considerable trial and error was used in setting this value. Initial weights for
r were set to zero, giving a default action of no measurement, based on the assumption that
the optimal policy would use all of the budget in just a few steps.
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[111Linear System: A= ] C=[ 1 0]0 1 [ 
0 0
Noise related: W = R = 1
0 1
Budget: 8.0
Scaling
State () [ 1 1 10 10]
Action (a) 10
Cost (Q) 100
CMAC-related parameters (same for Q and )
Memory size 50,000
Number of layers 8
Main learning rate / 3 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate / = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates N = 20,000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance Po = 1, I00012x2
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 200
Weights for i approximator All weights initialized to 0
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 200,000
Number of steps/trajectory N = 5
Exploration rate = logspace(loglO(.2),-4,20)4
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.99
Cutoff level for eligibility traces n = 0.02
Fraction of samples updated after each trajectory r = 0.2
Table 4.17: Parameter settings for testing of Avitzour's sample problem.
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Table 4.18: Comparative policies for a budget of 8.0 with a 5-step horizon.
4.4.2.3 Results
Even with a horizon of only 5 steps, the reinforcement learning algorithm was unable to
find the optimal solution, though it did come fairly close. Table 4.18 shows the results from
one run of the algorithm using the parameters described above. Note that when multiplied
by the scaling factor of 100 and rounded to the nearest integer, the learning algorithm's
solution is indistinguishable in cost from the optimal solution. This would seem to indicate
that a larger scale should be used to provide increased resolution, but several runs made
using a larger scale actually produced poorer results. Also note that though the best policy
encountered during learning is quite close to the optimal, convergence to that policy was not
obtained, and the final policy is substantially worse. The costs of both the best policy and
the final policy varied significantly from run to run. It is possible that better convergence
behavior could have been obtained with different exploration and learning rate schedules,
but no superior schedules were found in the course of fairly extensive experimentation. With
Avitzour's horizon of 15 steps, the algorithm was unable to find a policy with cost under
200 (175 optimal) in the rather lengthy training period alloted.
Even with a simple two-dimensional system, the internal workings of the learning algo-
rithm are enormously complex, so we will never be able to say with certainty exactly why
the algorithm fails with this type of problem. We can, however, make some guesses based on
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Optimal RL (best) RL (final)
a,1 0 0.1 3.6
a 2 0 0 0.1
a3 2.0 2.0 0
a 4 0 0 2.2
as 6.0 5.9 j 2.1
P-[1, 1] 1.75 1.7530- 250.41
Figure 4-18: A comparison of different types of trajectories.
qualitative analysis which may help us recognize systems with similar potential problems.
One aspect of the formulation that may make things difficult is the presence of two
monotonic features, the time and remaining budget. This monotonicity means that no state
is ever visited twice in the same trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 4-18. The nature of
the chosen features also means that the random actions chosen for exploration will generate
trajectories that differ dramatically from the trajectory that would be generated by the base
policy. Reinforcement learning algorithms learn from experience, however, so these are not
desirable features.
More preferable would be the sorts of trajectories shown at the left of the figure. If
individual states or even small regions of the state space are visited with a relatively high
frequency, we can learn about the costs in those areas and act accordingly. In the previous
two infinite horizon formulations trajectories tended toward a steady-state behavior of some
sort, so learning focused around a small area in the state space. Excursions out of that area
due to random exploratory actions would quickly return. This type of trajectory is well
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States encountered multiple times No state encountered more than
in a single trajectory once in a trajectory
A single random action produces a A single random action produces a
traiectorv clos.e to the original divergent traiectorv
I I__ _ __._ I
1-i
-- -- ----
suited to learning. When trajectories are extremely spread out as in this problem, we may
not visit any given area in the enormous state space often enough to be able to evaluate its
cost realistically. Also, with trajectories that are widely spread through the state space the
sheer number of points encountered can rapidly overload the function approximator's ability
to cope.
4.5 Discrete Action Space, Finite Horizon
To round out our discussion of measurement scheduling for linear systems, we present one
final class of problems. Like the problem presented in the previous section, this was taken
from the literature in order to show the generality of the formulation we are using and
evaluate the utility of the solution approach we have chosen. Also like the problem from the
last section, we have here a finite-horizon cost function where time must be considered as
one of the decision variables. There is one crucial difference, however. Whereas the previous
section dealt with a complex, continuous action space this section examines a simple, discrete
action space. This simplification appears to make a great difference, and the performance
obtained using our reinforcement learning algorithm is much better.
4.5.1 Formulation
The formulation presented in this section is a discrete-time version of the problem examined
by Athans [5]. The idea is that various measurement subsystems are available, each poten-
tially coming with an associated cost, but only one measurement can be taken at a time.
The measurements taken within a specific interval ( < k < NE) are used to predict the state
at some later timestep NT > N.
So, just as in Section 4.3 we have a discrete action space A = [l,2,... QN], with
each cai mapping to a covariance matrix R(ai) and a cost M(cai). As in Section 4.4 we must
augment our basic feature vector to include the current time (though in this case we need
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Block Contents Notes
A [alCe2,... aN] Vk = R(ak) R: A + Znxn
| ((-,;k) Ok =[P (1),.. P; (1, n),P; (2,2)...P; (2, n),... P; (n,n),tk]
g(akYk Ck { Tr [LP+NT] +M(ak) k<N L Rnxn M: A-+1Z
Jr(-) i=o k+i ak=r(Ok)
Table 4.19: Elements of the discrete action space, finite horizon formulation.
not add a state to keep track of a budget), giving
Ok = [P[ (1, 1),... P (1, n), P (2,2) .. P, (2, n),... P (n,n),tk] (4.24)
At each step in the initial interval we incur costs according to the measurement selected, and
at the end a further cost is added depending on the covariance of the final state estimate,
giving
MAl(ak)
Ck = Tr [LP- +NT] + M (ak)
As before, our cost function is simply
JYr (C) =
(4.25)
k = N
(4.26)
N,
Z Ck+i-.
i=O
The details of the formulation are summarized in Table 4.19.
4.5.2 Examples
In Section 4.2 we examined our algorithm's performance in light of insights gained from
algebraic analysis of a simple scalar problem. In Section 4.3 we examined performance
relative to simple heuristic policies that may come close to optimal in the steady-state. In
Section 4.4 we were able to compare performance to the optimal solution, found by another
method and presented in the literature. In this section we compare our results with those
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for another suboptimal algorithm from the literature, specifically Athans' [5].
4.5.2.1 System Parameters
The sample system Athans uses to illustrate his algorithm is summarized in Table 4.20. It
describes the rectilinear motion of a mass subject to a gaussian white noise acceleration and
jerk. The three states are the position, velocity, and acceleration of the mass, and the two
possible measurements are a noisy position measurement and a noisy velocity measurement.
This might be thought of as a simplified version of a radar tracking problem, where one type
of pulse produces a good position measurement while another type of pulse produces a good
velocity measurement [36].
Note that the model described in Table 4.20 is a continuous-time model. Though Athans
does everything in terms of continuous time, we prefer to use a discrete time formulation.
The system is therefore discretized before application of the learning algorithm using a time
step specified in the next subsection.
4.5.2.2 Algorithm Choices
The rationale for various parameter choices has been discussed extensively in the earlier
sections of this chapter. The choices themselves are presented in Table 4.14; only a few of
them require comment beyond what has gone before.
The relatively large scale used for the cost deserves some comment. A scaling factor of
100 was chosen after noting that in Athans' paper, several of the policies listed differed in
cost by as little as 0.02. With a smaller scaling on the cost, these different policies would
become indistinguishable.
In Athans' paper, an initial policy guess of
ak=l 1 (0 < tk 3)
ak= 2 (3 < tk 4)
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Linear System
Process Noise
Sensor Noise
Action Costs
Horizons
0
0
0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0
W= 0
0
V(l)=[ °1
-0 0.
M(1) = 0
T = 4 sec
1
0 1 0oo]
0 0
1 0
0 9
M(2) = 0
Tp = 7 sec
Table 4.20: Parameters for tests conducted with grid-based algorithm.
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was used; measure position for the first three seconds, then velocity. In order to provide a
fair comparison, the same initial guess was used for the learning algorithm. It should be
noted that this is the only example so far to have made use of an initial policy guess. The
initial covariance Po shown in the table was also specified in Athans' example.
4.5.2.3 Results
Considering the failure of the learning algorithm for our other finite-horizon example, the
results for this problem were surprisingly good. Figure 4-19 shows the best policy found by
Athans' algorithm compared to the best policy found by the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm. The latter's cost is lower by about 3%, an impressive figure when one considers that
Athans was choosing among policies that differed by less than 1/100 of a percent in cost.
Unfortunately, we can be no more sure of the proximity of our solution to the true optimal
than Athans was of his.
One might wonder why reinforcement learning was able to produce a good result in this
case, but not in the finite horizon problem treated in the previous section. The difference is
especially striking when one considers that the example in the previous section dealt with a
two-dimensional system, while the system in this example is three-dimensional. It is hard
to say exactly what the main reason is for the difference in performance, but here are some
considerations that may help to explain it:
* Given a budget of 10.0 and a discretization level of 0.1 for action choice, over a horizon
of 80 steps there are 1008° possible policies for our continuous-action, finite horizon
problem. In comparison, given a time horizon of 4 seconds with timestep of 0.05
yielding a total of 80 discret.. steps for our discrete-action example, we have only 280
possible policies, roughly 135 orders of magnitude fewer. 
* With those same givens, each error covariance can potentially correspond to 10,000
different states in the continuous-action formulation with its additional features keeping
track of the timestep and remaining budget. In the discrete-action case, which need
not keep track of a budget, this number is reduced by a factor of 100 to a mere 100
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Scaling
State () [20 20 20 10 20 5 1]
Action (a) 10
Cost (Q) 100
Time Step for Discretization At = 0.05
CMAC-related parameters
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 8
Main learning rate = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate il = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates N = 10000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 2
1 0 0
Estimation error variance = 0 2 
0 0 4
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 30000
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 10000
Number of steps/trajectory N = 80
Exploration rate e = [0.2 0.1 0.04 0.02]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate Ne = 2000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 1
Cutoff level for eligibility traces5 N/A
Table 4.21: Algorithm parameter settings for Athans' example problem.
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Best policy found by Athans
2.
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1.
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Time
Best policy found by RL algorithm
Cost = 275.18
1.5 2
Time
4
2.5 3 3.5 4
Figure 4-19: Comparison of learned policy
Athans' algorithm (top).
(bottom) with best suboptimal policy found by
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different states. This is not so far from the 25 different states present in the 5-step
horizon continuous-action case for which some degree of success was observed.
* In the discrete-action case we are dealing with a simple action space, and no function
approximation is necessary for the policy.
* The discrete-action problem is non-convex. Thus, instead of competing against algo-
rithms that can take advantage of the problem structure to quickly find the optimal
solution, our algorithm is competing against another suboptimal algorithm. We have
little real idea how well our algorithm's solution compares to the optimal solution.
4.6 Summary
Overall, the results for this chapter are promising. The unique characteristics of the linear
problem and the Kalman Filter provided an excellent platform for testing the applicability
of reinforcement learning algorithms to the measurement with cost problem.
In Section 4.2 we examined the infinite-horizon, continuous action space problem. Since
we only dealt with a scalar system in this section, analysis of some special cases allowed us
to get an idea of the nature of the optimal solution, which was dominated by the steady-
state behavior. Near optimal results were obtained using a variety of different reinforcement
learning algorithms. Mostly, though, this section was about understanding the various pieces
of the algorithms and how they fit together.
Section 4.3 moved on to more difficult problems in dealing with the infinite-horizon,
discrete action space problem. Relatively high-dimensional problems were treated with as
many as 21 inputs considered in choosing any given action. The limited number of possible
available actions gave rise to limit-cycling steady-state policies. Solutions generated by our
main RL algorithm consistently matched or beat the best heuristics that could be found.
In the case where four different actions were allowed the RL algorithm found some highly
complex, efficient policies that could not easily be modeled using a heuristic.
Section 4.4 treated a finite-horizon, continuous action space problem from the literature
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as a test case. Interestingly enough, this was both the one case for which the optimal solution
was known and the one case where reinforcement learning performed poorly. The convexity
of the problem made it suitable for more standard solution techniques, while its structure
made generalization and learning from experience more difficult.
Finally, in Section 4.5 a finite-horizon, discrete action space problem was treated. This
problem, like the one treated in Section 4.4, was taken from the literature for comparison
purposes. However, results were much more positive in this case, perhaps due to a much
more limited set of policies. The optimal solution for this problem was unknown, but for the
test case the reinforcement learning algorithm used produced a policy superior to the best
suboptimal policy found in the literature.
The problems treated in this chapter do not just show that reinforcement learning is a
strong tool able to deal with a variety of different formulations. They also provide insight
into the ways in which this tool can be applied, for with its flexibility comes complexity. One
thing that is clear is that the application of these techniques to any given problem requires
a fairly high level of expertise.
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Chapter 5
Nonlinear Examples
In dealing with linear systems, we were able to make a number of assumptions which sim-
plified our problem and gave us confidence that our reinforcement learning algorithm should
work. When we move to the domain of nonlinear systems, our problem becomes more com-
plex not just in one way, but in several different ways at once. In this chapter we will
treat a simple nonlinear problem in order to develop an understanding of the new issues in-
volved. Addressing these issues on a small scale should help prepare us for the more complex,
real-world application to follow.
5.1 Differences between the linear and nonlinear cases
The most immediate difference we encounter in our move to the nonlinear domain is the lack
of an optimal filter. With extremely few exceptions, optimal filters for nonlinear systems
are infinite-dimensional and hence unrealizable. With a linear system we could always use
the Kalman filter to process our measurements and be confident that we were making the
best use of the information prov ded. With a nonlinear system we must choose from a suite
of known suboptimal filters. Snce the performance of these filters generally depends on
the specific types of nonlinearities present in the system, no one filter will be best for all
situations. See Poor [45] for detailed derivations of suboptimal nonlinear filters.
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One of the simplifications obtained by using the Kalman filter for linear systems was
the deterministic propagation of the estimate's error covariance independent of the actual
stochastic trajectory. Since we were measuring performance in terms of that error covariance,
the stochastic portion of the filter (i.e. the state estimate) became irrelevant and we were
assured of deterministic state transitions. Learning becomes much easier when taking the
same action in the same state always results in the same cost and same state transition. With
nonlinear systems, however, the propagation of the estimates of the state and error variance
cannot be separated. This results in stochastic transitions for the filter state, making learning
harder.
Also, with a nonlinear filter we do not have access to the actual error covariance, only
an estimate of that quantity. The quality of that estimate will depend not just on the current
state, but on the filter's entire past history. This means that when we deal with nonlinear
problems our filter state transitions are no longer Markov. Since the Markov property is the
foundation on which all reinforcement learning and dynamic programming theory rests, we
can no longer make an a priori assumption that our algorithms will work. We can hold out
some hope, however. Under certain conditions having to do with the levels of process and
sensor noise and the type of nonlinearities present in the system we may be able to say that
our system is almost Markov. 1 If we make sure that our estimates do not become too poor,
we should be all right.
There are other obstacles as well. An essential difficulty with applying reinforcement
learning to estimation problems is that the performance metric cannot be directly measured.
In the linear case, this is not so important, as the Kalman filter can propagate the estimation
error covariance from step to step without the need of direct measurements. However, as
mentioned above filters must estimate the error covariance in the nonlinear case. The qualify
of that estimate will depend on the noise statistics and the frequency of measurements, and
it may well be biased. It may be possible to get unbiased estimates of the error covariance
'Note that though the problem we are dealing with here can be classified as a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Problem (POMDP), it differs from most POMDP's treated in the literature in an important respect.
In most treatments of POMDP's the formulation of the belief state is one of the primary degrees of freedom;
in our formulation the form of the belief state is specified ahead of time.
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by comparing measured values to predicted values each time a measurement is taken, but
since the problem we are trying to solve is when measurements should be taken, this method
of generating a reinforcement is somewhat problematic.
One final area of difference between linear and nonlinear problems should be mentioned
here. With linear problems the actual trajectory followed was irrelevant, since the Kalman
filter allows separate propagation of the estimate and the error covariance. With nonlinear
problems these two facets of the filter cannot be separated. There are two major consequences
of this fact. The first is that the feature vector for nonlinear problems will generally be
larger than for linear problems. This will be explained in more detail in the discussion
of learning using the Extended Kalman Filter in Section 5.2. The second consequence is
that the presence of a known external input exciting the system's dynamics can become an
important factor. Knowledge of such an input and its future behavior can affect decisions
on how measurements should be taken.
5.2 The Extended Kalman Filter
Though the formulation developed in Chapter 2 is general enough to embrace a wide variety
of nonlinear systems, in this chapter we will restrict our analysis to a subclass of nonlinear
systems and a specific filter, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The EKF is a filter which
can be applied to systems where the state propagates according to
(t) = f ( (t), (t),t) + w (t) (5.1)
where w(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process with spectral density matrix W(t),
and measurements are taken at times {tk} according to
yk = h (Xk, Uk, ak, tk) + Vk (5.2)
where k -. N(O, Vk), E[vkvT+1] = 0, and E[vkw T] = 0. As in previous chapters, Vk is
a function of ak. Note that we use f and h here, though the arguments of the functions
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are different than those used in equations (2.1) and (2.3). The EKF operates essentially
by linearizing equations (5.1) and (5.2) about the current state estimate and applying the
Kalman filter. Derivations of the filter's equations can be found in Gelb [25], Poor [45], and
many other estimation texts.
In terms of the formulation of Chapter 2 we have for the EKF a filter state ( =
A /5[xP j ]i. The filter is updated according to
:+ :+Zk (yk--h ,u k, ak, tk))
I (X7,yk, Uk, ak) = fP+ ( L I- KkIHk) P ] (5.3)
tk+ tZk
where the filter gain Kk is calculated according to
Ik = P' Hk (HkP Hk[ + Vk) - (5.4)
with
Hk h (x (tk) , tk) (55)
Ax (tk) x(tk)=5k
The state estimate is then propagated to the next timestep by
rj , 1,+ 
- k+l Xk
(C) = [Pk+J = Pt + (5.6)
t,+~~~~~~~L1
t-~~ Q''-6~x t (5.7ft+ f ( () (T), 7) drftk'+ (F (T ) , () 7-) P (t)  P (t) F T ( () (-), ) + W (t)) d7-k~~~~~
At
where
F( (t) t)=af ((t), t)[ (57
ax (t) (=('
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5.3 The Cubic Plant Problem
In our examination of learning algorithms operating on nonlinear systems one of our principal
difficulties will be with the evaluation of the algorithms' performance. Having no idea what
the actual optimal policy looks like, we can only compare the policies that we learn with
policies arrived at heuristically. This problem is exacerbated by the inherent difficulty of
nonlinear estimation problems: for many problems of interest a good heuristic may be hard
to find. Even having found a heuristic which seems to offer good performance, there will be a
tendency to worry that some other heuristic could have done better if one had only thought
of it. If we do not have faith in our ability to choose a good heuristic, we can not have
confidence in our analysis of the performance of our RL algorithms. For these reasons we
have chosen to begin with simple problems that are amenable to basic analysis for selection
of a good heuristic.
One such problem is the cubic plant. With a state propagation equation
f (x (t), u (t),t) = -x3 (t) + u(t) (5.8)
and linear measurement equation
h(xk, k, ak, tk) = Xk (5.9)
this scalar system is simple enough to lend itself to some basic analysis. Specifically, when
we propagate the estimated error variance according to the EKF's equations we get
P (t) = -6 (t) P (t) + (t). (5.10)
From this we can see that in the absence of measurements, when x2 is large the error variance
will tend to decrease and when ~2 is small the error variance will tend to increase. This in turn
suggests that when measurements are costly, more effort should be put into measurement
when is small in magnitude than when x is large in magnitude.
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Keeping this in mind, we will look at two example problems using the cubic plant. First
we will treat a simple action space with only two choices: take a measurement or don't. Then
we will examine the problem using a continuous (complex) action space similar to the one
treated in Section 4.2.
5.4 Discrete Action Space, Infinite Horizon
5.4.1 Formulation
The basic system equations for the cubic plant problem have already been given in Equa-
tions (5.8) and (5.9). One further element must be specified, however: we need to know the
way in which the known control u(t) is generated. When we were dealing with linear prob-
lems in the previous chapter, the propagation of the state estimate and error covariance were
decoupled, and so u(t) could safely be ignored. With nonlinear problems this is no longer
true. The known control signal may exert a profound influence on the state trajectories, and
through them on the optimal measurement policy.
In order to excite the system's dynamics at a suitable frequency range we will be making
use of a known control u(t) which evolves as a first-order Gauss-Markov process with time
constant T; i.e.
l-v:~~~7 u(t) = -u(t) + w 2 (t) (5.11)
where w2(t) is a zero-mean gaussian white-noise process of intensity W2(t), uncorrelated
with either the system's process noise w(t) or the sensor noise Vk. This sort of process is
frequently used by engineers to model a variety of semi-random physical phenomena, from
wind gusts to pilot actions.
In our discussion of the overall problem framework in Chapter 2 we mentioned that any
information about the past, present, or future of the known control signal may prove useful
in choosing a measurement strategy. For that reason we introduced the variable , which
contains all the available information about u(t). This new variable was then used as one of
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the arguments of the function F in order to generate the decision variable: k = P ((k, Sk). In
this particular case we have no access to future values of u(t). The past and present values
are available, however, so we have we have
'k=[UO u 1 ... Uk]. (5.12)
The past values of the input have only an extremely indirect influence on current estimation
decisions and no influence at all on future values of uk, so the only part of Sk that we care
about is uk itself.
Since neither the plant dynamics nor the measurement equation is time-varying, we can
leave tk out of the filter state, which gives us
(k = [k Pk ]T
We thus have three potential components for our decision variable:
Ok = F (k, P 7uk) (5.13)
This is where a bit of engineering judgement comes into our problem formulation. There is
no doubt that uk provides information that can help us decide how to measure. There is some
question as to its relative importance, however. Since our cost is measured in terms of the
error covariance, uk must go through two levels of indirection in order to make a difference.
The known control exerts an influence over expected future value of x, which in turn exerts
an influence over future values of P. In this particular case, where we are allowing only
two possible actions (measure or don't measure), the influence of uk is further diminished.
The relative importance of this variable must then be weighed against the expense of adding
another input to the Q function approximator. If the dependence of Q on uk is weak, then
including uk in Ok may just serve to dilute experience and add error into the learning process.
Both intuition and some basic tests indicate that this is the case for this problem, and so uk
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has been left out of the decision variable in the experiments described below. This gives us
Ok = [ k P . (5.14)
Most of the remaining formulation elements should be familiar from either the explana-
tion of the EKF in Section 5.2 or the discrete action space, infinite horizon cost formulation
of Section 4.3. The complete formulation is summarized in Table 5.1.
The nonlinear nature of our problem complicates our choice of cost functions substan-
tially. What we would like to use for our performance cost is the estimation error covariance.
Unfortunately, we have no way of either directly measuring that quantity or propagating it
accurately from one timestep to another. All we have is the EKF's Ricatti matrix, P.
Depending on the particular circumstances in which we are using the EKF, P may be
a good estimate of the error covariance or it may be an extremely poor estimate. If we are
in the former situation we may be justified in using P in our cost formulation and can be
optimistic about our chances of generating a good policy through reinforcement learning. If
we are in the latter situation and we use P in our cost formulation, we run the risk of the
learning process failing completely or generating a policy that produces low P's but large
estimation errors.
The quality of P as an estimate of the error covariance depends on a variety of factors,
including the initial estimation error, the magnitudes of the process and sensor noise relative
to the nonlinearities, and the frequency of measurements relative to the system timescales.
To some extent these factors can be dealt with using some simple tests. By running the
filter with a policy of measuring at every possible instant and comparing the P's with actual
squared errors we can get a best case estimate of their quality. Proceeding with the learning
algorithm only makes sense if this best case scenario does well.
If our system passes this test we are still faced with a difficult problem. The quality
of P5 may still vary widely with the measurement frequency, and that frequency will be
determined by the policies we employ. Since we do not know ahead of time what policies we
will be using during the learning process, we do not know how often measurements will be
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taken. This, of course, means that we cannot be sure that the P we are using at any given
time is representative of the actual estimation error covariance. What we would like is some
sort of on-line reality check that could tell us whether our estimate of the error covariance
is any good.
One possibility for conducting such a reality check would be to compare the squared
output error with P each time a measurement is taken. For our current example system, we
have
E (Yk - )k] = E [(Xk - )] + Vk. (5.15)
If we then assume that our estimate is unbiased and our error is Gaussian, we could calculate
the probability of getting the observed measurement error if we believe P;:
Q = P [Z< (k-k)cr =Pk + Vk] (5.16)
where Z = Yk and yk is a sample viue of the random variable IYk. If calculation of f
indicated that our current P is unlikely to be correct, we could then take action.
Of course, there are several major problems with this approach. First of all, we can only
perform the above calculation if we have a linear measurement equation. If it is nonlinear,
then there would probably be no equivalent to Equation (5.15). For instance, a sinusoidal
output equation would yield
E [(yk )2] E [(sin (k n )) 2j +Vk f ((xk k)2 ) + Vk. (5.17)
Secondly, the assumptions of no bias and a Gaussian distribution are unlikely to be valid.
Another major problem is that this check could only be conducted when measurements were
taken. It thus provides no verification of P during the (potentially long) intervals between
measurements. Finally, even if all these ofher problems could be overcome, it is unclear
what sort of action would be appropriate if calculation of Q indicated a poor P. The most
obvious alternatives all have a heuristic, ad-hoc nature that would tend to negate the logical
basis that we are trying to establish by using reinforcement learning.
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Description Symbol Contents Notes
State Propagation f(x(t),u(t),t) -x3 (t) + u(t) (t) = f(z(t), u(t),t) + w(t)
Measurement h(xk, k, ak, tk) xk Yk = h(xk, Uk, ak, tk) + vk
Filter State k [Sk k]T No time dependence, so t unnec-
essary.
Known Control History k [u0 u1 ... Uk] u(t) =-t) t) + -w 2(t)
a+ r k+ X-S () + ()) dr 1
Estimate Propagation (¢ uk)+ + t (-6x () P (r) + W (r)) d r][ [ tk+ (-6X2 () P (r) + W (r ) dr
Estimate Update (@' ,yk, uk, ak) k k[& q (Ik-I4) )] Kk:=(pf+vk)(I - Krk) P;V£ A
Action Space Ak {cl,a 2,... ON} Vk R(ak) R A 
Feature Vector r (;, k) Ok = kP ]
Single Step Cost g (yk, ,ak) Ck = + + M(ak) M: A -+ R
Cost Function J0 (Ck ) - i 7 Ck+i ak = rt(Ok)
Table 5.1: Elements of the cubic plant formulation with discrete action space.
Lacking any better performance metric than P and any good method of checking P
on-line, we must accept that, at least for the EKF, the scope of problems to which we can
confidently apply reinforcement learning is limited. We use P in our cost function, but
conduct checks both before and after learning to make sure that P is reliable over the range
of policies we are likely to encounter.
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Process Noise (W) 1
Control Noise (W2) 1
Control Time Constant (T) 1
Discount Factor (y) 0.99
Timestep (At) 0.01
Action (a) 1 2
Sensor Noise (V) 1 106
Cost (M) 1 0
Table 5.2: System parameters for discrete action cubic plant test case.
5.4.2 Parameters
The first parameters that we must choose for our system are those that determine the shape
of its trajectories. These include both the process noise, W(t), and the parameters controlling
the known input, T and W2(t). We have two conflicting objectives for our trajectory: we
would like large excitations so that we can see the effects of the nonlinearity, but we need
small errors so that the EKF's linearizations hold up. We can produce large excitations by
increasing 147(t), but doing so also increases estimation error and can cause problems with the
EKF. For this reason we use the known external input to achieve our excitation, and this is
why W2 is so much larger than W (see Table 5.2). The control input's time constant T must
also be chosen carefully if we are to see the nonlinearity's effects. If it is too small relative to
the measurement interval we will be unable to separate out the effects of different excitation
levels, but if it is too large we won't be able to observe a significant range of excitations in a
reasonable number of timesteps. Figure 5-1 shows a sample trajectory generated using the
parameters from Table 5.2.
Once the general characteristics of the trajectories to be estimated have been estab-
lished, we can say something about the timescales to be used in simulating the system and
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Figure 5-1: A sample trajectory generated using the system parameters specified in Table 5.2.
running the filter. There are three separate timesteps which we must consider. First, we
have the timestep used to integrate the state equations for both plant and filter. The nec-
essary characteristics for this stepsize depend on the type of nonlinearities present and the
method of integration which is used. For the nonlinear examples presented in this thesis, the
odeint function from Numerical Recipes in C [47] was used; this code contains provisions
for automatically adjusting the stepsize to ensure a desired level of accuracy.
Next, we have the timestep used to simulate the additive white noise in the state
propagation equations. Recall Equations (5.1) and (5.11), both of which are driven by white
noise. Due to the characteristics of white noise, we cannot simulate these equations exactly.
Instead we approximate: for the known input u(t) which propagates linearly we have
Uk = eAt/T uk-1l + W2 Atd 2 (5.18)
and for the state propagation equation we have
ftk+ I
Xk+1 =] f ( (t) , Uk, t)dt + WAtdl (5.19)
where d and d2 are normally distributed random variables. For this approximation to be
valid, the timestep At used in these two equations must be small enough. Just how small
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it needs to be will depend on T and the characteristics of the nonlinearity. For this case, a
timestep of At = 0.01 was used.
The third timestep we must consider is the interval at which we make decisions as to
whether or not to measure. This interval may be determined by external constraints, but in
this example problem we are free to choose whatever value we like. To keep things simple, we
have elected to use a single timestep (the At specified above) for both this decision interval
and the noise approximation interval described in the previous paragraph.
Since there are so many different approximations going on simultaneously, one should
always check to make sure that the combined system is performing in a reasonable manner.
For this particular example, such a test was performed by running the EKF over a period of
400 seconds (40,000 time steps), measuring at every 10th step. The resulting P's were then
sorted and grouped into 100 bins of 400 samples each. The means of both P and (x-x) 2 were
then taken over the samples in each of these bins and plotted against each other in Figure 5-
2. If everything is going well, the data points should lie approximately on the line y = x.
The graph on the left shows that our P values are reasonably accurate for the parameters
we have chosen. On the right we see what would occur if a larger stepsize (t = 0.1)
were used. Though measurements are taken at the same interval2 P underestimates the
actual error variance at low values. This occurs because those low values of P tend to be
associated with high values of x2 . In these regions the 0.1 second timestep is not small
enough for Equation (5.19) to accurately approximate the effects of the white noise, and
so the simulated trajectory is no longer representative of the model that the filter is based
upon.
Once we have settled the various time scales involved in our system we can select a
discount factor. Here as well we have some extra freedom because we have no externally
imposed constraints. Since we are using this example as a test problem, we would like to
choose a formulation that lends itself to easy performance analysis. With this in mind, we
choose a discount factor close to 1 in order to approximate an average cost formulation.
With a discount factor near unity we can compare two policies that operate on the same
2In seconds, not timesteps.
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of the quality of P for filters running at different time scales. At
left, the filter was propagated in 0.01 second intervals, while at right the timestep used was
0.1 seconds. In both cases measurements were taken at 0.1 second intervals.
data simply by summing the individual costs. With a smaller discount factor we would have
to compare policy performance on a state-by-state basis. A discount factor of y = 0.99 was
used for this example problem.
5.4.3 A Priori Heuristic
One of the reasons for using reinforcement learning is the hope that analysis of the RL-based
policy will lead to improved heuristic policies. If we have a simple heuristic that seems to
work well but are worried that there may be another simple heuristic that would do better,
RL can help there as well. But to get an idea of the benefits that can be attributed to
learning we must create comparison heuristics both before and after the application of the
learning algorithm.
For this particular example basic analysis of the problem suggests that we should mea-
sure more when x is small in magnitude than when it is large. Translated into a simple
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Figure 5-3: Sample trajectory for a priori policy. Numbers indicate places where measure-
ments are taken.
heuristic policy, we get
a = { ( >m)A( |<Xm(5.20)
2 elsewhere
where Pm and xm are parameters to be determined by a simple search. Figure 5-3 shows a
sample trajectory generated using such a heuristic. The values used for Pm and xm are 0.003
and 1.0 respectively. A longer trajectory using the same policy is shown in Figure 5-4.
Before proceeding with the learning algorithm, it also seems wise to check the accuracy
of the P's under the a priori heuristic. Figure 5-5 shows a statistical comparison of predicted
variances versus actual observed squared errors. The bias in the graph is -0.00016 and the
standard deviation is 0.0002, so our filter is slightly underestimating the error variance.
These numbers seem good enough to enable learning to occur, but the uncertainties are
large enough that we should expect the boundary between states where we should measure
and states where we should not to be a bit fuzzy.
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5.4.4 Learning Setup
Table 5.3 shows the settings that were used for the learning algorithm. Parameter choices
were made using the same techniques as were used for the linear problems in Chapter 4.
Some tuning of parameters was done, but not to a very large extent. It is quite possible
that better results could be achieved by tuning these parameters more carefully. Note that
learning was attempted both with and without the external input in the feature vector. No
significant difference in performance was observed, so the results presented below reflect the
runs made without the external input in the feature vector.
5.4.5 Learning Results
None of the learning algorithms used converged to a single policy despite the use of a steadily
decreasing learning rate. This is probably a reflection of the chattering effect described by
Bertsekas, [13] and may be unavoidable. However, sampling of the policies generated by the
learning algorithms did show that improvement was taking place. The policies described
below are the best policies found out of those that were tested.
Before presenting those policies, however, some explanation of the criteria used in their
selection is in order. Policies were tested at even intervals during the learning process. Each
policy was tested using identical external.input and process noise values. Since measurements
occurred at different points in each policy, the same sensor noise values could not be used.
Test trajectories were substantially longer in length than the learning trajectories in order to
ensure roughly equal amounts of time were spent in the positive and negative x regions. It
was found that when shorter test trajectories were used, selection for policies that performed
well in one region of the state space but poorly in others occurred.
Figure 5-6 shows a sample trajectory using the best policy that was found using
SARSA(A). The regions delineating the learned policy are also shown on the graph; mea-
surements are taken when the shaded region is entered.
In the process of experimentation with this problem, it was observed that substantial
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Scaling
State (0) [20 10000]
Action (a) 40
Cost (Q) 1000
CMAC-related parameters
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate l = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate 82 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates Ne = 3000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance Po = 0.001
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 300
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 10000
Number of steps/learning trajectory N = 400
Number of steps/test trajectory N = 3200
Exploration rate = [0.1 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate N = 2000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.9
Cutoff level for eligibility traces - = 0.02
Table 5.3: Algorithm parameter settings for cubic plant tests with discrete action space.
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Figure 5-6: Sample trajectory using best policy found with SARSA(A).
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Figure 5-7: Sample trajectory using best policy found with Advantage Learning.
variations in policy in the critical central region yielded surprisingly small changes in total
cost. In other words, the differential in the action direction, Q(0, 1) - (0, 2) was very small.
For best learning performance it seemed that some sort of accentuation of this differential
would be useful. To achieve this, the Advantage Learning algorithm described in Chapter 3
was used. As predicted, when the initial learning rate was greater than 1/K the algorithm
diverged, but when care was taken to avoid this condition the algorithm performed quite
well.3 With 1/ = 0.3 and 31 = 2 (yielding a learning rate of 0.25) Advantage Learning was
able to generate a better policy than was found with any combination of parameters when
either SARSA(A) or Q-Learning were used. This policy is shown in Figure 5-7 along with a
sample trajectory.
3 The K used here refers to the accentuation factor used in Advantage Learning and G-Learning, described
in Chapter 3. It should not be confused with the use of the symbol c for the eligibility trace cutoff in the
SARSA(A) algorithm.
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Table 5.4: Policy cost comparison.
Though systematic differences were observed in the costs of the various policies tested,
the magnitude of these differences was not large. These costs are summarized in 'Table 5.4.
The costs shown in the table represent the sum of the single-step costs over 40,000 steps.
In order to make a fair comparison, the same process noise and external input values were
used for each. The policy arrived at by the worst of these methods only differs from the
best by about one percent. The table entry for the a posteriori heuristic refers to the policy
described in the following section.
5.4.6 A Posteriori Heuristic
Looking at the policy found using Advantage Learning, it seems that our initial assumptions
regarding the shape of the optimal policy may have been in error. Our a priori policy assumed
that measurements are unnecessary when the magnitude of x is large. This resulted in the
box-like boundary shown in Figure 5-3. After looking at the learning results, however, it
seems that a boundary closer to the natural contours of the system is more appropriate.
Based on the Advantage Learning results the heuristic shown in Figure 5-8 was developed.
Here the boundary separating the "measure" region from the "don't measure" region makes
a sort of trapezoidal shape. Some experimentation was done to find the best locations for
the corner points. The result gives a cost consistently lower than could be found using the
simple a priori heuristic, though still not consistently better than produced by the learning
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Policy Cost
A Priori Heuristic 97609
SARSA(A) 97942
Advantage 97152
A Posteriori Heuristic 97259
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Figure 5-8: Trapezoidal heuristic policy. Measurements are taken at states above the dashed
line.
algorithm. Further experimentation with the exact policy parameters might be able to
provide a superior policy, but with the tiny differences in cost shown in Table 5.4 this hardly
seems important.
The key observation here is that by using reinforcement learning we were able to (a)
confirm that our initial policy was a good one and (b) make improvements to that policy
which were non-obvious. Though we cannot say we have found the optimal policy, we can be
fairly confident that we have come close to it and that we know its general characteristics.
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5.5 Continuous Action Space, Infinite Horizon
This same cubic problem becomes substantially more complex when we allow our actions
to be chosen freely from the unit interval. Visualization of the Q-function goes from be-
ing difficult (two 3-dimensional surfaces) to near-impossible (a single 4-dimensional surface).
Formulation of policies goes from specification of a boundary in a 2-dimensional plane to
specification of a full 3-dimensional surface. When the external input is used as a feature,
a whole extra dimension is added, making the problem even harder. Nonetheless, our rein-
forcement learning algorithm is able to come up with a policy which performs quite well.
5.5.1 Formulation
To a large extent, the continuous action case shares its formulation with the discrete action
case. Details of the latter can be found in Section 5.4.1. Here we will only describe the
differences.
For this example our actions will come from the unit interval: Ak E [0, 1], where a = 1
corresponds to the decision to use the maximum available power and a = 0 corresponds to
the decision not to measure. Accordingly, the variance of our sensor noise becomes
R/ak ak > 0
Vk= Voo a=0 (5.21)
where R is the minimum possible noise variance and 1/ is some large constant chosen so as
to avoid the discontinuity at ak = 0.- 
With regard to the feature vector, we are again faced with the question of whether
or not to use the known external input. Given the increased flexibility in action selection
relative to the discrete case, it was thought that the external input might be a significant
feature. Extensive testing was conducted both including uk in k and excluding it. None of
the tests showed any improvement due to the inclusion of uk in the feature vector, nor was
any significant performance degradation observed.
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Description Symbol Contents Notes
State Propagation f(x(t), u(t) t) z 3(t) + u(t) 2(t) = f(x(t), u(t),t) + w(t)
Measurement h(Xk, uk, ak, tk) Xk Yk = h(xk, Uk, ak, tk) + Vk
Filter_ State^ r A 1T No time dependence, so t unnec-Filter State Ck C Sk k ] esayessary.
Known Control History Sk [UO u ... Uk] J U(t) = -- U(t) + w 2 (t)
Estimate Propagation | (¢(+ Uk [1 + ' (- () +u()) d [k+] 2' (r-) (r) + W (r)) drJ
Estimate Update | Yk, y uk, ak) [(I K ) ] k= (-V )
Action Space Ak [0,1] Vk = Riak ak > 0 R E R
V___ __a = 0
.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Feature Vector r (C, k) Ok = [k P ]
Single Step Cost g (yk, (;,ak) Ck = P+ + Mak M 
Cost Function J7 (¢[) Z o 7Cik+i ak = 7r(Ok)
Table 5.5: Elements of the cubic plant formulation with continuous action space.
For the single step cost, we simply have
g (Yk, ', ak) = P+ + Mak. (5.22)
The complete formulation is summarized in Table 5.5.
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Sensor noise at max power (R) 0.0001
Action cost factor (M) 0.005
Table 5.6: System parameters for discrete action cubic plant test case.
5.5.2 Parameters
Again, parameter selection for the cubic problem has been discussed in Section 5.4.2. Here
we need only specify those parameters relating to the action choice, R and M. These are
given in Table 5.6.
5.5.3 A Priori Heuristic
Development of a good a priori heuristic for the continuous case is substantially more chal-
lenging than for the discrete case. It is fairly clear that the optimal policy should be sym-
metric about the P axis and that it should increase with increasing P. Before the learning
algorithm was actually tested it was unclear exactly what functional form the policy should
take, however. Preliminary learning tests seemed to indicate that a policy of the form
r (0k) =max (0, min (1, (0k))) (5.23)
where
f (0k) = kl ~ + k2P; + k (5.24)
with k < 0 worked well. The approximate values of the constants were found by fitting
the policy surface to points generated by the learned policy. An automated search was then
conducted to find the best parameters in that neighborhood. Some testing was done with
constants in other neighborhoods, but no superior policies were found.
In retrospect, it seems that this policy form should have been an obvious candidate, and
a straightforward search of the three-dimensional parameter space would have yielded the
proper values for the constants. Still, before extensive learning tests have been conducted it
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is unclear whether a policy of some other form will produce superior results.
5.5.4 Learning Setup
Table 5.7 shows the settings that were used for the learning algorithm. Parameter choices
were made using the same techniques as were used for the linear problems in Chapter 4.
Some tuning of parameters was done, but not to a very large extent. It is quite possible
that better results could be achieved by tuning these parameters more carefully. Note that
learning was attempted both with and without the external input in the feature vector. No
significant difference in performance was observed, so the results presented below reflect the
runs made without the external input in the feature vector.
5.5.5 Learning Results and A Posteriori Heuristic
As with the discrete case, convergence to a single policy did not occur. In contrast to
the discrete case, however, best results were obtained using SARSA(A), not Q-Learning or
Advantage Learning.
Figure 5-9 shows a scatter plot of the actions chosen by the best learned policy in a test
trajectory. Also shown in the figure is a surface which matches the data from the learned
policy fairly closely and represents the best heuristic policy which was found. Two different
views are shown, and the surface in the right-hand plot is transparent so that learned actions
falling below the level of the heuristic policy can be seen. Total costs for the learned and
heuristic policies over a 40,000 step trajectory differ by less than 0.5%. The heuristic policy
shown in Figure 5-9 is not of the form described in Section 5.5.3. A quartic dependence on
:k was found to be a better match to the learned policy, giving us
-() = k ()4 + kP (5.25)
instead of Equation (5.24). With values k, = 0.003 and k2 = 90 this policy produces costs
roughly 5% lower than the best quadratic policy using Equation (5.24).
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Scaling
State () [40 40000]
Action (a) 200
Cost (Q) 10000
CMAC-related parameters (same for Q and r)
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate t1 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate 32 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates Np = 10000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Estimation error variance PO = 0.001
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 700
Weights for approximator All weights initialized to 0
Algorithm Parameters
Number of e-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 50000
Number of steps/learning trajectory N = 400
Number of steps/test trajectory N = 3200
Exploration rate e = [0.1 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate N, = 8000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.9
Cutoff level for eligibility traces = 0.02
Fraction of samples updated after each trajectory = 0.1
Table 5.7: Algorithm parameter settings for cubic plant tests with continuous action space.
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Figure 5-9: Two views of a policy for the continuous action case. The plus symbols mark
actions taken by the best learned policy. The surface represents the best a posteriori heuristic
policy that was found. The one on the right uses a transparent mesh so that learned actions
falling below the level of the heuristic policy can be seen.
Various statistics from a sample trajectory are shown in Figure 5-10. At upper left
the state estimates from both heuristic and learned policies are shown alongside the actual
state. The bottom two graphs show the covariance estimates and actions chosen for both
the heuristic and learned policies.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we have demonstrated that reinforcement learning can be applied successfully
to nonlinear versions of the measurement scheduling problem. The use of a cubic plant as a
simple test case allowed formulation of reasonable a priori heuristics and made it possible to
check the learned policies for reasonability. Good results were obtained for both discrete and
continuous action spaces, paving the way for the use of RL in the more complex application
of Chapter 6. While studying this problem, a number of interesting observations were made.
First of all, none of the reinforcement learning algorithms tested converged to a final
policy despite steady reductions in learning and exploration rates. This chattering behavior
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has been observed by Bertsekas [13] in other RL problems using function approximation.
Despite a lack of convergence, a general downward trend in costs was observed, and testing
of policies encountered during learning yielded excellent policies. Invariably, the best policies
were found near the end of the learning run - a good indication that the algorithm was
working as intended.
The discrete action case provided an excellent opportunity for testing of some of the
observations made in Chapter 3. The divergence of Advantage Learning when high accen-
tuation levels are used without correspondingly low learning rates. Advantage Learning was
successfully applied when the limits described in Chapter 3 were observed, providing, better
results than either SARSA(A) or Q-Learning.
In addition, a sort of synergy between the use of heuristic and learned policies was
observed. Since a large number of parameters need to be chosen to successfully apply an
RL algorithm, it is not always clear whether the results being obtained reflect the best that
the algorithm can do. When a heuristic policy is available we have a basis for comparison,
and parameters can be adjusted until the learning algorithm meets or beats the heuristic's
performance. Often, it is then possible to look at the learned policy and come up with a
superior heuristic. If that new heuristic performs better than the learned policy, the process
can be repeated. With a problem where we have no objective way of finding the optimal
solution, this comparison of heuristics with learned policies can give us a confidence in a
policy's performance that would be lacking if either was used alone.
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Chapter 6
Application to Radar Tracking
6.1 Description of Problem
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach to the measurement scheduling
problem in real-world situations, we will treat a problem in theater missile defense. The
scenario we envision is displayed graphically in Figure 6-1. The overall objective is to defend
strategic sites in a limited geographic area from missile attacks originating in a neighboring
hostile country. To this end, a single phased-array search radar is deployed in a central
location with smaller targeting radars positioned around it. The search radar's mission is
to detect incoming missiles and track them until they come in range of a targeting radar
(Figure 6-2). When the missile enters the targeting radar's range its position must be known
well enough so that the hand-off can occur with little or no search required on the part of
the targeting radar. That radar then uses its measurements to guide an intercepting missile
which destroys the incoming BRV.
The search radar must be prepared for the possibility of multiple BRV's incoming at te
same time. So while it is tracking one BRV it must track every other BRV it has detected and
continue its search for new threats. We thus have a resource allocation problem, and desire
a measurement strategy that ensures the necessary track accuracy to perform a successful
hand-off to a targeting radar using as few measurements as possible.
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BRV Trajectories
Targeting Radars
Figure 6-1: Overall scenario for this application. Intermediate-range missiles are used to
attack a small region in a friendly country. A centrally located search radar detects the
incoming missiles and follows them before handing off tracking to a targeting radar close to
the missile's target.
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Figure 6-2: A diagram showing the various stages of tracking. Tracking is begun by a long
range search radar and is handed off to a less powerful targeting radar when the missile
comes within range.
As we shall see in the succeeding sections, this is not a simple problem. Both the state
propagation and measurement equations are highly nonlinear, and the dimensionality of the
system is high (7 states with 3 measurements). If we base our measurement strategy on the
current state estimate and its estimated covariance matrix we have 35 separate inputs to our
policy.
6.2 Formulation of Problem
Before getting into the details of the problem formulation a few notational ground-rules need
to be established. The relative complexity of this application has necessitated the reuse of a
variety of symbols. There are two major contexts in this chapter; one relating to the learning
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algorithm and overall problem formulation, the other to the details of the system's equations
of motion. We have avoided reuse of symbols within these contexts, but there may still be
some confusion in situations where the two contexts interact. In situations where confusion
seems likely we will try to explicitly point out what the symbols refer to.
6.2.1 State and measurement vectors
The first of these awkward situations occurs right as we begin to describe our problem
formulation. For the formulation, we need to refer both to x, y, and z coordinates, for
which we shall use italics, and the state vector x and output vector y for which we shall use
boldface type. As usual, dotted quantities refer to the derivative with respect to time. Our
BRV's state vector is then:
x(t) = [x'(t) y'(t) z'(t) x' y'('t) '(t) a(t)]T . (6.1)
Here a is a state relating to the drag force on the reentry vehicle and the primes on the
coordinates refer to a radar-based coordinate system. In the interest of brevity, detailed
explanations of the meaning of many of the quantities appearing in this section will be
omitted. Interested readers are encouraged to pursue these details by reading Section 6.3,
which provides more complete explanations.
For our measurement vector we use the standard radar returns of range, elevation, and
azimuth: [Rk]
Yk = (6.2)
Ok
The k used here is an angle and should not be confused with the use of 0 for the feature
vector. Nor should the range measurement Rk be confused with the use of R in contexts
relating to the sensor noise covariance.
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6.2.2 State propagation and measurement equations
As usual, the state x(t) is propagated according to
(t) =f (x (t)) + w (t). (6.3)
In this application there was no need for consideration of an external input u(t). We then
have
f(x ()) = [ ((t)) )) f7 (X (t)) ] (6.4)
and
w(t) = [ 0 O w4 (t) W5 (t) W6 (t)
where [fi (x)]
f2(x) =
f3 (x)J
-f4 () W4 
= f (x) + ws
f (x) J W6
Va ,Ij[ X + J XISJ
Y'+7Y2 + w2S Yt
z + 73 zI
+2wU ['
L '
+ w2 2 + w5 (6.7)[,3 W6
and the equation for & is given in Section 6.3. For brevity of notation, the time dependencies
have been left out of the equation above. The derivation for Equation (6.7) takes into account
centrifugal and coriolis forces, the variation of gravity with altitude, Earth oblateness effects,
and changes in atmospheric characteristics with altitude.
Alongside this we have the measurement equation,
Yk = h (x (tk)) + k (6.8)
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W7 (t) ], (6.5)
[f.
LV'J
.~'
/)'
[ 
(6.6)
where
~~~~where a ~vx12 + y,2 + z'2
h(x)= sin- ' (z'/R) (6.9)
tan-' (x' /y')
and the statistics of vk depend on the action taken at time tk.
6.2.3 Filter Equations
Taking a cue from the results presented by Mehra [34], we have elected to use an Iterated
Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) [25] for this application. The multiple iterations of the
IEKF help compensate for the nonlinearities in the measurement equations. Our filter state,
as before, consists solely of the state estimate and the estimated error covariance
k = [xk Pk]. (6.10)
Our filter update blocks then become
k,n
k = 4 ( Yk'ak = [ ^  (6.11)
and
=F 4, = [ + f (6k1) 2t+ F ( ) f () ) 2 1 )
+1 ( ) L [k I + F (+) ,t] P+ [I + F (4k) At]T + W)
where
ki+ = + K [Yk - hk (i) - H (ki) ( - k)] (6.13)
t5 + - [ - I,iH (ki)] P- (6.14)
Irk,i = PyH T (xki)[H (k4i) PH T + Vk], (6.15)
and n is the number of iterations used in the IEKF.
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6.2.4 Cost functions
Our cost function for this application will be somewhat more complex than those used in our
previous examples. Its shape is determined by our overall requirement (enough accuracy to
hand tracking over to a targeting radar) and the characteristics of our chosen measurement
system.
The total single step cost consists of three components.
Ck = 9 (, ak, Yk) = 91 (k) + 92 () +9a (ak) (6.16)
The first of these is meant to ensure that the quality of the estimate does not degrade to
the point where the radar is unlikely to successfully paint the target on its first try. The
requirement is thus expressed by comparing the error in the direction perpendicular to the
BRV's position vector with the radar's beam width. A slight modification is added in to take
into account distortion of the phased-array radar's beam as it moves off the z' axis. This
portion of the cost can be expressed as
91(Ck) {C (/R > plR?/Z') (6.17)
0 elsewhere
where the various quantities involved will be explained in more detail in Section 6.5.
Our terminal requirement is that when the estimated height reaches a certain level (we
use 20,000 feet) the position estimate is good enough so that when tracking is handed off
to a targeting radar, that radar will be able to find the BRV with a minimum of effort.
Specifically, we require that the longest axis of the error ellipsoid defined by the covariance
matrix be no greater than a specific value P2, i.e.:
( C2 (max > P2 & h < h*) (6.18)
2 (Ck+)_C 0 elsewhere
Again, these quantities will be explained in more detail in Section 6.5.
The final portion of Equation (6.16) is ga(ak), the cost relating specifically to the action.
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The exact form that this takes will depend on the particular action space being treated; in
this chapter we will be looking at both discrete action spaces (Section 6.8) and continuous-
discrete action spaces (Section 6.9).
The total cost at any given state is then the expected sum of the ck's from the current
step to the point at which h < 20,000 and the terminal condition is evaluated, which we
designate as step N.
J() E [ (,7r (i) Yk,) (6.19)
Our problem, as usual, is to get as close as possible to an optimal policy
7r () = minQ (',a) (6.20)
where
Q* (a) = E [g (,a, yk) + J* ((l)] (6.21)
Also as usual, the realities of the situation will force us to use features k = (C) and
function approximation so that the problem we actually solve looks more like
7rn (0k) = arg min Qn, (Ok, a) (6.22)
where n is the iteration number. The feature extraction function F used in this chapter is
somewhat different from the ones used in earlier examples in this thesis; it is explained in
more detail in Section 6.6.
6.3 Equations of Motion
Parts of the derivation to follow were taken from Mehra [34] and Larson et. al [31], but
considerable detail has been added to the drag and atmospheric models. The equations
are expressed in the coordinate system described by Mehra, which is shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3: Transformation from LVLH (x, y, and z) to Radar-based (x',y',z') coordinates.
The x axis points to the east, the y axis points north, and the z axis points up.
The unprimed coordinates refer to a local-vertical, local-horizontal (LVLH) system with the
z axis pointing up and the y axis pointing north. The primed coordinates, in which the
equations of motions are expressed, are transformed by a rotation in elevation of angle 
and a rotation in azimuth of angle A. This leaves z' pointing along the normal of the radar's
face and y' directed along the radar's face in the direction of the radar's horizontal facing.
The transformation matrix from (x, y, z) coordinates to (', y', z') coordinates is given by
[ 11 T 12 T 13 cosA -sinA 0
T = T21 T22 T23 = cos sinA cos cosA -sin (6.23)
7T31 T 3 2 T33 sin sin A sin cos A cos b
and appears in several places in the equations to follow.
The seventh state in our state vector, a, is an amalgamation of drag-related quantities
defined as
= op (h) CD (V, a) (6.24)
where p is the atmospheric density, h is the height of the BRV, V is its velocity, a is the
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speed of sound, and
71o = Ag/W. (6.25)
Here A is the effective drag area of the BRV, g is the acceleration due to gravity at sea
level, and W is the vehicle's weight. The large number of symbols which are used in this
derivation may make it hard to keep track of them all; for this reason we have created a
comprehensive list (Table 6.10) of symbols used in this application that can be found at the
end of the chapter.
Recall Equation (6.7) from Section 6.2.2. We repeat it here for easier reference.
-Xlf- -X/-/ + 71 - X/ - W4-
Va + W ']= -- -9gc [Y+ 7'2 + w2S y + 2wU +2 2+ W5 (6.26)
//' Zi Z + 73 Z it 33 W6
The first term in this equation relates to the drag force on the reentry vehicle. As we have
already noted, V is the BRV's velocity and a is our drag state. The next term in the equation
models the effect of gravity on the vehicle; gc is the local acceleration due to gravity with an
additional directional normalization factor
g = GMe/r a. (6.27)
Here G is the universal gravitational constant, Me is the mass of the Earth, and r is the
distance from the center of the Earth to the BRV, given by
r = [a2 + (x,2 + y/2 + z/2) _ 2c2 (T12x' + T22 y' + T32 z') + 2c3 (Tl3ax' + T23y' + Tz')] 1/2
(6.28)
and shown graphically in Figure 6-4. In Equation (6.28) a is the distance from the center
of the Earth to the radar station, given by
ao = a2 cos2 / + a2 sin2 p (6.29)
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where yu is the geodetic latitude of the radar station, a and a2 are
al = / 2- + h, (6.30)
V - e2 sin 2 u
and
a2 - a, e2 ) 62 1 - e 2 sin 2 (6.31)
ae is the equatorial radius of the Earth, e is the Earth's eccentricity, and h, is the altitude
of the radar station. A detailed explanation of this geometry can be found in Bate [11]. The
quantities c2 and c3 appearing in Equation (6.28) are given by
c2 = (al -a 2 ) sin cos 11 (6.32)
and
c3 = al cos 2 + a 2 sin 2 11. (6.33)
Finally, returning to the gravity-related term of Equation (6.26), we have
7l1 -T 12 c 2 + T 1 3 c 3
72 = -T 22c2 + T23c3 . (6.34)
73 -T32c2 + T33c3
The third and final terms on the right-hand side of Equation (6.26) deal with the
centripetal acceleration of the BRV. In these terms, w represents the Earth's rotational rate,
S is a matrix given by
0 0
2~ ]S = T 0 sin p -sin p cos p TT (6.35)
0 -sin p cos tt cos2 /
and the /'s are
32 = T -al COS p sin p. (6.36)
/ 3 a l cos2 I
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Figure 6-4: Geometry of the problem relative to the Earth. Shows various quantities used
in equations of motion below.
The remaining term in Equation (6.26) models the coriolis acceleration on the BRV. In it,
U is a matrix given by
[ 0 sin p -cosy
U = T -sin/p 0 0 TT (6.37)
cos 0 0
6.3.1 Drag Model
To capture the variation of the BRV's drag coefficient with Mach number we use the model
proposed by Barbera [10]. Based on a combination of experimental data and computational
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fluid dynamic analysis Barbera puts forth an exponential model
CD = 73 ( (6.38)
where the coefficients 3 and 74 depend on the geometry of the vehicle and whether the
vehicle is operating at supersonic or hypersonic Mach numbers. For our application we have
assumed a nose-to-base radius ratio of 0.2 and a cone half-angle of 7° for the vehicle, which
result in coefficient values
73 = 0.4720 74 = -0.8683 (V/a < 10)
73 = 0.0812 r4 = -0.1040 (V/a > 10)
6.3.2 Atmospheric Models
The atmospheric models used here were generated using tables for the standard atmosphere
found in McCormick [33]. The models for both density and speed of sound are divided into
two regions, with the transition occurring at the edge of the troposphere.
6.3.2.1 Density
Data for the density of the standard atmosphere as a function of height above sea level
is plotted in Figure 6-5. Two separate regions are clearly visible in the graph, with the
transition at an altitude of roughly 37,000 feet. Applying two linear curve fits on our log-log
scale, we arrive at a model
p (h) = 17 e2h (6.39)
where
17 = 2.444 10- 172 = -3.364 10 - 5 (h < 37, 000 ft)
77' = 3.974 10- 72 = -4.781 .10 - 5 (h > 37,000 ft)
The BRV's height can be calculated from our state vector using the relations
1 -e 2
h = r -a 1- e2 sin2 * (6.40)
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Figure 6-5: The density
exponential curve fit.
of the standard atmosphere as a function of height, with bilinear
and
Cos : = [a2 sin + (Tl2x' + T22 y + T32 z') cos P + (Ti3x'+ T23 y' + T33 z') sin p]. (6.41)
The angle 4* is marked in Figure 6-4.
6.3.2.2 Speed of Sound
Data for the speed of sound in the standard atmosphere as a function of height above sea
level is plotted in Figure 6-6. Again, a clear change in behavior is evident at 37,000 feet,
though this time the relationship is linear, not exponential. A simple curve fit yields a model
a = 775 + 76h (6.42)
where the two coefficients are given by
775 = 1118
775 = 968.08
776 =.-4.09e - 3
776 = 0
(h < 37,000 ft)
(h > 37,000 ft)
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Figure 6-6: The speed of sound for the standard atmosphere as a function of height.
6.3.3 Derivatives
Now that we have described the various models which go into the equation for our drag state
a, we can calculate its time-derivative (with additive noise):
o = f 7 () + 7 = da . + 4 drr + V +
V = V(') + (,') + ')2
V = ( 'x' + p'y' + i'z') = b1/V.
In Equation (6.43) and throughout this section, we make an approximation by equating
changes in h with changes in r.
In addition to the equation for &, we also need to calculate the elements of the Jacobian
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where
and
(6.43)
(6.44)
(6.45)
matrices F and H. For the former we can show with some (not so simple) algebra that
0 U U 1 U U U
0 O 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
F 41
F51
F61
.F 71
F4 2
Fs5 2
F 62
F 7 2
F4 3 F4 4
F5 3 F54
F6 3 F64
F73 F 74
F4 5 F4 6
F 5 5 F5 6
F6 5 F6 6
F75 F7 6
V Oa cr ., - [Ogc
2 Or Ox- [x'
= __ aa a V,_ ag ,
2 Or y' aOy'
V Oca Or., Og
2 Or zz' x -z'- (
(x +y ) + gc] + 2S1
z' + YI) + w2S1 2
(?4 + 1)] + 2wU1I
-- -2-- V(1+ 74) + 2U13,
F47 -'
2
V a dr.,
2 r Ax' y
Ogc
Ox' (y' + Y2) + W2S21
19W0
where
(6.46)F47
F57
F 6 7
F 77.
F41
F4 2
F43
(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)
F4 4 - - 1
F4 5 = - 2V1
F46
(6.50)
(6.51)
(6.52)
(6.53)
F (6.54)
1 ..... c
. .
i 2
+ v
V a Or.,
= __ iy
2 9r ye
V Oa r .,
= Y
2 r 9z' 
- [y (y+2) +) + + S 2 2
og (y, + >2) + 2S23,
19z'
= a-Y (1 + ) + 2u
- 2V~~ (+ 4) +2wU21(.)2 + )
= - V(1 +, 4) +2wU2 3,
F57 = - ,2'
F6 - VOa Or., OgF61 = - 22 adr Z- ('
F62 = VOa r . , Ogc 
2 Or Oy' -y (z'
V ca Or.,
= __ Z
2 Ar z - [z (z' +3) +c +w2S33,
F64 = - (1i
F65
F6 6
a2'V)'
= -- V-(1
2V + T74) + 2wU32
2 [1 + -V (4 + 1) + 2wU3 3,2 1 
V2'
2 '
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F52
F5 3
(6.55)
F5 4
(6.56)
caVF55 = - 2
F5 6
(6.57)
+ 2wU22 (6.58)
(6.59)
(6.60)
+ 3) + W2S3 1
F63
+ 73) + W2S 32
(6.61)
(6.62)
(6.63)
(6.64)
(6.65)
(6.66)
(6.67)
v 2'
C
&a O r
F7 1 = -Or
a Or Ox'
&Oa Or
F7 2 - -
a Or Oy'
F7 3
& a Or
a Or Oaz'
Oa Or
Or Ok'
a Oai
Or aO'
Oar O'
Or O;'
Oa Or 2t4 7 Or
+ _~c 11r+ 476r
-__ Z-- + Or Ox' a2 Ox'Oa &i ____-a+ 0i- + a 416r Or
Or Oy' a2 Oy'
Oa O& 2 Or
+Or Oz' a2 Oz"
+ V_ (, + ac '
+ 774 ( + '
+ ( &' + a'-
&
F77 -.
In the above equations
= a (72 7476
= - [(x'i' + y'y' + z'z') - c2(T12 ' + T22y' + T32 ') + c3(Tl3' + T23 ' + T33V)],
- c2T12 + c3 TI 3 )
- c2T22 + c3T23)
(2' - c2T32 + c3T33),
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(6.68)
(6.69)
F7 4
F7 5
F7 6
(6.70)
(6.71)2abl.'Fv2 }
V 2
and
2cabl ')
V 2 I
(6.72)
(6.73)
(6.74)
(6.75)
(6.76)
Or
Ox'
Or
Oy
Or
az'
= (x'
r
1 
= l(y
r
1
r
(6.77)
(6.78)
(6.79)
7,i = ( O) (6.80)
'
9y = 7 Otoar _ ra1 (,_r )(6.81)
az; = at ay,&r = 1 if, _ ar ar ) (6.82)
and
o_ _ - (x - c 2T12 + c3T 3) (6.83)r
= (y, c2T22 + c3T23) (6.84)
0O' r
a = (z - c 2T32 + c3T33) (6.85)0~z' r
For the output Jacobian H some (relatively simple, this time) algebra gives
xi ~ YZ 0 0 0 O]R R R °°°°l
-z,__ __ _, -z'v
-Z[ • -z/)l '/R)2' 0 0 0 0 (6.86)R3V -A /~R R3 V /-(IIR
_X I
(y2 +X,2) (y,2+,I2) 0 0 0 0 0
6.4 Radar Measurement Considerations
Since we are taking the trouble to produce a reasonably realistic model of the BRV's reentry
dynamics, to some extent we are obligated to model our measurement subsystem with a
similar level of fidelity. While we can't take into account all the processing details that go,
into radar measurements in actual systems, we can model some of the higher-level aspects
of a radar system.
6.4.1 Painting the target
One of these aspects involves the need for a radar beam to "paint" a target in order to
measure its position. By this we mean that the radar's beam must be directed so that the
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Figure 6-7: The estimation error ellipsoid and its projection onto the plane perpendicular
to R, the vector from the radar to the estimated location of the BRV. The semimajor axis
of this projected ellipse is a*.
target is inside of the cone formed by the radar beam in order to get the reflected signal
necessary for a measurement. Because measurements are taken at discrete intervals, there
will always be a degree of uncertainty about the target's position. This in turn leaves open the
possibility that the radar will not successfully paint the target on its first try, necessitating
a search to re-aquire the target.
Actual radars use a system of "gates" both to aid in reaquiring target tracks on succes-
sive measurements and to distinguish bogus returns and multiple targets. Without getting
into the details of any particular gating system, we can use the same overall concept with
the covariance estimate we get from our filter. The P matrix we get from our IEKF defines
an error ellipsoid centered on the current estimate as shown in Figure 6-7. To determine the
likelihood of successfully painting our target with a pulse centered on the current we need
to find the projection of this ellipsoid onto the plane perpendicular to the BRV's position
vector (in radar coordinates) which passes through x. This is also shown in the figure.
This projection forms an ellipse, and is characterized by the matrix P'l formed by
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eliminating the third row and column from P':
P
P±~= P ] (6.87)
where P' is the transformed covariance matrix.
P = TRPTR (6.88)
and the transformation matrix TR is
- cos Vb -sinb (.
TR = sin 0 sin X sin 0 cos b -cos (6.89)
cos 0 sin b cos 0 cos b sin 0
where the angles and b in the above equation are simply the elevation and azimuth angles
from Equation (6.2).
Once we have P'l we can find the semimajor axis of the ellipse simply by taking the
square root of the matrix's larger eigenvalue
a' = sqrt (max (eig (P.))) (6.90)
Having established a measure for the uncertainty of our estimate in the beam pointing
directions, we will need to establish a constraint to ensure that we successfully paint the
target with our radar beam on the first try. Our constraint will probably look something
like
o*/R < 0b/2 (6.91)
where n is some fraction of the half-beamwidth b/2.
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Figure 6-8: As a phased-array radar points further from its boresight the beam stretches in
one direction.
6.4.2 Phased-array beam spreading
Our assumption that our search radar is a phased-array system adds an additional complexity
to the considerations discussed in Section 6.4.1. When using a phased-array radar, the
beamwidth Ob in Equation (6.91) varies as the beam moves away from the z' axis [54].
This behavior is shown in Figure 6-8. The beam distortion only occurs in the elevation (0)
direction, not the azimuth () direction. The actual beamwidth is given by
(0b)actual = (b)bae/cos 9 = (b)base (R/z') (6.92)
which means that our pointing constraint becomes
R b (6.93)
or*/R < 2z') (6.93)
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instead of the one shown in Equation (6.91).
6.4.3 Sensor Noise Model
Determining thle error statistics for a single radar measurement is no easy task. A seemingly
endless series of error sources exist, many of which are highly dependent on the particular
circumstances in which the measurement is taken. For the purposes of this thesis it suffices
to model some of the higher-level effects in order to get the flavor of the measurement system
without getting into the fine details.
When a radar system takes a measurement, what it is actually doing is sending out a
pulse of energy and listening for the reflected echo. The accuracy of the resulting measure-
ment depends on three basic things:
e whether or not the reflected signal is detected at the receiver.
* the strength of the reflected signal relative to the receiver noise.
* noise sources of fixed magnitude inherent in the system.
Of these, the first two are related in that the probability of detection PD is a function of the
strength of the received signal. The received energy Er is in turn related to the transmitted
energy Et according to
Er, Et/R 4. (6.94)
The probability of detection was calculated based on a graph found in Skolnik's text
[54]. A probability of false alarm of PFA = 10-6 was used, together with the assumption
that at the radar's maximum range (Rmax) when the maximum possible power is transmitted
(Et = Emax), PD = 0.8. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 6-9.
Assuming the target is detected, the accuracy of the resulting measurement depends on
the amount of energy transmitted and the range. We can keep the terms of the calculation
general by specifying the normalized energy E(ak) as the fraction of the maximum energy
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Figure 6-9: Probability of a missed detection as a function of the received energy.
which the radar can transmit
E (ak) = Et (ak)/Etmax (6.95)
and calculating the noise covariance as a fraction of the noise level achieved when the max-
~~~~~.......... ................................ 
.............. ,, ............... 1 _....... ....... . ........  ....... ......... :...... ....... ... .
imum energy is transmitted at the maximum range, Vmax:
. ....... ................ ................... .............. . . . . . . .
........ ......... a................ .............................. ................ ......................... ...............
V (Rx) 4. . (6.96) E(a,)(Rk/R..)
FiguRemember that w  are deabilityng with the fildetectir here, so as are actions (not the speed energy.of sound)
and 'calculating the noise covariance m trices (not velocities). After calculating the base noise level achieved wemax-imum energy is transmitted at the maximum range, max:E (ak ) (6m.a96
Remember that we are dealing with the filter here, so a's are actions (not the speed of sound)
and V's are covariance matrices (not velocities). After calculating the base noise level Vk we
need to adjust for the beam widening discussed in Section 6.4.2:
-1 0 O-
Vk = 0 Rk/z 0 V. (6.97)
° 0 1
At short ranges, the resulting noise covariance may be low enough that it is overwhelmed by
fixed noise sources. To model this, we bound our sensor noise below by Vmin,
Vk = max (Vk', Vmin). (6.98)
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Table 6.1: Statistics for modeling of sensor noise from radar measurements.
Of course, if the target is not detected our measurement noise is effectively infinite, so our
final expression becomes
Vk=
V.O
with probability PD (E (ak) , Rk)
with probability 1 - PD (E (ak), Rk) (6.99)
where V is some arbitrarily chosen large positive number. The parameters used in this
section and their values are summarized in Table 6.1.
6.5 Cost Model
As described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.4, our objective is to use our search radar to localize
the BRV's position well enough to allow a smooth hand-off to a targeting radar using as
few measurements as possible. At first it might seem that a cost function descibing this
objective would be relatively straightforward. Two parts should suffice: the total number
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Symbol Description Value
([400 ]\
Vmin, Minimum level for noise diag 10 
variance 10-6
. ]
r 4104 -
Vmac Noise variance when maxi- diag 4.9 105
mum power is used at maxi- di 49 10-5
-4.9 1- 5
mum range
Rmax Approximate range at which 400,000 ft
tracking begins
PFA Probability of false alarm 10- 6
PD Probability of detec- 0.8
tion when maximum power
is used at maximum range
of measurements taken plus a large fixed penalty if the desired "smooth hand-off" is not
achieved. The cost model we use in this application is somewhat more complex, however. A
third term is added, imposing an additional fixed cost if certain accuracy limits are exceeded
during the period before the hand-off to the targeting radar.
The addition of this third term becomes necessary because of the nature of the radar
measurement system. With many conventional measurement systems, the optimal solution
to our problem would be to wait until just before the hand-off before taking any measure-
ments. With a radar system, however, when the target's position uncertainty gets too large
the possibility of track loss occurs. Once the track is lost, a new search requiring a number
of measurements must be conducted to reaquire it. Ideally, a learning system should be
able to take this behavior into account automatically by recording the actual number of
measurements needed to reaquire the target when a track is lost. However, simulation of
this track loss and reaquisition procedure would require a level of detail that is beyond the
scope of this thesis. Instead, we constrain our solutions by picking an error level at which
we are confident that track loss will not occur and penalizing any policy which allows the
error to grow beyond that level.
The quantities that must be calculated to measure this constraint have been described
in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. For our tests we set a fairly conservative constraint: ic = 0.3 in
Equation (6.93). This means that the position error estimate would have to exceed 3o* for
track loss to occur due to mispointing. Taking the search radar's beam width as b = 1 ° and
referring back to our problem formulation from Section 6.2.4 this gives pi = 2.62 x 10- in
Equation(6.17).
Our final hand-off requirement is actually quite similar to the intermediate pointing
requirement described above. The major difference is that we don't know ahead of time
where the targeting radar receiving the BRV's track will be located. This leaves us unable to
compute a projection of the error ellipsoid onto the plain perpendicular to the vector from
the new radar. Instead, we base our requirement on the ellipsoid's semirnajor axis,
'max = sqrt (max (eig ('))) (6.100)
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Table 6.2: Parameters for cost model.
and a arbitrary expected range RC to the targeting radar based on our cutoff altitude h.
Thus P2 in Equation(6.17) becomes
nObRc
P2= 2= (6.101)
which, with our assumed values of 0 b = 0.5° (for the targeting radar), R, = 30, 000 ft
(he = 20, 000 ft), and n = 0.3 gives an allowable error of about 40 feet.
The actual penalties C' and C2 were chosen somewhat arbitrarily within a fairly simple
set of bounds. Given a sampling frequency of 20 Hz, a time to impact of roughly 30 seconds,
and a cost of 1 for each measurement taken, a policy which measured at every opportunity
wouid incur a cost on the order of 600. The penalty for failing to get the desired accuracy
at hand-off was taken to be substantially greater than this at C2 = 1000. An intermediate
constraint penalty Cl smaller than C2 yet substantially greater than one was desired, so
C = 100 was used. The parameters determining the cost model are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Symbol Description Value
Search Ob Beam width for search radar 1°
Target 0b Beam width for targeting radar 0.5°
Error ratio for track loss 0.3
hc Height at which hand-off occurs 20,000 ft
RC Maximum range to targeting radar at hand-off 30,000 ft
Pi Constraint for g, 2.62 x 10- 3
P2 Constraint for g2 39.27 ft
C1 Penalty for potential track loss 100
(U2 Penalty for potential failed hand-off 1,000
6.6 Feature Selection
In our previous examples from Chapters 4 and 5, feature extraction was not a big issue.
In the nonlinear examples from Chapter 5, there were only two elements in the filter state
vector ( and P, three if the external input u was included). This made simplification
of the state space through the use of features unnecessary. In Chapter 4 there was one
problem with a 6 x 6 covariance matrix containing 21 independent elements. Though one
might be justifiably skeptical of the ability of a function approximator to capture the relevant
dependencies without some sort of reduction in the size of the state vector, learning performed
quite well without any simplification. This was likely due to the deterministic nature of the
state propagation in the Kalman filter. The portion of this 21-dimensional space explored
by the learning algorithm was actually quite small. A single trajectory might return to the
same vicinity in the state space a number of times.
Our current application, however, has a raw state vector of 35 elements and is not
deterministic. The enormous size of this state vector combined with the large potential
variation in individual trajectories make this a much harder problem. Since the estimated
position and velocity vectors are included in the filter state for the IEKF, no single state will
be encountered more than once in a single trajectory. Indeed, a number of trajectories might
go by before the same region in this 35-dimensional state space is encountered a second time.
This sparse sampling makes learning directly with all 35 states impractical. Some sort of
transformation must be applied to the state vector in order to extract the common elements
which allow learning to take place and intelligent decisions to be made. In making this
transformation we will be discarding some information and biasing our decision process, but
this is unavoidable.
The particular choice of features we will use is heavily influenced by the cost function
we have selected. From the analysis of our measurement system in Section 6.4 and our for-
mulation of the cost function in Section 6.5 there are five quantities which seem particularly
relevant to measurement decisions. Each will be described below.
First we have the two quantities associated with our intermediate pointing requirement,
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o*/R and '/RI. The former is strictly a performance measure, and enters into the decision
process only through the cost function element gl. The latter is a measure of the beam
distortion that will take place and eters into the decision process both through g and
through the equations for calculating the sensor noise covariance. We can combine these
two features into a single quantity r*V/R2 , reducing the dimension of the state space by
one, but if we do so we lose directional information that might influence the optimal policy.
One might want to change one's measurement strategy based on the angle of the BRV's
approach to take advantage of changes in measurement accuracy as the radar beam narrows
and widens. In testing of the learning algorithm these features were used both together and
separately.
Next we have the two quantities related to our final pointing requirement, h and amax-
These are different from the first two in that they only exert a significant influence on
the measurement policy in the final stages of the trajectory. 1 In the early stages of the
tracking problem these quantities are largely irrelevant and serve only to dilute the important
information with effectively random noise. For this reason a cutoff height h = 1.5hf was
defined beyond which neither h nor 0rmax is considered important. Our features thus become:
600, h00 (h < h) (6.102)
and
50,000 (h> h)
'max ,a < h) (6.103)
t <Max ([h < ho)
where the values for h and &max h > h were chosen arbitrarily so as to be out of the range
of values that might be encountered for h < he.
Finally, we have as a potential feature the estimated range from the radar to the BRV,
R. This affects the sensor noise covariance and hence may influence the optimal policy.
When we use it as a feature, we normalize by the maximum detection range and raise it to
'Since the BRV enters with a relatively constant flight p' igle the height could influence the policy
in the earlier stages of the trajectory through its relationship to the range. However, this relationship may
not be consistent from trajectory to trajectory, and so could be misleading.
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Table 6.3: List of potential features.
the fourth power to describe the effect on the sensor noise, to get (R/Rmax) 4. This was found
to be more significant to the continuous action problem than the discrete action problem.
The features we consider for use in this application are summarized in Table 6.3. The
specific features used for the discrete action and continuous action cases are described in
Sections 6.8.2 and 6.9.2 respectively.
6.7 Scenario Details
In this section we present the details of our BRV tracking scenario. The search radar is
located at sea level (hs = 0) at a geodetic latitude y = 24°. The radar face is directed at
angles A = 45° and = 51.5° as per Figure 6-3. Sixteen different trajectories are considered;
one each coming from one of four different directions and heading toward one of four different
targets in the radar's field of view as shown in Figure 6-10. The trajectories each start at an
altitude of 150, 000 feet at a horizontal distance of 300,000 feet from their targets. MATLAB
code for generating these initial conditions is given in Figure 6-11. The initial flight path
angle is about 25° and the total initial speed is roughly Mach 15. These quantities are
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Feature Description
o'/R Beam-width error
~'/R Beam angle
. 2
a',/R 2 Combined beam-width error and beam angle
h Height with state aggregation
Tmax Maximum error dimension with state aggregation
(R/Rmax)4 Range-related attenuation
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
X (miles)
Figure 6-10: BRV trajectories used for learning. Source locations are marked A-D; target
locations are marked 1-4.
summarized in Table 6.4.
For the filter, the timestep is At = 0.05 sec. This is also the interval at which actions
may be taken. Four iterations are used in the IEKF. The process noise intensity matrix W
is assumed to be diagonal with magnitudes of 5000 for each velocity component and 10-18
for the drag parameter a. No noise is assumed in the position components of the state
vector. The initial error covariance PO- is taken to be diagonal with values of 106 ft2 in the
position components, 104 ft2 /sec 2 in the velocity components, and 10- 14 in the a component.
For each trajectory, initial position and velocity estimates are calculated randomly using a
gaussian distribution with covariance PO centered on the actual position. These quantities
are summarized in Table 6.5.
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xO = zeros(16,7);
xhatO = zeros(16,7);
xt = 5280.10 8 4 2;
yt = 5280*[4 7 4 10];
xs = 5280*[0 30 50 60];
ys = 5280*[70 67 45 13];
Xt = [xt xt t t];
Yt = [yt yt yt yt];
% Target X coordinate (Miles to feet)
% Target Y coordinate
% Source X coordinate
% Source Y coordinate
% Each target is used for four trajectories
% Each source is used for four trajectories
Xs = [xs(1)*ones(1,4) xs(2)*ones(1,4) xs(3)*ones(1,4) xs(4)*ones(1,4)];
Ys = ys(1)*ones(1,4) ys(2)*ones(1,4) ys(3)*ones(1,4) ys(4)*ones(1,4)];
% With starting flight path angle of 25 degrees, BRV impacts after
% traveling roughly 300,000 feet. Thus to get our initial conditions
we project backwards 300,000 feet from the target along the line
% between the target and source locations.
theta = atan2(Ys-Yt,Xs-Xt);
r = 300000;
X = Xt+r*cos(theta);
Y = Yt+r*sin(theta);
v = -13000; Initial speed in the XY plane; initial vertical speed is -6100 ft/sec
for(i=1:16)
xO(i,:) = [T*[X(i); Y(i); 150000];
T*[v*cos(theta(i)); v*sin(theta(i)); -6100];
4.65e-8]';
xhatO(i,:) = xO(i,:)+[le3*randn(1,3) le2*randn(1,3) 0];
end
% Initial position
% Initial velocity
% Initial alpha
, Add noise to match PO
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Figure 6-11: MATLAB code for generating initial positions. The variable T contains the
transformation matrix T described in Equation (6.23).
Table 6.4: Scenario initial conditions.
Table 6.5: Filter initial conditions.
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Symbol Description Value
hk Altitude of radar station 0
p Geodetic latitude of radar station 24°
A Azimuthal facing of search radar 450
<5 Elevation facing of search radar 51.5°
zo Height of BRV at t = 0 150, 000 ft
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
Horizontal distance from target to initial position 300, 000 ft
Initial flight path angle (approximate) 25°
Initial Mach Number (approximate) 15
Symbol Description Value
At | Time step 0.05 sec 
n IEKF iterations 4
W Process noise intensity diag([0 0 0 5000 5000 5000 10-18])
Pt Initial error covariance diag ([106 106 106 104 104 104 10-14])
6.8 Learning with Discrete Actions
Though many real radar systems have the capability of generating pulses of varying strength
and multiple simultaneous beams [54], few take advantage of it [14]. Simple heuristic algo-
rithms exist for determining the measurement frequency, but these rely on the assumptions
that only a single pulse is generated and that the maximum power level is used. In this sec-
tion we will treat this same problem both with a heuristic and with reinforcement learning.
In the next section these assumptions will be relaxed and we will see what can be done if we
allow multiple simultaneous pulses of varying strength.
For our experiments we allow only two possible actions: either a measurement at full
power (ak = 1) or no measurement at all (ak = 2). If a measurement is taken a unit cost is
applied; otherwise no cost is incurred. Thus our action related cost is
(1 (ak = 1)
( a) 0 (ak = 2) (6.104)
6.8.1 Heuristic Policy
To determine the efficacy of our learning algorithms we must have a basis for comparison.
For this purpose we have developed a heuristic policy which, though simple, performs quite
well. Its excellent performance is due largely to the fact that it is based closely on the cost
formulation. The policy used was:
a = 1 ('/R2 > 0.Spl or (h < 1.2h- and Oamax > 0. 8 p2)) (6.105)
a = 2 elsewhere
where the various cutoff levels were determined experimentally. These levels are somewhat
conservative, but when more agressive levels were used it was found that the intermediate and
final constraints were occasionally violated. The hope is that higher performance policies can
be found using reinforcement learning which use fewer actions but still manage to consistently
meet the constraints.
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Figure 6-12: Time histories for trajectory Al (from Figure 6-10) using heuristic policy.
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The behavior of the filter under the above policy is shown graphically in Figure 6-12.
The top plot shows the angular uncertainty used in the intermediate pointing constraint; the
bottom shows the actions chosen. In these plots the influence of several of the radar system's
characteristics can be observed. The increase in measurement accuracy as range decreases
can be seen as each successive measurement produces a greater decrease in error. We can also
see the point at which the minimum sensor noise level is reached, and the gradual decrease
in allowable error as the trajectory brings the BRV closer to the boresight and the beam
becomes narrower. The point at which the heuristic reaches h and switches to the more
strict error limit is clearly visible: before it we have isolated single measurements, and after
it the heuristic demands measurements at each step until the hand-off occurs. Finally, we
can see that early in the trajectory ao*/R increases less rapidly between measurements than
it does in later stages. This is because o*/R is an angular quantity and the process noise W
is expressed in terms of distance.
Each of the sixteen trajectories shown in Figure 6-10 was simulated 100 times using this
heuristic. The resulting average costs are shown in Table 6.6. From the table, we can see
that the costs for Target #2 are lower than for the others. This is most likely due to the fact
that Target #2 is closer to the search radar. The other trend that is visible is an increase in
cost as the sources approach the radar boresight. This is a somewhat counterintuitive result.
A number of possible explanations exist, but from the limited information available it is
difficult to tell which, if any, is correct. It is precisely this type of result which motivates the
use of a learning algorithm. Heuristics are basically limited by the designer's understanding
of the system, while learning systems may be capable of picking up on subtle effects and
handling them appropriately.
Before proceeding with the reinforcement learning it behooves us to verify, as we did
in the previous chapter, that our covariance estimate is providing a realistic measure of the
filter's performance. Figure 6-13 displays the results of running 1600 trajectories and com-
paring the sample means of the squared errors to the estimated covariances. The resulting
curve holds fairly close to the line y = x and so indicates a reliable covariance estimate.
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ITarget
1
2
3
4
Source
A B C D
39.52 43.90 47.84 43.50
38.84 45.44 49.20 43.68
35.04 40.79 42.64 38.91
38.33 45.02 45.65 41.00
Table 6.6: Average costs over 100 trials for trajectories using the best heuristic policy.
x 1o5
0 1 2 3 4
Phat
5
x 1o5
Figure 6-13: Verification that covariance estimate is reasonably close to actual covariance.
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6.8.2 Learning Setup
Learning experiments were conducted using both SARSA(A) and Q-Learning with a variety
of algorithm settings. SARSA(A) was found to be more effective than Q-Learning for this
problem. Initial experiments used the full 35 independent elements of the filter state as
features, but were largely unsuccessful. Operating on the assumption that this failure was
due to the large input space, a smaller feature set was used as described in Section 6.6.
Experiments were conducted both with and without the state aggregation of the height and
9max features at high altitudes (h and afiaX instead of h and 0rmax), and with and without
combining the o*/R and beam angle features.
The parameters which produced the best results are shown in Table 6.7. State aggrega-
tion was used at high altitudes. The features used were, in order, h, max, */R, and '/R.
Each of the sixteen test trajectories was run 12, 000 times for a total of 192, 000 iterations.
Testing for the best policy was problematic for two reasons. First, a policy which
performed well with one of the sixteen trajectories might perform poorly with others. In
addition, a very agressive policy might perform well most of the time but occasionally fail to
meet the constraints and incur a large cost penalty. Ideally, we would like to test each policy
on all of the sixteen trajectories and average results over a large number of trials, but this is
somewhat impractical. If such a methodology were used, time spent testing would quickly
exceed the time spent learning. Ultimately, in the interests of speed, testing during the
learning process was conducted using only a single trial of the first trajectory (A1). These
tests were conducted a total of one thousand times at even intervals through the learning
process. The resulting "best" policy is described in detail in the following section.
6.8.3 Learning Results
Once a candidate policy had been selected, its overall performance was tested by running
each of the sixteen trajectories 100 times and averaging the resulting costs. These averages
are shown in Table 6.8, and should be compared to the corresponding results from the
heuristic policy shown in Table 6.6. The learned policy has a lower average cost in fifteen
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Scaling
State (0) [0.004 0.004 10000 50]
Action (a) 40
Cost (Q) 1
CMAC-related parameters
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate /3 = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate 32 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
Rate of reduction for learning rates N = 6000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 60
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 192000
Number of steps/trajectory Variable (until h < h*)
Exploration rate E = [0.1 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate N,= 12000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.7
Cutoff level for eligibility traces X = 0.02
Table 6.7: Algorithm parameter settings for discrete BRV tests.
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Target
1
2
3
4
C
33.12
33.01
26.96
Source
B
30.48
32.63
26.01
Table 6.8: Average costs over 100 trials for trajectories using the best learned policy.
of the sixteen cases, with a maximum improvement of over 35%. In the one case where the
heuristic performs better (trajectory A4) the difference is very small: just over 1%.
Interestingly enough, the costs from Table 6.8 make more intuitive sense than those
from Table 6.6. In both tables we can see lower costs for trajectories heading toward target
three, but with the learning results we can see several other trends which make intuitive
sense. For target #1, we see the lowest cost from source A and the highest from source D.
This makes sense as the first of these trajectories makes its final approach at lower ranges
while the last suffers the most from beam spreading. These relative differences are shown
graphically in Figure 6-14. Similarly, when we look at the four trajectories coming from
source A we see that the trajectories heading toward target #1 and #2 suffer less from
beam spreading than those heading toward #3 and #4, and again the ordering makes sense.
The learning algorithm appears to "understand" the trajectory differences in a way that
could not be easily captured in a heuristic.
To gain more insight into the differences between the learned policy and the heuristic
we must look at some actual trial runs. Figure 6-15 shows how both policies perform on
trajectory Al, and Figure 6-16 shows how they perform on trajectory A4. Trajectory A4 is
the most difficult of the 16 trajectories. Not only does it come in at an angle so that it suffers
from beam spreading, but it also suffers from the fact that it is almost directly approaching
38.80 31.63
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Figure 6-14: Statistics showing the relative difficulties of estimation for trajectories approach-
ing target #1 from each source. At left, lower numbers correspond to better measurements,
and at right higher numbers correspond to better measurements.
the search radar. This means that as it approaches the hand-off altitude it will be further
from the search radar than just about any of the other trajectories. Its situation is similar
to that of trajectory D1 (as seen in Figure 6-14) only more so.
Thus it is trajectory A4 which sets the bar for the heuristic policy. If we make our
heuristic's cutoff levels more agressive we risk failed hand-offs or lost tracks on this trajectory.
On the other hand, this conservatism is not necessary for more forgiving trajectories such
as Al or D4. The learning algorithm is able to take advantage of these differences. It is
conservative where necessary (note the similarity of the two policies in Figure 6-15) and
agressive where it can safely be so. It may be possible to come up with a heuristic that can
compete with the learned policy, but it would not be an easy task.
6.9 Learning with Continuous Actions
The discrete action space formulation with its measure or no measure choices is actually
much more representative of the manner in which real-world radar tracking systems operate,
but the ability to generate multiple beams of varying strength does exist in virtually all
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Measurement times for learned policy: total cost = 27
O _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Time steps (A t = 0.05 sec)
Figure 6-15: Time history for trajectory Al comparing learned and heuristic policies.
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Figure 6-16: Time history for trajectory A4 comparing learned and heuristic policies.
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phased-array radar systems. It is hard to say for sure why this capability is not taken
advantage of, but four possible explanations occur:
* The calculations necessary to control the array to generate multiple beams in arbitrary
directions are complex.
* Pulse rates are high enough that continuous power variations can be approximated by
varying dwell times.
* No clear algorithms are available to dictate how this capability could best be used.
* At low signal-to-noise ratios dividing power into multiple beams is cost ineffective due
to decreased probability of detection.
The first of these reasons will become less and less relevant as computing power increases.
The logic of the remaining reasons can be tested to some extent by applying learning and
looking at the results. It seems likely that significant savings can be derived while tracking
targets at low ranges. As the power coming back to the radar varies inversely with the fourth
power of the range, it stands to reason that less power will be needed for close-in targets.
6.9.1 Heuristic Policy
The heuristic policy that was developed for the continuous action case is the product of
understanding of the radar measurement model, experience with the discrete action problem,
and insight gained from looking at learned policies. Of these, the value of the last two is
certainly open to debate. Though the policy is fairly complex in formulation, the ideas
behind it are straightforward. One could arguably come up with the same policy without
having worked with the discrete case or having seen any learning results. Nonetheless, there
are enough things going on with the overall system that it would be hard to have confidence
that this provided the best solution without the learning results to back it up. Nor was this
the first policy that was tried; other policies were formed and then discarded when they were
beaten by either the discrete action policy or a learned policy.
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Under the best heuristic policy that was found, actions are chosen as follows. First,
the intermediate and final action values (ai and af are calculated. The former is designed
to ensure that the intermediate angle error limit is not exceeded, and is given by
a { ad (/Rmax) 4 O'*/R2 > 0.8p1(6.106)
0 o'*://R 2 < 0.8p,
The power allocated is lowered as the range decreases to reduce costs while keeping a roughly
constant probability of detection, determined by r/d. Testing showed T d = 1.33 to work best.
The final action value a is designed to ensure the final hand-off requirement is met and is
given by {ma <.2h*)
af {.8 O (h>12)(6.107)
0 (h> 1.2h-)
Thus it is only relevant once the BRV has approached the hand-off height. The larger of
these values, truncated to go no higher than unity, becomes the base action, a:
a = min (1, max (ai, a)) . (6.108)
A further modification is then made to the action to ensure that power is not used above
the level necessary to get the maximum accuracy. At lower ranges, the base action may
result in a sensor variance limited by the radar system's minimum sensor noise, Vmin. If this
occurs, power is being wasted, as a lower power level could produce a measurement of equal
accuracy. To avoid this situation, the two quantities
Vm,[1,1]R4,' vm [2,2]I 4
= Vmin [1,1]Rx T7] = Vmi [2,2]RM4ax (6.109)
are calculated2 . The additional factor of R/' in b/o compensates for off-axis beam distortions.
If both R and 7theta are below one, then power is being wasted, and the action must be
2 Vmnax[1, ] refers to the entry in the first row and first column of the Vmax matrix.
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Figure 6-17: Time histories for trajectory Al using the heuristic policy. The top plot shows
the quantity tested for the intermediate pointing requirement. The corresponding actions
are shown in the bottom plot.
adjusted. This gives a final action of
a
a max (R, 77)
(max (R, 7s) > 1)
(max (R, 70) < 1)
When the policy described above is used, the total expense is less than half of what
would be required were a discrete action policy (either learned or heuristic) used. A sample
trajectory is shown in Figure 6-17. Notice the relatively flat curve in the top plot, in contrast
to the increasingly deep dips of Figure 6-12 marking wasted energy. Also notice the repeated
action near the 80th time step, probably due to a missed detection.
6.9.2 Learning Setup
Learning runs were conducted using a variety of configurations with mixed results. For
the learning algorithm attention was focused on SARSA(A) due to the poor results with
Q-Learning in the discrete action case. The base feature set was the same as in the discrete
action case with the addition of a range-related feature, (R/Rmax)4 . Tests were conducted
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(6.110)
3
1
both with and without the range feature and with and without condensing o'*/R and -'/R
into a single feature.
The parameters which produced the best results are shown in Table 6.9. The features
used were, in order, h, amax, aO'"/R2 and (/Rmax) 4 . Learning data was taken exclusively
from tests of trajectory Al from Figure 6-10. Multiple runs of the algorithm were conducted
using the best policies and the corresponding Q weights from previous runs as starting points
and reducing exploration rates.
6.9.3 Learning Results
The continuous action space formulation for this application represents the most difficult
problem presented in this thesis, and results are mixed. Figures 6-18 and 6-19 show the time
histories and cumulative costs for a test of trajectory A1 using both learned and heuristic
policies. The two policies exhibit significant differences in action selection, but have almost
identical performance. Which policy generates the lower cost varies from run to run. Both
are substantially better than the policies found from the discrete action case.
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain good results when learning was done on
all 16 test trajectories simultaneously. In tests where the range was included as a feature,
learned policies did not even perform as well as those from the discrete action case. A
variety of different parameters were tested, and runs long enough to require multiple days
on a reasonably fast computer were made. This is where we see that reinforcement learning,
while it is sometimes able to achieve remarkable things, is still dependent on the user's
understanding of the problem. At some point the interaction between the various parameters
which must be chosen reaches a level of complexity which cannot be fathomed by even a
reasonably knowledgable user, and appropriate parameter choices become difficult. This
appears to be that point for this problem. It may be that RL can do well for some set of
parameter choices, but no such set was found.
Lest the wrong impression be given here, it should be pointed out that even the suc-
cessful applications of RL presented in this chapter and the ones before required significant
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Scaling
State () [0.004 0.004 10000 100]
Action (a) 100
Cost (Q) 1
CMAC-related parameters (same for Q and r)
Memory size 50000
Number of layers 16
Main learning rate A = 1 (in powers of 1/2)
Secondary learning rate /2 = 4 (in powers of 1/2)
rate of reduction for learning rates N = 8000
Initial Conditions
Number of trajectories run using initial guess No = 0
Weights for Q approximator All weights initialized to 30
Weights for r approximator All weights initialized to 100
Algorithm Parameters
Number of c-greedy trajectories (iterations) Neg = 96000
Number of steps/trajectory Variable (until h < h*)
Exploration rate c = [0.1 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001]
Rate of reduction for exploration rate Ne = 10000
Decay rate for SARSA(A) eligibility traces A = 0.7
Cutoff level for eligibility traces = 0.02
Fraction of samples updated after each trajectory /= 0.5
Table 6.9: Algorithm parameter settings for continuous action BRV tests.
1 
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Figure 6-18: Time histories for trajectory Al using both the learned and heuristic policies.
The top plot shows the quantity tested for the intermediate pointing requirement. The
corresponding actions are shown in the bottom plot.
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shown in Figure 6-18.
costs for learned and heuristic policies for run of trajectory Al
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experimentation in order to find parameter settings conducive to learning. Poor scaling, bad
choices for initial weights, learning or exploration rates set too high or too low: all of these
were able to throw off RL algorithms to a greater or lesser extent. This particular problem
is complex enough that it is hard to say if any one of these, or some combination is causing
learning to fail.
6.10 Summary
In this chapter we have provided an extremely challenging test for our reinforcement learning
algorithms. We have developed a realistic model of a practical measurement scheduling
application with both nonlinear plant and output equations. Though our algorithms were
unable to handle the 35 separate inputs of the raw filter state, we were able to reduce the
number of inputs using features and obtain excellent results for the discrete action case.
The learned policy was able to distinguish between trajectories coming from different
directions and react appropriately, varying its level of aggressiveness according to the diffi-
culty of the problem. In contrast, the best heuristic policy which could be developed was
forced to adopt a level of conservativeness appropriate to the most difficult trajectories, sac-
rificing performance on the easier ones. In these cases the learned policy outperformed the
heuristic by as much as 35%.
For the more difficult continuous action case results were mixed. When learning was
performed based on trajectories coming from a single direction we were able to learn policies
that performed on a par with the best heuristics. When inputs from multiple directions were
used, however, RL was unable to find competitive policies.
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Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation
(x, y, z) LVLH coordinates of BRV (x, y, z') Radar-based coordinates of
BRV
a Drag state; function of p Atmospheric Density
height, velocity (slugs/ft 3 )
CD Drag Coefficient; function of h height of BRV (feet)
Mach No.
A Drag area (ft2 ) W BRV Weight (lb)
g Acceleration due to gravity gc Local gravity measure
at sea level (ft/sec 2) (sec- 2)
V Speed of BRV (ft/sec) a Local speed of sound
(ft/sec)
77. r / Constants in drag model G Univeral gravitational con-
stant (lb-ft 2/slug 2 )
Me Mass of the Earth (slugs) w Earth's rotational speed
(rad/sec)
Geodetic latitude of radar h, Altitude of radar station
station. See Figure 6-4 (feet). See Figure 6-4
a0, ae See Figure 6-4 al,a 2 See Figure 6-4
r, R See Figure 6-4 qO* See Figure 6-4
e Eccentricity of the Earth c2,c3 Fixed geometrical quantities
relative to Earth (feet)
Tilt angle of the radar face A Tilt angle of the radar face
normal in elevation from the normal in azimuth from the
vertical North
Table 6.10: List of symbols for BRV equations of motion, radar measurements, and cost
function
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Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation
T Transformation matrix be- S Centrifugal cross-product
tween LVLH and Radar- matrix
based coordinates
U Coriolis cross-product y71,Y2,73 Distances related to gravity
matrix term
1h,fl2,/33 Distances related to cen- a* See Figure 6-7
trifugal term
0 Radar measurement eleva- Radar measurement
tion angle azimuth angle
Ob Radar beamwidth angle C1,C2,C3 Cost function penalties
Pi Intermediate angle limit for h* Terminal height for cost
cost function function
Table 6.11: List of symbols, continued
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Summary
In this thesis we have made contributions to two different fields. The first of these fields, that
of measurement scheduling, has until now suffered from a gap between theory and reality.
Previous work with real-world problems has relied mainly on heuristics, while work grounded
in optimization theory has dealt only with very simple problems. We have advanced this field
by treating complex problems with real-world characteristics using algorithms which are well
grounded in optimization theory. Those algorithms come from our second field, reinforcement
learning (RL). To date, RL has seen application mainly to heavily constrained environments.
We have made some small additions to the theory of reinforcement learning (the treatment
of G-functions in Chapter 3), but our main contribution here comes from the testing of
RL's concepts in extremely challenging environments. Measurement scheduling problems
are challenging because they exhibit many characteristics which are not normally seen in
reinforcement learning applications: continuous, multi-dimensional state spaces; continuous
action spaces; and non-Markovian transitions, among others.
In order to advance these two fields simultaneously, we needed to lay a certain amount
of groundwork on each side. On the measurement scheduling side, we began by developing
a formulation general enough to accommodate the wide variety of problems found in the
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literature. In addition, this formulation had to be able to handle the more complex problems
we would use to move the field closer to the real world. On the reinforcement learning side,
we needed to describe a modular algorithm able to accommodate a variety of different RL
methods in a single framework. This would allow us to experiment freely with different
techniques to find which ones worked best. As part of this framework, we needed to address
some of the issues which arise when problems with complex action spaces are to be treated.
This groundwork was laid in Chapter 2.
In the course of our research we came across problems where the Q-function seemed
quite insensitive to the effects of individual actions. Investigation of ways of improving
performance for these problems led to some extensions to the theory of RL. These were
presented in Chapter 3. The results from this chapter included a new algorithm which we
call G-Learning and a counterexample showing conditions under which an existing algorithm,
Advantage Learning, may diverge.
Having established a general problem formulation with an accompanying algorithmic
framework, we proceeded to apply them to problems of gradually increasing complexity. We
began this process in Chapter 4 with a series of linear problems. Working with problems that
have linear state and measurement equations was easier because we could use the Kalman
Filter. With the Kalman fiiter we could track the filter's error variance using deterministic,
Markovian transitions. We also had the potential for steady-state solutions, which made it
easier to evaluate the effectiveness of our learning algorithms.
Four linear problems were treated, two of which were taken from the literature. The
first was a scalar problem with continuous action space and infinite horizon cost formulation.
The low dimension of this problem allowed us to perform a limited exploration of the solution
space using analytical methods. We were also able to use this problem as a platform for
exploring algorithmic implementation issues and visualize the results in an intuitive manner.
The second linear problem treated also used an infinite horizon cost formulation, but
this time with a high dimensional state space and simple, discrete action space. Our re-
inforcement learning algorithms were able to juggle the 21 independent elements of the
problem's 6 x 6 covariance matrix to generate policies which were non-intuitive and superior
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to the best heuristics we were able to come up with. The adroit handling of such a large in-
put space was particularly significant, and was probably made possible by the deterministic
transitions of the Kalman Filter, which substantially reduced volume of the state space that
was encountered.
One of the linear problems taken from the literature gave us our only real failure. Given
a finite horizon with a fixed total measurement budget and continuous action space, none
of our reinforcement learning algorithms were able to find the known optimal solution. The
reasons for this lack of success are explained in detail in Section 4.4, but have to do with
the convexity of the problem1 and a low repeatability of trajectories in the state space. This
example served to show that reinforcement learning is not the best tool for every problem.
Care should be taken to check a problem's suitability before expending a great deal of effort
in looking for a learning-based solution.
Much better results were obtained with the other linear problem taken from the litera-
ture. This problem, addressed by Athans [5], involved a state space of moderate dimension
and a discrete action space with a finite horizon cost. Using reinforcement learning we were
able to find a policy with lower cost than the best policy Athans was able to find using an
alternative method.
Having effectively treated a variety of linear problems, we moved on to the domain of
nonlinear estimation. With this switch in domain came a host of new issues. Since optimal
nonlinear filters are infinite-dimensional and hence unrealizable, we were forced to work with
suboptimal filters. The use of these suboptimal filters meant that our underlying process
was not only no longer deterministic, but also no longer Markov. In addition, where we had
been able to safely work with a propagated covariance matrix as our cost feedback, we now
were left with only an estimated covariance with no guarantees that it bore any relation to
reality. We decided to treat a simple nonlinear problem before proceeding to the complex,
high-dimensional, nonlinear application which was our ultimate objective.
We began our foray into the nonlinear world in Chapter 5 with a scalar cubic plant.
'Better methods than exist for dealing with convex problems, so it is hard for RL to compete.
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This particular problem was chosen because it was simple enough to yield to some basic
analysis which could give us an idea of what a good heuristic policy might look like. Both
discrete and continuous action spaces were treated. Reinforcement learning was able to find
policies that performed better than the initially chosen heuristics. In turn, analysis of the
learned policies allowed the development of better heuristics which performed roughly as
well as the learned policies but were much simpler. More will be said on the interplay of
learning and heuristic policies later. With this sample problem we were also able to verify
some of the results from Chapter 3 and explore issues relating to the use of known external
inputs for system excitation.
Our ultimate objective, of course, was the application of reinforcement learning to a
complex, real-world problem in measurement scheduling. This was finally accomplished
in Chapter 6. For our application we chose to look at the tracking of ballistic reentry
vehicles using phased-array radar. The scenario involved defense of a city-sized area from
intermediate-range ballistic missiles. As the missiles began their descent they would be
acquired by a search radar, which would then track their approach until the missiles entered
the range of a targeting radar near the ultimate target. The search radar would be responsible
for localizing the missile's position to the level of accuracy required for a smooth hand-off
to occur. The targeting radar would then guide an intercepting weapon to destroy the
incoming missile. The problem here was to use up as little of the search radar's time as
possible in tracking known missiles so that more time could be devoted to searching for new
ones. Two separate cases were considered: one where the only choices at each time step were
to measure or not, and another which took advantage of the phased-array radar system's
ability to generate pulses of varying strength.
A realistic treatment of this problem was quite involved. Both the plant and the mea-
surement system were complex and highly nonlinear. The system's state vector had seven
dimensions (three position, three velocity, and one drag-related), and derivation of the equa-
tions of motion required detailed models of the Earth's geometry, its atmosphere, and the
drag characteristics of the reentry vehicle. On the measurement side we had to take into
account a variety of radar specific effects. These included the possibility of missed detection,
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variation of measurement accuracy with range, and changes in the radar beam shape with
its pointing angle.
Applying reinforcement learning to this problem presented additional challenges. The
seven-dimensional state estimate combined with the 28 independent elements of the covari-
ance estimate made for a total of 35 continuously varying inputs to the learning system at
each time step. These were reduced to 3-5 features based on the problem's cost structure.
Sixteen se; ;rate base trajectories were used to simulate the possible approach of missiles
from different directions and provide learning experience; individual trajectories varied from
the base due to the gaussian process noise in the system model.
For the discrete action case generation of a good heuristic policy was a simple matter
dictated by the problem's cost structure. However, random effects such as the potential
for missed detections and variations in the difficulty of the problem among the different
test trajectories necessitated a certain amount of conservatism. The best learned policies,
in contrast, seemed to take into account both random effects and directional differences to
adjust their level of aggressiveness according to circumstances. The learned policies were
able to save as much as 40% over the heuristics on the easier trajectories while maintaining
the needed level of conservatism on the more difficult ones. This was an excellent result that
demonstrated conclusively the flexibility and robustness of reinforcement learning techniques.
Development of a good heuristic for the continuous action case was a much more difficult
proposition. Saving power by reducing measurement strengths resulted in an increased
likelihood of missed detections. Policies which seemed to perform well most of the time would
occasionally fail to meet the terminal accuracy requirement for hand-off to the targeting
radar. It was difficult to determine how best to introduce the needed level of conservatism
without sacrificing too much performance. Learning was rendered more difficult by the
increased importance of the range as a feature relative to the discrete action case. Emulation
of the learned policies with heuristics was difficult, as it was not always clear what rules the
learned policies were following. As a result, the final learned policies and the final heuristics
were quite different in nature, though very similar in performance. Both represented a
significant cost savings over the discrete action case. Notably, with the continuous action
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case we were only able to get good results when learning based on individual trajectories.
When all sixteen trajectories were used in the learning process, the best policies generated
were not even as good as those from the discrete action case.
7.2 Conclusions
We began this research looking at the gap between theory and practice in the measurement
scheduling literature, and hypothesizing that reinforcement learning was the tool which could
bridge this gap. We hoped that we could use RL to help in real-world problems where
heuristics were difficult to formulate and in need of some sort of performance verification.
In the end we found that RL, though far from perfect, can be successfully applied to the
problems we were interested in.
Success, however, can be a somewhat fuzzy concept, and we should clarify what we
mean when we use the term. When evaluating the efficacy of an algorithm, the tendency
is always to look for concrete measures. Did the algorithm find the optimal solution? Did
it beat the solution generated by some other algorithm? If so, by how much? When the
optimal solution is unknown, we have to settle for comparison to policies generated by other
optimization methods or by heuristics. If a heuristic can be found that beats the policy
found by the algorithm, the algorithm is deemed to have failed. We were able to show some
cases where our learned algorithms were better than any heuristic we were able to find,
but in others we ended up with heuristics which were simpler than the learned policies and
performed about as well. By some standards, these latter cases would not be counted as a
success for learning.
This way of looking at things sometimes falls short. One of the things that we observed
in the examples from this thesis is a sort of synergy between the generation of heuristic
policies and the generation of policies using reinforcement learning. Without a heuristic
policy for comparison, we are unable to tell whether the learning algorithm is doing as well
as it can. If we have a heuristic, however, we know something is wrong if the learning
algorithm is unable to beat it. In turn, when the learning algorithm generates a policy that
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is better than our current heuristic we can often look at that policy, see what it is doing, and
improve our heuristic. If the new heuristic performs significantly better than the learned
policy, we know that there is room for improvement and we can repeat the process. On the
other hand, if we are unable to generate a heuristic that performs on a par with the learned
policy, we know that our understanding of the problem is lacking. When both the learned
policy and the heuristic give similar performance it is like having independent verification
that we are doing the right thing. We can have more confidence in our solutions when we
use learning and heuristics together than with either of them alone.
Of course, the back-and-forth process described above points to one of the major short-
comings of practical reinforcement learning. There are simply too many parameters which
must be chosen and too little knowledge of how this should be done. Function approximation
architectures must be selected, features chosen, scaling factors decided. Both exploration
and learning rates must be set, and then some scheme for their gradual reduction imple-
mented. Virtually nothing is known about the effect of the A of TD(A) and SARSA(A). All
we have is anecdotal reports that such and such a value worked well on such and such a
problem. The end result of the learning algorithm is always a function of the interplay be-
tween these various factors. Often, the quality of that result depends on the degree to which
the person choosing these factors understands both the problem and the algorithm. Thus
an inductive bias enters the system which runs counter to the implied promise of a learning
system: to derive that information automatically through interaction with the environment.
Until a learning system is developed which does not require an expert to implement it, these
algorithms will always seem somewhat quirky and unreliable.
Two particular shortcomings of reinforcement learning algorithms stood out in the
investigations that we conducted. First was the lack of convergence for the more difficult
problems, described by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [13] as "chattering". Though it was possible
to extract individual excellent policies from the learning process, and a general trend toward
improved performance was clearly visible, the large variation in the quality of individual
policies was quite unsettling. Better theoretical understanding of this phenomenon is needed.
The second area where a lack was felt was in function approximation. The behavior
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of function approximators with small numbers of inputs seems to be fairly well understood,
but when we move to higher dimensional spaces visualization of the internal workings of
an approximator becomes impossible. There is a complex interaction going on between
the approximator architecture, the distribution of the training samples, and the level of
generalization being used, not to mention the learning rates. Since direct visualization is
impossible in these higher dimensions, a set of statistical tools needs to be developed that
can encapsulate the relevant interactions and allow the algorithm designer to adjust the
approximator's parameters accordingly.
Reinforcement learning as it stands today is useful tool. It can be applied with some
success to real-world problems, but has not yet realized its full potential. As work in the
field continues, RL should become more reliable, easier to use, and able to handle higher
dimensional problems.
7.3 Suggestions for future work
WVe have already mentioned a couple of possible research directions in the previous section.
In this final section we will suggest a few more specific research topics suggested by our work.
The problems covered in this thesis involved measurement scheduling for pure state
estimation problems. The most obvious extension to the work we have done would be the
use of reinforcement learning in an examination of the measurement scheduling problem in
the context of integrated control and estimation problems. A significant amount of work
has been done in this area already, but it revolves mainly around discrete state spaces and
POMDP's. A successful treatment of this problem for multi-dimensional continuous state
spaces with nonlinear transitions would be a real achievement.
Also on the measurement scheduling side, a real issue was the dependence of our formu-
lations on cost measures that were largely fictitious. With nonlinear estimators such as the
EKF, we really have no way of knowing for sure if our covariance estimate reflects the reality
of the situation. If it does not, the effects on the learning process could be disastrous. We
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bypassed this issue by working with relatively high-accuracy systems and doing statistical
checks for verification. If some way could be found of integrating actual measurements into
the cost structure it might be possible to tackle more difficult problems.
In a related issue more on the reinforcement learning side of things, further study would
be useful on the issue of robustness to non-Markovianness. When we treated nonlinear es-
timation problems with RL we used suboptimal estimators and hence departed from the
realm of strict Markov transitions. With this departure all bets were off on the effectiveness
of our algorithms. However, since we were dealing with relatively low-noise systems and
fairly accurate estimates, our transitions were almost Markov and we were able to achieve a
fair level of success. If the noise levels were to be increased or the measurement frequency
significantly decreased, at some point the non-Markovianness of the system would presum-
ably overwhelm the algorithm's robustness, and learning would fail. A detailed study of the
conditions under which learning begins to fail would be of substantial interest.
A final area for potential future work would involve the G-functions described in Chap-
ter 3. So far only the special case of linear tranformations has been treated in any detail. The
transformations described by Baker [9] are potentially much more general, however, and it
would be interesting to see which of the possibilities could prove useful. Also, an alternative
to Advantage Learning which we called G-Learning was proposed. Though we showed an
example where G-Learning corrected for flaws in the Advantage Learning algorithm, we did
not provide a convergence proof. If such a proof could be found, it would be a significant
contribution.
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Appendix A
Function Approximation using
CMAC's
The mathematical subject of function approximation has been studied for centuries. It
encompasses a variety of subfields, but at a fundamental level its concern is the recognition
of patterns, or learning. Interpolation, extrapolation, filtering, and compact representation
of data sets can all be thought of in terms of the same fundamental concepts.
For precisely this reason, the research into the workings of the human brain and attempts
to develop artificial intelligence over the past few decades have prompted an explosion in
the field of function approximation. The focus on the brain and cognition has led to the
widespread use of the term neural networks to refer to many of the newer methods of function
approximation, but the principles which drive them are little different than those that have
long been used for simple polynomial curve fits.
One of the first function approximation architectures to come out of this new research
was the multilayer perceptron, or MLP. MLP's have received a large amount of attention
from researchers in a variety of disciplines, and despite the development of a wide array
of alternative architectures are still the most popular "neural network" in use today. In-
deed, MLP's and neural networks have become so linked that many people think they are
synonymous.
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The primary reason for the popularity of multilayer perceptrons is probably the ex-
istence of a theorem that shows that MLP's are capable of approximating an arbitrary
finite-dimensional function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. Though this theorem at first
seems to be an extremely promising result, there are two problems which make MLP's less
than ideal in practice. The first is that the arbitrary level of accuracy guaranteed by the
theorem applies only at the data points used for training and requires an indefinite number
of units. No way has yet been found to determine the appropriate number of units, and
as the number of units used increases the danger of overfitting and poor generalization in-
creases. The second problem is that even when an appropriate network structure has been
selected, finding the set of weights which minimizes the mean squared approximation error
can be an extremely difficult task. Since the mean squared approximation error is generally
non-convex in the weights, training via gradient descent is slow and subject to difficulties
with local minima.
A.1 Linear Function Approximators
The problem with local minima occurs with virtually all nonlinear approximation architec-
tures, and for this reason many researchers have begun to favor linear approximation archi-
tectures. Linear approximation architectures form their output from a linear combination of
C basis functions qi (x):
C
f (x, r) = E w () (A.1)
i=l
where
WI
w 2
r = . (A.2)
WC-
The basis functions themselves need not be linear; a common choice for a two dimensional
input x = [xl x2] might be q1 = X 2 , q2 = x 1x 2 , 3 = x22. Because they are combined in a
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linear fashion, however, the least squares approximation error
J = (f (x) - (xr)) (A.3)
is convex in r. The problem of finding the weights which minimize J is then a simple
one, though the accuracy of the approximation will ultimately depend on the choice of
basis functions. Unlike MLP's, linear function approximators offer no guarantee that the
particular basis functions chosen will be able to achieve any desired level of accuracy.
A.2 Local Function Approximators
Along with the trend toward the use of linear function approximators there has been a trend
toward the use of local function approximators. With a local function approximator, the
influence of each data point is limited to its immediate neighborhood in the state space.
In addition to providing computational savings vs. global architectures such as MLP's,
local architectures may do better at approximating functions which are themselves spatially
localized.
A commonly used local architecture is the radial basis function network (RBFN). With
an RBFN, the user distributes a series of nonlinear (usually gaussian) basis functions qbi(x)
through the state space and specifies the extent of their influence. The approximator output
is then calculated according to Equation (A.1). As long as the locations of the basis functions
are fixed, this can be considered a linear architecture and training is a simple matter. If the
locations of the basis functions are adjusted automatically to minimize the approximation
error, however, we have a nonlinear architecture that is subject to the dangers of local
minima.
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A.3 CMAC's
The cerebellar model articulation controller (CMAC) developed by Albus in 1971 [1] is
a local, linear function approximation architecture designed in a way that lends itself to
extremely efficient training and evaluation. CMAC's have been used extensively at the
University of New Hampshire [39], and researchers there have compiled a standard library
of C code for implementation of the architecture as well as an extensive bibliography of
CMAC related papers. As neither the term "CMAC" nor it's expansion of "cerebellar model
articulation controller" is particularly descriptive, Sutton refers to the architecture as "tile
coding" in his book on reinforcement learning [56].
A CMAC generates its output by linear combination of C basis functions according to
Equation (A.1). Each of the basis functions, often referred to as layers, maps the entire input
space to an M dimensional vector, where M is referred to as the memory of the CMAC. Each
of these vectors contains a single element equal to 1, with the rest equal to 0. Since each
basis function contains only a single nonzero element, the multiplication in Equation (A.1)
can be reduced to a simple summation,
C C
f (x, r) = E w b (x) = E wi [Ai] (A.4)
i=1 i=1
where Ai is the index of the nonzero element of the ith basis vector.
That index is specified by dividing each layer into a uniform grid of receptive fields.
The particular receptive field in which an input point is located determines the location of
the 1 in the vector qi(x). This is illustrated for a two dimensional space in Figure A-1. The
input space is divided up into a grid with four integer-numbered receptive fields. Since x is
located in the third field, <(x) has a 1 in the third position.
A.3.1 Hashing
There are two problems with this type of coding. First of all, it can't handle unbounded
state spaces with a finite grid size. To do so would require that (x) map to infinite-
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* ¢(x)= 00
1
0
Figure A-1: Mapping of +(x) for a simple 2D case.
dimensional vectors, which would thus require infinite memory. Even with bounded state
spaces, the amount of memory required increases exponentially with the number of inputs
to the approximator. These problems are both solved by adding an intermediate step to
the process described above. Each input point x E R is mapped to a point in an integer
address space x' E Zn and then into the finite memory of size M using a pseudorandom
mapping known as a hashing function. This process is illustrated in Figure A-2.
The use of a hashing function introduces a source of error to the function approximator.
This is because modification of a weight associated with one grid location affects the evalu-
ation of the approximator at every other point which hashes to the same memory location.
For instance, in Figure A-2 training of the approximator to match a data point at (1.2,3.4)
would also affect the output at (0.6,1.5) in a completely different grid location. Though this
would at first seem to be a very damaging behavior, it is rarely a serious problem. Most
function approximation problems deal only with a small portion of the possible input space,
and as long as the memory is made large enough compared to the area of the input space
actually used, collisions of the sort described above are fairly rare. The noise introduced by
use of hashing functions is further mitigated by the use of multiple layers in the CMAC.
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Figure A-2: Hashing of 9 grid locations into a memory of size 4 using the transcendental
numbers e and r. The hashing function maps a point (i,j) to the number 1 + (a + b)%4
where a is the ith digit of e and b is the jth digit of r.
A.3.2 Layering
In the traditional Albus CMAC, the receptive fields in each layer are C units wide in each
dimension, and each layer is offset by one unit in each dimension relative to the previous
layer in a sort of hyperdiagonal arrangement. This sort of arrangement ensures that a
change of 1 unit in any input parameter causes a change in exactly one basis function, which
makes for uniform quantization throughout the input space. It also determines an area of
generalization for each input point, equal to the total extent of all the receptive fields which
it activates. This is shown graphically in Figure A-3. Each time a data point is presented
to the CMAC for training, the approximator output is affected throughout that point's area
of generalization. 1
Research at the University of New Hampshire has shown that the Albus CMAC's hy-
perdiagonal arrangement does not provide the most uniform generalization [2] [42]. In an
effort to provide a better alternative arrangement, the concept of the displacement vector
was developed. The displacement vector D for a CMAC specifies the offset of each layer rel-
'Of course, the use of hashing as explained above means that the approximator output will be affected
at other random locations in the state space as well.
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Figure A-3:
are shaded.
total extent
Layering of a CMAC. The receptive fields activated by the marked input point
At bottom left the input point's area of generalization is shown. This is the
of all the active receptive fields.
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Table A.1: Displacement vectors suggested by Glanz and Miller's heuristic rule for various
numbers of layers and inputs.
ative to the one before. For instance, the hyperdiagonal arrangement of the Albus CMAC is
specified by D = [1 1 ... 1]. Parks and Militzer [42] have done a comprehensive study
to find the displacement vectors which provide the most uniform generalization for a variety
of different circumstances, summarizing their results in a series of tables. Based on those
results, Miller and Glanz [39] have developed a heuristic method for choosing displacement
vectors which produces roughly equivalent levels of generalization.
Glanz and Miller's method works as follows. For a CMAC with N inputs and C layers,
candidate offsets for D include the integers from 1 to C/2 which are not factors of C or
integer multiples of factors of C, with 1 included. From these candidates N values are
selected. If more than N candidates are available, then any N can be selected. If less than
N are available, then some candidates will have to be selected more than once. However,
Glanz and Miller suggest that in this case it is better to increase the number of layers until
N unique candidates are available. Table A.3.2 summarizes the choices suggested by this
heuristic rule for a few combinations of layers and inputs. Figure A-4 shows how the choice
of displacement vector can affect the area of generalization for a two input example. At left
the Albus displacement vector of D = [ 1 1 ] is used, and at right the vector suggested by
Glanz and Miller D = [1 3] is used.
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Displacement Vector
C 1 input 2 inputs 3 inputs
4 [1] [1 1] [1 1 1]
8 [1] [1 3] [1 3 3]
16 [1] [1 3] [1 3 5]
8 Layers, Displacement Vector = [1 1] 8 Layers, Displacement Vector = [1 3]
An jr _ _~~~~~~~~~~~46
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Figure A-4: Plots showing the effect of the displacement vector on the generalization area.
At left the generalization areas for two different points are plotted using the standard Albus
CMAC displacement vector of [1 1]. At right, the generalization areas for the same two
points are shown when a displacement vector of [1 3] is used.
A.3.3 Training
Since the CMAC's output at any given point is just the sum of the C weights activated
by the input point, training is an extremely simple matter. Given an input point x and a
desired output y, we simply add
Aw = /3C (y(x)- f(x, r)) (A.5)
to each of the C relevant weights, where /3 E [0,1] is the learning rate. When /3 = 1 the
approximator is trained to reproduce the data point exactly; when fi = 0.5 it is trained to
produce an output halfway between the old output and the new data point; and when /3 = 0
no change is made to the approximator's output. In the UNH CMAC code, which makes
extensive use of integer and bitwise operations in the interest of computational efficiency, 3
is specified in integer powers of 1/2. Thus / = 1 would be a learning rate of 0.5, / = 2
would be a learning rate of 0.25, and so on.
There is one further complication involved in the training of CMAC's, however. Small
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fluctuations in training data over a long period of time can result in individual weights
drifting toward large positive values while other weights drift toward large negative values
even though the average values remain in the appropriate range. Since the averages are
unaffected, this creates no direct difficulties. However, indirect problems may arise. When
combined with hashing collisions, for instance, individual large weights may exert an influence
in the absence of their moderating counterparts. Depending on the physical method of
implementation of the approximator there may also be weight saturation or machine precision
issues.
In the UNH CMAC implementation this is addressed by the addition of a penalty on
large weight magnitudes to Equation (A.5). The new training equation becomes
ZAw ]= [A  [/31 ( (x)- f(x, r)) + 32 (y (x) - wi [Ai])] (A.6)
where again, Ai is the index of the nonzero element of the ith basis vector. In this equation 2
controls the relative importance of weight magnitude normalization; generally this is taken
to be substantially smaller than /31.
The training process is shown graphically in Figure A-5. Random points from the
interval [0, 1] were chosen one at a time to train the function y = sin(2rx).
A.3.4 Other CMAC Variants
The concept of using displacement vectors for layering to produce more uniform generaliza-
tion was not a part of the original CMAC concept. Other extensions to the architecture
originally put forth by Albus have been proposed as well. At the cost of increased compu-
tation, nonuniform activation functions can be used to generate continuous and/or smooth
approximator outputs [38]. Also, nonuniform scaling of the approximator inputs can be used
to give greater weight to important areas of the state space [39]. This concept was tested in
the context of reinforcement learning by Santamaria [49]. A variety of different options for
dealing with memory hashing exist, and are discussed in the UNH CMAC guide [39].
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Figure A-5: Plots showing the CMAC training process for approximation of a simple sine
curve.
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A.3.5 Pros and Cons
To conclude our discussion of CMAC function approximators, an evaluation of the archi-
tecture relative to other approximator types seems in order. CMAC's have three major
advantages. As function approximators go, both training and evaluation using CMAC's are
extraordinarily fast. This is a result of the discretization and reliance on integer arithmetic.
As mentioned above, the CMAC architecture is linear, so there is no potential for problems
with local minima in training. Finally, CMAC's gain the benefits of local approximation
architectures without having to deal with explicit placement of basis functions. These are
all very attractive features.
On the down side, the discretization which gives CMAC's so much speed takes away
from the architecture in other areas. For one thing, the discrete nature of its outputs may
be undesirable for some applications. CMAC's can be adapted to generate continuous out-
puts, but only at a considerable cost in speed. Discretization also necessitates a significantly
greater concern with scaling of inputs than may be the case with other approximation ar-
chitectures.
Localization, which we listed among the advantages of CMAC's, may be a disadvantage
in some situations. It can make CMAC's more vulnerable to holes in the training data than
nonlocal architectures such as MLP's. Another disadvantage that CMAC's have relative to
MLP's is in the area of input pruning. If an MLP is presented with extra inputs which bear
no functional relationship to the desired output, the weights associated with those inputs
will eventually go to zero and automatic pruning can be performed. CMAC's do not handle
this sort of extraneous information as well, and pruning of inputs, while not impossible,
would be much more involved than with MLP's.
Of course, no single function approximator architecture will be the best for all applica-
tions. Indeed, it is often hard to make objective judgements as to which architecture is best
for any specific problem, much less the general case. CMAC's make an excellent addition
to the family of function approximators - one that is probably under-appreciated in the
learning community, which is still mostly dominated by the MLP and its variants.
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Appendix B
Function Approximation and
Convergence with RL
B.1 Prediction
In this section we will discuss convergence results for approximating the value function of a
fixed policy using a function approximator.
B.1.1 Monte-Carlo methods
Monte-Carlo methods generate unbiased samples of the value function of a fixed stationary
policy, so stochastic approximation (SA) methods are guaranteed to find at least a local
minimum in the limit as t goes to infinity, providing the SA conditions on the stepsize a are
met:
00 00
',- ~at=o a < (B.1)
t=o t O
If the function approximation architecture is linear, then convergence to a global minimum
is guaranteed. Simulated annealing offers the guarantee that the global minimum can be
obtained if the function being approximated and the architecture chosen are appropriately
conditioned and the temperature of the system is lowered slowly enough. However simulated
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annealing methods may take much longer to converge than gradient descent methods.
B.1.2 Linear TD(A)
Bootstrapping methods are in general much more practical to implement than Monte-Carlo
methods, but suffer from the problem that the samples used for updating are normally
biased, so that many of the normal convergence guarantees no longer apply. A substantial
amount of effort as been expended over the past decade in attempting to prove convergence
of bootstrapping algorithms for policy evaluation using function approximation. The most
general result showing convergence of TD(A) using function approximation to date is the
one by Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, described in their 1997 paper [63]. It makes the following
assumptions:
* The state space is finite or countably infinite.
* The underlying Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic with unique steady state
probability vector.
* The single step transition costs have finite second moment.
* The basis functions upon which the linear function approximator is constructed are
linearly independent and have finite second moments at each state.
* The step sizes of the updates meet the standard stochastic approximation requirements.
* One further assumption which is hard to describe without introducing a lot of notation,
but which basically says that certain expectations involving the basis functions and
the single step costs are finite. See [63] for details (this is Assumption 3)
Under the above assumptions TD(A) with linear function approximators (as defined by
Tsitsiklis) converges with probability 1. Note that Tsitsikiis' algorithm generates samples
according to the state transition probability matrix for the policy being evaluated. Also, it
does not guarantee convergence to the actual cost function, only to within a certain distance
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of the projection of the cost function onto he space spanned by the basis functions being
used. So we only get as close to the actual cost function as the basis functions we have
chosen allow.
Earlier papers have proved various things about TD(A) with function approximation.
These results can all be regarded as special cases of the conditions required by Tsitsiklis'
proof.
Tsitsiklis and Van Roy [64] have also extended their results with TD(A) to average-cost
formulations. The results are similar in nature to those described above.
B.1.3 RLS TD
Bradtke has described a version of the basic temporal difference algorithm which uses recur-
sive least squares (RLS) for its updates rather than stochastic approximation. He has shown
convergence with probability 1 using linear function approximators and generating trajecto-
ries according to the Markov chain's transition matrix as in Tsitsiklis' method. The switch
from stochastic approximation to RLS removes the stochastic approximation learning rate
and its associated conditions, but adds a new condition requiring that a quantity associated
with the RLS algorithm be non-singular (see Condition A.1, p. 45, [16]. It is important
to note that the two main conditions, a linear architecture with linearly independent basis
functions and trajectories generated according to the underlying Markov model are the same
as in Tsitsiklis' result.
B.2 Control
B.2.1 Approximate Policy Iteration
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis show in their book [13] that approximate policy iteration converges
under the following conditions:
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* The maximum error in the approximate value function after a policy evaluation step
is less than . This does not specify the prediction method used for policy evaluation.
* The maximum error incurred during policy update is less than a (the exact quantity
that a measures is described on pp 275-276 of [13]). This allows for approximation of
policies as well as approximations of value functions.
Then in the limit the maximum error (approximate cost vs. optimal cost) will be less
than
(l _ )2 (B.2)(1 - 7) 2
where 7 is the discount factor.
This puts no explicit limitations on the form of the function approximator, though for
nonlinear approximators we may be subject to local minima which could make it hard to
get a tight value on e.
The use of an approximate policy iteration algorithm implies all of the restrictions which
come with policy iteration: finite or countably infinite state space, finite number of possible
control choices, markovianness of the underlying process, etc.
With this result we get convergence of approximate policy iteration with any of the
prediction methods shown to converge in the section on prediction. Unfortunately, this does
not guarantee the convergence of generalized approximate policy iteration, where policies
are incompletely evaluated, as we have no results telling us that we can reliably get within
any particular e in a finite amount of time. In practice, though, generalized policy iteration
using a prediction algorithm guaranteed to converge usually works just fine.
B.2.2 Approximate Value Iteration
Bertsekas and Tsitiklis also show convergence for an algorithm which they call approximate
value iteration. This algorithm assumes the use of a least-squares approximation architecture
for the cost-to-go function. Implementation of the approximate value iteration algorithm
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requires a model. It also requires that the function approximation architecture be rich
enough so that at each stage k of the algorithm
IIJk+l - TJkIoo < e (B.3)
for some > 0. Here Jk is the approximate cost function at stage k, and T is the dynamic
programming operator. If no such e exists, the possibility of divergence exists (as shown in
the example on p. 334 of [13]).
B.2.3 Value Iteration with State Aggregation
As an alternative to approximate value iteration, Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis present an algo-
rithm which uses a function approximator derived from state-aggregation instead of least-
squares minimization. With state aggregation, groups of states with similar costs in a finite
state space are lumped together and used in a table-based lookup. Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis
show convergence by demonstrating that the approximate algorithm can also be viewed as
an exact value iteration algorithm for the aggregated problem.
In addition to the need for a finite state space and the requirement that a model be
available, the state aggregation algorithm requires that either all policies in the base problem
be proper or all of the following conditions are true for convergence with probability 1:
* At least one proper policy exists.
* All improper policies have infinite cost for some initial state.
* All single-step costs are nonnegative.
* The algorithm is initialized with a nonnegative cost vector.
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B.2.4 Bradtke's LQR Algorithm
Bradtke has also proven convergence with probability one for an algorithm which solves the
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem with unknown model [17]. His convergence result
relies on exact knowledge of the form of the model and the particular qualities of linear
systems which enable him to choose a linear approximation architecture which is capable of
exactly approximating the cost of a policy and provides a simple method of calculating the
policy update step. It requires perfect state knowledge and an initially stable controller. It
is remarkable, however, in that it uses continuous state and action spaces, whereas the above
results are all for at most countably infinite state and action spaces.
B.2.5 Residual Gradient Methods
Off-policy methods such as Q-learning have the potential for divergence if used directly with
function approximation. Baird [8] claims to have shown that if gradient descent is performed
on the Bellman error residual instead of just the Q-function, the resulting algorithm is
guaranteed to converge to the optimal Q-function given an architecture with sufficient power
to approximate and a deterministic system. The globally optimal solution is due to the fact
that the Bellman error residual has no local minima. In the case of a stochastic system two
independent samples of each state are needed to get an unbiased estimate of the residual,
which in most practical situations means that a model will be needed.
B.3 Non-converging methods
Though much of the reinforcement learning literature is devoted to the quest for convergence
proofs, convergence is not essential for an algorithm to have practical value. There are
certainly roles for methods that are not guaranteed to converge. Most practical applications
of reinforcement learning fall in this category, with Tesauro's TD-Gammon [60] being an
outstanding example.
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Negative convergence results can in some ways be more useful than positive ones, as
they tell us which algorithms not to pursue. They can also give us an idea of safe parameter
ranges. An example of this is given in Chapter 3, where we show that Advantage Learning
is likely to diverge when the accentuation of cost differentials is too large compared to the
learning rate.
It is worth noting that one could easily find methods that converge, but not to an
optimal (or even near optimal) solution, whether due to an overly quick reduction in learning
rate or some other reason. These methods are also unlikely to be of practical use.
Convergence often depends on the gradual reduction of a learning rate. For non-
stationary systems, one might deliberately keep a high learning rate and avoid convergence
in order to maintain flexibility in dealing with changes in the environment. In these situa-
tions, non-converging methods could thus be of great utility. There may be other situations
where non-converging methods have practical use, since the space of available methods and
possible uses is large.
There are also cases, as witnessed in this thesis, where learning is definitely taking place
but convergence to a single policy does not occur despite gradual reductions in learning and
exploration rates. In these situations useful results can often be extracted by testing policies
as they are generated by the learning algorithm.
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